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Abstract

f o oveccome these p m M m kiowkdps acqulsilkn Wuld be seen as a comp)ete and
integrated series of steps which pieeent the erpeit wilh the ability to dimanipulate
the kiow(edge in a manner wMdi was apcwapriate.

-

This thesis prescrits a model for lmwldge acquisit&m, calleô VENI (1 KAME
Inteiadhre K m u k Q e Acquidaon Meaiodobgy and Envimnment), wh&h defines an
interactive emironment consistkig of a set of tasks suMdent for identifying,
repremting, and wifyhg kiowledge. The bads for this modd is not to dked the
expert through syslemedic queatkning. The model alkws an expect to interad diredly
with the b d e â g e and reed, in ' r d tirne', to kncwedge suppliai &y integrating any
new, deleted, or m o d M kmwkdge wiîh the exbting knowbdge base. Knowledge is
acquired or modtfied oniy when explaly directecl by the expert. The acquisiüon
p c e s s h based on an Rerative cyck ot: examining knowldge relevant to a presented
case;getaig exphnations of the presented knawledge, meking changedextensbnsto
the knowledgeBand analysing the hpedof those changesiextensbns.

în eknkiathg an inteniiewing com(.nw,ent, the expd is akwed to put whatever
knanrkdge is deemed qmpdate without M g f o d into ansmirhg spedfic
questions. To asdat the expert VENI provides two types of support. One, al1
communication of the exisang knowkdge, and manipiletion of the knowledge base is
done through the use of graphicel images and direct mnipulatkn of those images.
Second, a set of ladNaes Is defhed wMdi provide exphnations of the relevant
knowledge to assist the expert in maldng dedskns about how to extend or change the
knowledge base so that the presented case is adequately explaineci.
A îimited implementatbn of key components is described where choices for Specwic
components are made which show the aMMy of the components to adiieve the
purposcw defined foithem in the grmeral modelaThe interadion and behaviour of the
components is luMer demonaiad through the use of case examples.

To demonstrate the applicability of the modd, a srnall-scale evaluation was conduded.
In th& evatuatbn an independent gioup of potential usera mm, gkren a set of cases to
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Chapter I
Introduction

The hurnan mind k very c m p k x and mysterkus. For thou-wds of yeam we have tried

to undenitand how we understsnd, thhic, and due pmôlems. Fmm eady phîbsophers
Hke Socrates and Aristotie to maie mamt Aro(ldd Inteîligenœ (Al) researchers such as
Newell and Siron, m, have soicght to enplein how oui mkrd m.One parHculariy
interssting asped the of human mkwl, oiw, which has Iîûdy led to aI compbxity, b ib,
ability (and necessity) to leam. Like other aapeds of the mînd, lemming is not weY
undenitood and has also been the source of discussbn for thousands of yeais
[Sternberg 821, [Furth 811.
ln trying to understand the h m i n g process, attempts have been made to dessify
vadous appmches by how we structure ait efforts and the nature of the environment
in which knowldge is sought. We constantly acquim and apply know(edge from a
variety of activities ushg various tediniques, eech better wited to certain
draimstences wingfield 791. As thaoiles are âeveloped, experiments are conduded
on humens to detemine the viabilty. Unequivocal prods are seldom found, Iikely due
to the Intbcfes of the human mind. Resutts often corne in the tom of suggestions to
srnall aspects. Wiôespreed or albmompming theories exist, but have not been
proven.
The develapment of compu(en ha$ mabled prablem soMng edMties, normliy
performed by humans, to be pdonned once f o m l spedflcatbn has been
acoomplished. Eady efforts by Newel and S i m mm, ôased on meating a general
purpose pmMem wlvei (GPS) [N8W8(l63]. Means-ends analysis is the basis behkid
the GPS where diffemnces between the p m b h and solution are sought. A kc&of

Knowledg-

Systems

are in use in a wîâe

vaiiety of amas. SOMng complex

H viewed fnmi the cornputer's point of view, its "needs"to acquke or

kifonnation

and ûn0W)edge to soIv8 pmblem are not so dMerent fmm ours. A significant difierence
between humans and computem is that humans are inspird to kam and are not
llmited by nonuemtive means of seeûing intorrnation. Cornputers do not possess such

initiative and are thus slaves to the processes pmgrammed into them to accomplish the

acquisitton ta&
The knowledge h m which a Knaw(edge-Basecl System is devebped k, d

m fmm a

verlety of sources (0.g. humans, books, publications, etc.), wial the most cornmon

being a highly skRled human. As a mît,a majodty of the msearch ki ûnowîeâge

acqubitkn focuses on techniques and toob far getîing knowklge fmrn an expert and
correctiy representfngR in a Knowledpe-Based System.

The possiMMy exbls thet lcmwMoe may have to k, mmdced becsuse the original
conMbuaor,s do mî behaw as expected when Megrated with the enth kiow(edge
base or subsequent pkces ot îomîdge. This mates oppoctuni(ka for emMguRkw or
conûaâicüons ôecause the Context In whfch îcmwMge was odginaly suppîieâ may be
forgatten. Kmwkdge is acquired via a pmceso of asking a systemmüc scnlea of
questions. The anamen, fotm the basb of the kiowledge base. TooQ of this type tend
to be inflexible in that they do not alow oppoihinidic enûy of knowledge or f o m the
expert in a context which la m t appmprWe kr the current train of thaught.
AIaiough it may be an over sinplifkatbn, the pioceas of knowkdge eiiition is not

unlike a rcipoiter asldng quedons of someone to gather enough information to mYe an

accurate stoy. Even though the npoiter may laKm nothing about the subjed of the
story, infomiatbn is gathered unW both the reporter and aibject are satisfied that the
stofy is accurate.
This dissertation descdbm a model for a Rexbk, kn-e

acquisitkn tml whkh
integmtes the major W c s of h W acqubdtkn (#enti(ication, formalisation,
rqmmtaüon, and wîfimtbn) into a seamiesa and intersahre process. The basis of
this rnodel & deriveâ from moving the expert from a passive mie of answerlng
quedons to a more acüve mle of di)aCang and k i t d n g with the knowkdge base.
Through an interacthre process, the eripert inaementeüy extnds and V81/1ies the
problcmi soMng knuntl it is ôemed to be ~iarimte.KnowWge entered hto
the kiowkdge base is hmediatdy integmtd wWi the rernaining howledge and
effedhrdy conveyed bad< to the experî f a revi8w. By integrating the entering and

Arüficial l n t m (Ai) is an extensive a m of reaieerch whkh has almost as m a y
definitions as msearchers. Al b) gemedy cmcmeâ with the expbmüon of humn
thougM, unders&nding, and problimi s d h g and how cornputen, can be ma& to
pwfomi the8e same ta&. Expect Syatms (ES) devekpment 4 arguabiy the most
sucœarlul vemture of appiving Al techniques to the SdllaOn of reacwwld pmbkms.
Whlle Al b concerneci with the more general issue of human intelligem. Expmt

Systems (i8588rch appliea the notbn that expert pmbkm aoMng perfomianœ can be
knowledge [Jackson QûJ.This ûnowîedge is typicafiy abtained f m a highly sldlleâ
person in a domain of ieasonaôle c m p b x i t y . The terni Knowledge Base System often

refers to a more genwal dsss of expat system not mmially wnsisting of knowledge
from an expert. When I use the mors general KMmledge Bsse Systm in thé
dissertation. It rd- to both Expert Systems and Knowledge Bese Systm.
Kn0-e
acqubitkn (or Knovvledge Engineering) b the general proces of
identifying, fornialking, repres8nting. and t d n g knowledge, fmm an extemal source
(ag. parson. book, documents) in a COmPUfef systm. The saidy of knowledge

acquisition k inteiesong fran (wo points of view. Fht, from an academk pe-e*
t
has mots in undenitendhg human lemming and can olfer insight into that ama. Second.
for KMm(edge-based Systems to be devebped more effedhrely and not have to rely
on skilled dewbpem, effective knowledgsacquisition tods am requhed.

We acquire lumnkdge through Mlkus tneans in elmoa any adMly we perîonn. One
general environment Men,lmwkôge Is acquired inw)h,es a teacher and a shrdent.
The rode of the teediei fs to sente crs the heuouice of knowledpe; to detemihie and contml
the means by wMch the student b presented this know(edge; and to ensure that the
student adequately unûerstands th& lmowledge. In essenœ, the student is taught by
the teachef. T m conûadng m n s of perloming thb teechhg pmœss are through
static and dynamio apprOBdles to interading wiai the student.
ln a static envkonment, the teachw, thraigh a series of sessions, pvkies information
in bulk to the student fohwîng # ~ l pre-deîined
e
drriculum. A M each session. the
student analyses the Information tiying to understand the material and detmine how
the information îits into what the student already howk Aîtw a nu*
of these
sessions the teadier evaluates the studentls understamling through aome meas of
tesüng. A considerable amount of üme may pass behnreen Initial acquisition of the
knowledge and evaIuation. during which tkne aie student may deveiop inecaimte
understandings or require more informaüon to explein miscoriceptions. This type of
approech is advantageous for the teacher, aa the responsibiliaes am mtdcted to the
initial dniailum devekpment and mhknel contact wlth the student (Le. some number of
sessions). This mmes et the espense of the stuôent, who la
lecturing and 8~(1Iuation
expeded to u m n d large unb of informatkn wW, minhl contact and feedbeck

ln CdnttaSfI a more dynamic appioach uses coniinuous intaadion be(ween the t8aidler
and stuâent. ln th& appioadi. the teadm pai#es a rdeainly smaW unit of information
wMch the student immedateiy tries to understand. Understanding is assisted by the
teacher wWi
guidancm and questions. This hnmedete feedbad< albm the
shident to fami corred interpretetioris from the start, instead of some later point in time.
h essence, the sludent irmmmtaiiy ~ c ~ u i r eand
s vwMes Mormaüon. While the
shident may beneflt lm thk intemdh approadi. Y cornes at the expense of the
teacher, who becomes m m inwîved in the leaming pmcess. Conanuous interaction
requires a ammitment hom the t a i e r through inwased tkne and effort in interadkrg
wiai the shident It also incfeases the burden on the stuclent, who must now be capable
of undenffenâing and explainhg the pmsented information much quicker than in the
&tic envhonment. This type of epproed, is abo M e r suited to take advantage of the
student's ability as the teacher can awM areas where the studecit is strong and spend
more time on areas of weakness. This Is a W by the tact that the student's abilities
are Menaffed mu& quicûet than when a statk approach is used.

Regardless of the m e r in which knowkûge acquisition is pertomied, the conœptual
cyde consists of two geneml ta*
the tedc of identitying what know(edge should be
contained in the knowleâge base. and the task of how that knowiedge is tmnsfonned
into a usable and correct fonn for soMng pIoblems. The cyde begins with an anabsis
of the pmMem to elicit the concepts and p~ocessesused in problem soMng. Furthei
S
set of knowledge WunW which can
analysis of these concepts ~ ~ U C aBsbuchid
be represented in a cornputer usaMe form. Once the knowledge is "operatbnar ilcan
be verifid for accurecy and cotnpîeteness. This may spem the need for fufthei
kmdedge to fiIlin a hale or cUrrect an incorrect situation, or to extend the pmblem

~Mng
capabilities d the knowbdge base. Figure 1.1 illustrates the reletknsh@

Figure 1.1 PIOC~SS~S
in Kmwkdoe Acquisition
Although knowledge acquisition tasks are sepamtecl conceptualîy, it does not mean
that they should be ~ w as
n distinct tssla in the o m l l piocess in that they should be

pedomied as an integtated secies of steps [diPiena 901. airtent acquisition toob
explidt)y separete the ta&, tesembling the statk leeming p~ocessdescroed earlier.
Toob of thls type can either replece or dgnificantly d u c e the duties of a kiowledge
base devekper, but the o v m l process mmhs the same, a large tum-around tirne for
aned iepresentationof h-e.
The set of tada, inwhred has not been changed.

The type of questkns asked are ln rwwne way infiuenced by the type of knowledge
sought. For the sake of discussion, systems which seek ûnowkdge reg&rding diagnosb
muld appiy one representaüve epploedi which wuid start at eittier the symptom or
diagnosis level and systematically ask the expert what possîôle causes of a symptom
wuld be, or what possible effects of diagnoses wou(d be.
When the intBNJew/ng tasû k, separatecl fmm the other carceptual processes, the

opportunity for mistakm and inconsistendes in piOblem sdving knowkdge e x k TMs k,
paiaailaiiy me when the inteniiewlng proam does not use feeâbacû (rom the
knouhdge base. As quesüons are askd which are potentialiy relateci to existing
knowledge, the expert should be made aware of both the integration and impact of that
integration. FaWue to âo do may mult in revisiting sihiaüons to resoive conflicts and h
a context different from the one in wMch the hovuledg8 was ariginally identifW.
Human nature may not allow the need to do this to km comompletely r m v e d .

,

When the processes are separated, the knowkdge supplied by the exped often gets
translateci into the knowledge base representaüon, the potentiel for mistranslation
exista, with the reaponsbilily being pîaceâ on aie inteivkmer to ensure that the need
for translatbn is minimal. This occun when kiowledge in one forni br supplied and b

Can an approad,be designed which a

b the e-

to have more contml over the

aequisit&n proœss, kit süll provide provldsugh feedback to guide the expeit ki
intmpdon? The annmw to this quest&n b the basis for this dissertation. This thesis
addresses the issue of integrating the major tasic3 of kiowleâge acquisition into a
cohesive and seemkss piocess h whldi kn-e
h, entered and verified in an
iteradhe ploc es^ u W r the supeniidon of an ercpeh The bask for this modd folkws
from the Moring example described in Section 1.1. In this model the user is in charge
of deteminhg which knowîedge is to k represmted in the knowledge base. Through
an interactive p~ocess,the user can anaiyse the knowiedge as il is ïind81Stoo@ by the
model. Fmm this, the user can detetmine if changes are needed to ensure the
knowledge is used in îhe knowledge base as intended or whether subsequent steps
aie required because the knowledge does nd behave as expected.

in designing this modei several goals went set
The model can be used by either an expert or a knowieclge engineer,

The expert or knowledge engineer should be In charge of ditecting the
acquisition plocess,

The method of interacüon diouki be effective and meaningful to the

Thk, smpe~of this mode1 b to address the bgue of integreaig the (esks detfining

knOW(BdE)eecqubnbn. lt does not spedficaliy aâdmss the strategies for ûetermining
Mich knowledge shwld be 8nfefed. Dsspiie the f a d that th& modd dDeJ rot conbol
the pure UeMicatkn pfoœss, inherent in the methodokgy is a process whkh is well

suited to the modelaThis process is separate fmn the definition of the model.

In the folkw(ng ctiapters Idescribe a model which addresses each of the goals stated
above. Chapter IIdeaaibes the background wrû in ûnowledge base devebpmnt. ln
this discussion the fundamental issuem for know(edge acquidtbn are emphasiseâ. 60th
rnanual and various automateci approadies are desciibed. In each approadi the
gened pnniess8s are desalbed akng with the stfangths and wealmesses. Chapter III
deaabes a general madel for e f f e c t ! ! developing a ûnow(edge base through visual
interaction with the represented knowledge. In thb ctiaptw both the visual requirements
and the plocess hi which the acquisition proœss is crbuc(ured are detined. Chapter N
describes an implementation of the mdel and the issues which must be acidressed to
dsmonstrate the model's feasiôility. Chapter V deaabes the use of the model (as
implemerrted) to Mustrate that the modei achieves the goals which wem estabbhed for
it Chapter VI dssabea a smaNscele evahraaOn of VENI where a smell set
independent usera worked with VENI to deva smell knawledpe bese. Chapter VII

contalis a summary of aie rnodel and how iî addmss~sboth the goab established hem

and the aitical brsues in kiowîedge acquisition. ît akm outlhes future extmsbns and
additions to the model au weü as its UmiCatkns.

Chapter II
The Nature of Knowledge Base Development

This m
e
r examines the issues sumninding the development of know(edge based
(expect)systems. I flrst discuss the nature of kiowledge and problem sotving folowed
by a diraisskn of computeriaed approeches, and theh &dapm&,

for implemenang

both the p r o b h soMng procsss and soiuaoirs. The remairider of this diapter

emmines the issues sumundng acquisition of kmwkdge f o i use by an expert systm.
Upon completion of thfs chapter the fdkwing points mgarding knowledge base
devebpment shwîd bo evident:
Knowledge base developmmt is a diffkutt task because of the name of
human knowledge and problem soiving, and incomplete theodes on
cornputer repfesentation and probtm sdving techniques.
When faced with unœiteinty, iterative methods alkw a final
representationto be achieved through experimentation and evaluaüon,
Alkwkig the expert to have d i m eccess to the knowledge base helps to

ieduce the knowldge acquisition bottleneck,
Intersdive acquisition and lntegratbn of a set of knowieôge acquisition
tasks help to increase the effectiveness of kndedge acquisiaon
The use of visual display and interadion b e s e s the effedhnniess of
using software foi programming (knowledge).

Camplex domains

am not

~ ~ ) n n welî
~ # yunderstood by people. as a result, soMng

poblems in such domains requires the ebRity

to ckrd with unœrtainty. Experts

anstantly have to sdve pabkmJ wnhout compkrte a understandkig of the domaki and

withwt camplete inforniaticon aôout a parücular piobkmi. Despite a l this uncatainty,

good quality deddons are expected to be maci8 ~ y e M o t h831. Gqmb deal with
umwtainty by devebping assumpaoris and hilebof4humbwacquked thmugh yof
erperienco at sdvkig such prothm. kraimpokns and hiles-of-thumb" describe best
guess solutions in ligM of the incompbte situation. WMk experts demonstrate high
competence, they are oAen not a w m of the explMt pmblem sdving steps and
kiow(edgeusedinMng-[Gtaines93Jm
An Expert System is a cornputer mftwam system which captures the plablm soMng

experience of an expett by eipliâtly representing the expert's knowledge and pmblem
soMng rnethods and applying them to sdve e patticular class of pmblems. The terni
Knowledge Bese Systm refm to a mon, general dess of expert systems whkh make
use of the same techniques. but whose source of knowledge is not conajâered
expertise. The differem is subtle, but important as replesenting expertise requires
more compleK techniques.

Devekping an expert aystem k a cornplex task typically requirkig highly sMed people
(e.g. knowledge engineers) who, together with an expert, must identify proMem soMng
knowledge and represent il in a tom usable by a cornputer. On top of the complexities
of devekping conventional software systems (eg. availability of resauices.
devekpment strategies, coding, testing) devebping en expert system frequentiy
involves exploration into humn problem solving. Thus. the large task of acquiring and
rqm&mting knowledge is the most dMicult aspect of expmt systm devekpment
[Clancey 931.

While many proMems may be soiveâ uslkig a varie@ of techniques, each spedfic
method requkes a CBlfBjn pmœss and is aiôeô by kmwledge of a parücular type.
Befoie devebping a kn-e
base systm, understanding the task(s) perfonned
influences the manne and ease wiih wMch the systm is devekped.
Knowtedge h a t m whkh h vecy diffiwît to pcedse(y define. Simpfy put, knowledge
consists of a set of ohm, feds and re(abionshipe which desaibe a proMem domain,
811. People acquite knowïedge
and operaton, which manipulate those oôject$
through vaibus means, reading, cbsmhg, and poMem soMng to n a m a few* How
m, organise knowkdge is not deady understood despite hundreds of yeam of study.
What is ciear is that
fomw the b i s foi proMem soMng Wayes-Roth 831.

Newell observeci that there are a number of different levels of knowledge Wewell821.
Each level descrbs a amcept or oôjsct with a certain arnount of abstraction. Each
levds descriptkn is b s abstmct than the level above and more abstfact than the level
below. By viewing knowledge in different levels m, can be m v e d fmm the details of
the b e r b e l s whib sWI maintainhg a certain level of understanding.
The fdlowing example illustratea the essence of NeweiltsKnowledge Level âescriptbn.
A computerised bank machine is a cornplex cornputer system. This can be
v)ewed in various levels.

A customer does not (and shuld mt) have to be aume of the program

and computer level In orch to understand the senrics level, but the
service Cevel ia sMI based on the behavkur and fundkn of the kwer
levels.
The tcnrrs suiface and dwp are genmNy used to desuîôe the &pth of understanclhg
of a parliwlar kvel of kiowkdge. To have detep kiowledge means that m e
understands the stnicture, funakn, and behavkur of the elements in îhat domain
[Kuipm 841. The sbuchire of a domek, refers to how the cornponemts an, amnged
with reaped to each other. Behavbural knowledge describes how indMdual
components operate in the domain. Fundknal knowleclge deaabes the pupose a
component piaya with respect to the whde domain.
One way of refenhg to deep knowiedge i(l to defhe a causal model. A cauaal d e l
captures the caus8-8ffect relatiorrships betwwn the entities in a domain. Causal

knowledge provides a very pomwlul base for soMng problems. H the task is to
diegnose a fault then R becomes a praceas of folkwkig the syrnptoms to detemihie
what the cause should be. It al90 provides a meens of prediding future events based
on what has alreedy oowned by fdlowing the pogresskm of how effects mit from
the causes whkh are present.
Desplte the powerful nature of causal knowledge, R requires the understanding of the

domain to be compkte in order for it to be useiul. H some of the cause-effect
relatiorrshlps are missing then it wbuîd be dRfkuR to propec)y #entify the cause of an
e f k t or vice versa. ln domelns whkh am based on understood physical pmpedks
(0.g. cimit design, auto dlagmak) then a more compk(e causal understendhg can be
echieved. Oaier domains are not as completdy understoad (ag. medicd diagnosi8,

InoidertoMedivelyepplyca~kiowbdgstoapioblcrnilbahne~83~~ryfw
infamDtlon mgardhgthepcwinaigpmbkmto beOOmC](Bte.f f a i o f thefacîsate not

bnmn~afauRtheiiilmaynotbpossbbto~~thocgu58alIhbfa~

eg. When forced to choose betwwn two options (one cornmon, the other

me). probability can play a role in the âeciskn. The more common one
is more Iikely to ocair given a ledr of informationto indicate otherwise.
NeweII deffnea a knowledge Wei analyds to serve. %s a spedRcatkn of M a t a
masonhg system sfiould be able to dd wewell82J. Knowledgs at a certain level is
incapable of achievhg ccwtein puvpoam. A comrnon use of causal knowîedge is to
jusWy the solution to a pmbkm. When a fault oaxirs it folkws fmm phdples defining
how the domain achlaly lunctkna Ipioblem wMng kr b a s d on knowîedge of this
type then the justification deaaibes what actuaUy happened. Surface lmowledge woulâ

only deJcrbe the soîutbn ateps without spedfying the importance of a partiwlar step.
The combination of kiowledge level and knmuledge scope define the boundaries of
what a pioblem solver b capable of doing. A proôlem sohrer wlâ be unable to mive
piOblems for which it has no knowkdge.
A pmblem refers to what task b to be done or what is to be edikved. Ciancey p i a m e y

8!5l dessifies problem tssks (Figura 2.1). The Bncwence ôetween problems cornes rot

ln ganml, pmblem W n g is the proceas of applying knowledge to s o h a proMem Nil
defines il more fonnelly as the organisation of reasoning steps and knowledge (NH 861.

Conceptually, there are three components in a problem mMng madel (Figure 2.2).
ObJeds represmt facts and relatkrrshfps about domah entltiea. Operaton defkw, how
the obcan be manipulatecl. The Cocitrol Sbategy descriôes the method used to
select the ordei in which operaton, are epplied to the ob)eds to =ive the pIoblem. The
term problem state is used to degabe the configuration of a probkm at a particular
tirne. Prior to the application of any oprators, the pblem state îs refened to as the
initial state. A problem is considered sdved when the prob)em -te memts some
alleria This final state L mferreâ to as the goal state. ProMem soMng then becornes
the pocesr, of applying operaton, to change the initie1 state into the goal state. A
solution to the pob(em 1s the set of operators and the ordei in wMch they where
applied to accomplish thls task.

Clanœy identifies two classes of pm#cnr aoMng meaiods dislkrguished by how
solutions are producd [Clanœy W.Clessilicetkn c h d b e s those pmemes whlch
select a solution fmm a pre-detmined set.A sdutkrr set is hierarchical organisation of
outcornes. Heuristic Classnicatkn krVD(VBS relathg peM of the hierarchy by "nonhiecarchical, uncertain infeIie(lCBSD. In Heurisac Con-,
solutions are assemMed
fmm a set of fragments. Problem mlving meaiodo b o d y correspond to the proMem
type hierarctiy (Figure 2.1). The d e î i n h s of the problem soMng methods shouki not
be interpretedas being genemliy applicabîe~,but appliceMe to a spedfic problem solver.
A plan is generally thought of as behg constnided, but iî dl possible pkns can be
identifieci then R can be corrsidered as a classification task

Choosing the appropriate computer mode( is an knpoilsnt dedsbn made durkig
computer grstem development, greaüy influeming the ease. success, and cost of
deveiapment. Careful examination of the domein and problem shoukl be perfomed, to
detemine which madel's chamderisacs best match those of the domain. Follawing is a
diwwssbn of two genefal classes of pmMem W n g moâels and th& characteristics.

A mvenaOrraI software systm is a cornputer eystem wtrM LP devebpd to automte

the solution to a pIoMem. An explidt sedes of steps is iômüîkî, as wdl as the or& in
whkh these steps M l b e peilomed, whkh togethei pmdm an algoiiairn. An
algorithml or pœâural rodei, kr app#ed to salve a spedtic, weN.defined pmôh. h

essence, humans mpiace îhe poccwrr peîformed by the contrd strategy by pre
detemiinhg th8 opamand thek sequenœ, to ddhe %W'the -lem
ki S O M * In
ordei to desipn an algorhrn, the piOblem must be ckedy and completeiy stated.
Msskiginformationeboutapio#emaithesduaanofRpreventsenalgorlthmfrom
being acairatdy dekied. If a drrer and complete ôeW@bn can not be made, an

Beceuse the sdu(lon is completdy
algorRhmic approedi cm not be dfectivdy
defined, the answers pmdUCBC( by an algocithm am eKpeded to be correct. Faiium to
reach the expeded ansmw indicatm either an emw h the algorithm or its
~

S

d

m

implementation.
0.g. To define the takehome pay of an empkyee, aY information must be

laiown.

-

-

net (rate hwrs) deductions
Failure to acxount for al1 variaMes results in an incorrect cakuîation. If
any of the variables are unknomi during pmblem soMng, the cakulation

can not be petformed. Such pioblems are expected to have predse
answm. Misdng information would prevent tMs from happening. Defauît
values muld be used, but this would not be masonable. Using a defautt
value for rate of pay wuld not likely satisfy both the empkyer and
empioyee.
Executkn of an algorithm is very efficient as the solution steps and their order have
been predetermined. But, becauw, the algorithm is designeci to sdve one specific
probiem, any changes in the proMern or how it is soiveâ requires m e r the algorithm to
be moatied or a new algorithm to be devekped. As a result, algorithmic approeches do
not kmd themsehres well to rapidly changing problerns. Some p r o b h s may require the

answen to be expiained. Because the solutbn to a problem is implicii encoded in the
aigorithm. expianation of the solution must be dDtained by exemlning the algorithm
itself. This is not accessible to a user at the time it is needed.

Expert systetns use a dedarative pobkm soluing rodel which more explMy
iesemMeg the generel proMsm &hg model (Figure 22). Soluaons are not expldtly
deacribed as h done for an elgociihm a pmcedural model. Inatead, the deciarath
rnodei desaikw what is kwmn about a dass of pra#ems and how the solutbn is
consbuctedfiwnWgde~.AdedaraaVe~enablea~todee)with
the uncerlainty which hempers use of a procedurai modd. KnouMge in a dedarative
rnodel captures dedsions mado regardhg incompkite situations (aesumptions and
Me9of-thurnb-which
are used in derMng a solution. Solutions produceci by the
dederative appach

am aswwsed more on

bekig accepbb than correct

as the

umerlalnty sumunding the domain and pmôlem does not necessariîy alkw the correct
answer to be k n m . For exemple, medical diagnosis involves detmining the cause of
a set of symptorns even though compîete knowledgeof the disease and biological
processes inmived is kicornplete. Megnoses are assesseâ as being mon, or lem 1given the degree of completeness and acwracy of the case and medical knOW1edge.
Dealing with missing information b an integral part of the problem soMng pmcess.
Quite often il is reasonable or necessary to make an assumplbn or use a default value
in place of missing informatkn. These pciits couid then be re-examineci should more
complete information becorne availabie at some üme later. A cbser look at uncertainty
follows the discussion of k n o w l ôase
~ reptesentations.
e.g. Unless thete is mason to believe that a patient has a heart condmn, it is
reasonable to assume not. Shouîd evidence later indkate otherwise, it
can be taken into account at that tirne.
Separating the W a F fmrn IiouP, gives the dedamth epproech several advantages
over the procedural model: it makes the knowledge containecl within the solution more
e x p i e as a resutt of mis sepanioon the pmblem solution can be made explkit; and It
c m adapt more easily to problems should they change. Because solutions are formed
rather than exewted, the steps containecl in the edutbn sem, as an explanatbn of
how the pmblem mu, solved. However, algonhms do pcovide one major advantage
over dedarative methods. Beceuse the solution steps are explidt, algarithms exeaite

Knowledge repr8S8nletion deels w
E
h ~ssueasumnding the methods of fomiaWng

and encodkig kndedge. A knowidg~)
iepresentatbn contains syntactic and semantk
conventions for desciibing ob$ds and operators [KIBmer 81j. While theary suggcwts
that any representaüon scheme can be used to repesent kiowledge, in pmdœ some
repcesentaüons are bettw suRed to certain types of knowledge and proôîem soMng
methods. The hnio mat commonly dmpmmtatians in expeft systerns are nibs
and slnidured abjects. 01 these two. mles am useâ more often. As systems mire
devekped R became apparent that one repre-tion
is not suffiderit to mpresent al1
knowlebge and that a combination of the (wo wuid prove bettw.
A rule 1s a restricted fom of predkate bgk which m

e s it more usable. The geneml

format of a rule is:

Each ruk theoretically desaibes a smaH piece of the problem dornah, conesponding to
an operator in the knowledge base. A mle interpreter detennines whkh niles are
applicable in the c u m t pioblem state. Working Memory contains a set of facts which
describe the cunent praôlem state. When a rule is applicable (the facts in the
conditions match those in working memoly) then fada are added or changed in worMng
rnernory. A solution is fomied by Fhaining together the set of les which leads to the
sulution of the peaented problem.
Because mst of the processing in a nile-t>asedsystem ie spent determining applicable

ruies, pricessing is very h û i k h t . A led< of structure or ielationships belween niles
maûm it dWcult to direc! a ceitein Iine of ieasoning. The Rete algorithm [Forgy 821
compiles mbs lnto a nne(wwk establishing the hierardiy of relateci niles. Only niles

reiated to a new or changed fact need to be cansidered. thw reducing the a m n t of
sgarch the.

Sniduied repreSentaaOns provide a meens of desaWng and explidtly relating a
coiledion of ob$ds and operators which have somthîng in common. Scmisntic
Ne(woik [QuiIlan 881 are one wch type of structureci represeritatbn. A semanüc
nehiuw)ccontakisnodesandHnks. Eech n o d e r e p e s e n t s s o m e ~ c o ~ o r
ettribute. Links are used to m n e c t reîated nocles together. Tvpiceiiy them iQ a large
number of nodes and links due to the sin@icity of the nodes. Frames m e s 85j an,
another type of stnichired mpmmWbn. €ad, fieme roughly corresponds to a
wlledkn of related nodes in a m n t k network representation. Links iôenWy spedfic
reîaionships between fremes.

In complex domekis iloften not possible to determine abgduteiy whether some fact is
present or some reiatbnship is certain. Dealing with uncertainty k, an integral pait of
expert systems devekpment because of the uncertainty and incompleteness of the
domain and problem situations. The most common m8thoâs of dealing with uncertainty
are based in some way on Baysian methods of asseeskig plobability [Cohen 861 or
Dempster-Shaeffei [Buchanan 84). Raîher than representing absolute presence or
absence, a numefical value (typicaliy 0..1.0) represents a degree of likelihood or
certainty about a pieoe of knowîedge, O rneaning no infomiation and 1 meaning
cornplete certahty. ôther variations for representing certainty use a range of -1..0..+1
where -1 means the fact is absent (or not me), O means no information, and +1 means
the lad is present (or tnie).

In rule-bas8d representations a measure of confidence or certainty (cectainty factor or
cf.) is used in hnio ways. One, to buHd up enough evidence in the premise to suggest
the tnith of the condition set In other mi&, each conditbn in the premise may not be
absolutely ûue, but enough eviâence h buiît up to eiiabie the condusions to be
assefted. Two, to attach a certainty value to each condusion indkating the confidence
in the truth of the fad in ligM of the confiâence of the premise and overall situation. As
proôlem soMng progresses. evidertce is buil up for and against a fact. TypicaHy

While certainty factors da allaw uncerlainty to' be deait witti in some fashion,
detmining apprapriate c81fBinty factors is a mmwhat arbitrary process [Eshehan
881. People are not kwmn to use nurnbeis for such purpases, M n g on subjecthre
wwds sudi as Iikdy, important, uaually, and SOmettmes to indicete varying degrees of
assessrnent about a parHcular fed.

eg. If we do not knm if it b raining and m, do know # ki cbudy, what
ceftainty should be applied to the dedskn to œncel an outdoor piaiic?
Expressed in words there k pre#y good chance it wiîi min so the picnk
should be candled. Expresseci in a cerlainty factor. which b better (0.6,
0.7, OS)?

-

When people are asked to idenMy certainty factors unless they are very certain about
something a number somewhere in the middfe (Le. 0-4 0-6) is often chosen [Eshelman
s problem situations
881. Csrteinty factors c m be refined through eppiving the ~ l e to
and analysing the resuits. The explanath kidicating the chain of rules identifies how

-

evidence changes durkig the problem soMng p~ocess.H a pacticular fad is not
consiâered as much as Ishould be, then certainty factors may have to be kicieased
Mydn [Buchanan 841 is an expeft system which identifies bacterial infections based on
a b W sample- ln this domain, ûndw(Bdse exists Mich can iâentify the bacteria by
taking cuhres. but in the case of ckngeious bacteria, the tirne needed for this process
is often longer than time for the bacteda to becobecome mature enough to provide more
condusive information. Expeircmce pleys a rde in rnaking judgement dedskns based

onanaiysingoutcomeswllh reapecttothedataaveDebleprkrtorejceMngthe culture
resuits- Rukw mwe mnnwi to capture thls eqmbme.

Oevebping software systems of any khd is aHiailt üempite years of expedmœ and

many d#ferent techniques. pledicüng the thw, to compkte a ploject is sWI not
completely accurate [Jensen 791. ûevdoping a software systein br as much a creaüve
procearr as it br en engineering task DewhpmM mahods for both aie pocedural and
dedarative model sham simiiarity in the general (kw of tasks. But, because the
pro#ems addmmd by eqmt s y s t m are often ventures Mo the Snknown", an
adatknal lend of cornplexity ia aWed,making developnent of them mon, difficult.

Over the IMe of amputer pmgramming many dlflerent techniques have been
devekped which help manage the devdopment of soïtware systems. First att8mpls
u s d ad hoc rnefhodokgies and unllauaured programming ied to highly emw prone
and unmaintainable software. As mahodokgies evolved from engineering design
prindples together with structured pmgmmming ied to more rellaMe syatems. WMle no
single approach can guarantee an enor free systm, stnidured appmaches with
fundemental pdnciples provide a better chance of reeching this goal [Plegger 87j.
One of the most wldespread meaiodo~iesused in developing software systems is the
WaterfaR"method [Davis 90). There are (hre stages in the Waterfall rnethod, each wiai
a spec(fk set of tasks whkh must be accomplished. This model foikws from the
p~ocessesused ki other engineerhg edivitieo [Sommerville] (eg. designing and
cons$ucting an office buiiding). Because eech stage depends exdusively on the
information gathered h the p~eviousstage, each must be compkted in its entimty
before movkig on to the nexL Failure to do so may reault in a cody reddng of several
tasks in om,stage which rcisults from a change mide in a pnnrkus stage.
As the Watmfail name suggests. the pmgmwbn fmrn one stage to the next fokm, a
rigM order. Once a stage has been compieted, the madel does not albw a return to I

later on in the llfe cycle- By not al-

modifications to be made to a previous stage.

based on infomiatkn in a prevkus stage. Changing th& information to suit anaher part
may inedvertemtfychange coned deciaons.

Individualstages of the Waterfall model can k scnm in Figure 28. In the Requkements
Analysis stage the dhiatbn is anaiysed to & M y what the problem is and what the
requiremecits of the computei systm ara ûther information which is a b examined
includes constrainb on the deveîopmmt pmœss (0.g. tkne, money) and resources
mquired by the devekpment team. A Requkements Specificatbn doaiment Is
produceâ which serves as a refenwice for leter stages of development because it
outlines what kiictions the system w i l provide-

Figure 2.3 WaterfaW method of systems design.
The work performed in System Design stage mates a solution to the pproblem and aie
design of what this solution boks like bsed on the Requirements Spedfication. A
process of problem decomposition is nomieÿ wed to break dom the overall solution
into a collection of workaôle units. Once these un& are known, the data structures
needed to store and the algoriîhms needed to manipulate the data are identified. From
this stage a âetailed System Design doaiment is pioduced whkh serves as the
blueprM far the impkrnentatkm pmoess.

ln the - 1
stage the system dssign is transformed into an exeaiteble
program. Besed on the 'bkiepMs* the fundkn~,pro ce du^ and data structuies aie
cOded. "Onif" tesüq~is induded wWi the codirig proceas to ensure that the indMdua(
units are mwking conecüy.

ûnœ the system is fully implemented the veriikation and validetion can be performed.
Aswming that the indiWual u n b work 001teC1)Y. the purpose of verifkation h to ensure
the correct opemüon of the u n k worklng together. Validation is the prmss of ensuring
that the systm meets the requirements idenWied in the Requkements specirication
document.
Alaiough lisîed as a separate step, verificetbn and validation should be an integral part
of the entire SDLC. lt is bette?(bah in t a n s of tlme and mney) to catch enon as
soon as possible. An em~rwhich is not iâenafied and fixed until the later stages of
devekpment MIbe expensive to fix. A W n g requlrement requhes the system design
stage to incorporate another part; the implementation stage to add more code; the
testhg stage to devdop rnore tesaig pracedures; and iï the system has been deliverd
R may have to be recalled.

Devebpment using the conventional SDLC requires the domain, and rnore specifically
the problem, to be understood well enough to a l b a solution to be knom in advance,
leading to a cornpiete design prkr to implementation. When a pmMem is not
understoad wdl enough the "Waterfalr mode1can not be applied because a stage wM
not be compleied until the misunderstandings are removeci, and a stage can not be
revisited. In domains of thk type il may be impossible to expect camplete
understanding in advance. When pablems of this type are emuntered a more flexible
methodology is neeûed to albw plablems to be sotved while alkwkig other stages of
devekpment to conünue at the same tirne [Scott 911.
Exploratory pragramming, as it is sometimes called, is based, to some extent, on the

stages in the "WaterfalP method, with one impoctant difference. A stage is not required
to be wmpleted prior to movlng to the next. The general approach is to uncover some

characterisac parts of the pIoblem and devekp a limited wmûing prototype as saon as
possible. Baseâ on the evaluath of the protatype, refinements and extensions am

made. This pmœss is repeated unül an accepteMe system b, proaiced (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 Iteraüve M e d g e Base Development
The moduler nature of the dedarative mode1 lends itsetf well to rapid prototyping for

several reaaons. First, development of the contrd strategy and knowledge base are
relativeiy independent. In theory the knowledge base can change with little or no effect
on the control strategy. ln practice, some talbring of the control strategy is useful to
take advantage of sorne aspects of a specific pmblem domain. Control strategies a n
be deveiuped to be general enough for muse. Expert system shells such as Emycin
[Shapko 921 and OPS5 ~rownston85Jare contml strategies which have been used to
develop expert systerns in various domains. Devebpment is basically reduced to
supplying knowledge In a format tequird by the shell.
Second, because each kndedge pieœ (rule, frame, etc.). in theory, represents a
mlpart of the proMem domain. changes and additions can be made with relathrely
IMk eff8Ct on the remainder of the knowledge base. In pracüce, kndedge pieces are
dependent on some other pieces. Because pmblem edvhg ocairs thmugh the

environment (hardware, tools, ianguage, etce). Languages diould be capable d 885/ly

The primary archited of an expect system b a KnowWge Engineer. tt is the knowledge
engineer who b iesponsibibk for interacting with an expert to üenWy and formalise the
pmMem soMng knowledge; representing îhfs kndedge; end fhally testing it [Gaines

93b).
Watennen pVatennan €BI idenafies an integrated series of stage8 foi expert system
development called: Idenafication, Conceptualisation, Fonnalisatbn, and Evaluarion
(Figure 2.4). Wh& this is not a universally useâ p~ocess,R b represemtathre of the
tasks which must be perfomied to devekp a high quality expert system. Through the
use of a devebprnent methodology, the knowkâoe engineer intemcts with the expert to
identiiy and repfewnt kmwkdge and pmMem sdvirtg skills.
ln the Mentification stage, the p m b h is exarnined to determine what appmach should
be taken. At this time, the scope d development is set. As development progmsses,
scope is expanded until a suffident amount d capaôility is achieved. The initial sketch

d the systm is peifomied in the CoIICBPfUaIisation stage. Durhg mis tlme concepts

and relstiowhips which desabe p m b h soMng are idenüiled. The exploration of the
damain not only idenafies this, but a b the depth at which knawledge will be
represented. 8ased on these ckision8, a mpmsentation and control mechanh are
chosen. Dwkig Formalisation, knowledge is elidteid from oie expeit and examined by
the knowîedge engineer. The representkn and control mechanism are oiten used by
the know(edge engineer as a guidance for how knowledge b elidted from the expert.

on what kiowledge haa becwi e(#ted and what k m h d $ pthe krmfkdw
enginwr feeb is nemaaaty. kfmddge ~ h e d n aéssbns
g
with the eripect are
Besed

PIOCBSS
at~each
~ ~ stage povidea feedbad< to stages pmeswd pmviously. The
itemtive nature a b ta& at each stage to be perlomied mlathdy quiddy, proMing
feedbed< for any changes indicatedby the poMems en<xnintered-

In some respeds, developing expert systems b IRe develaping mventionaI software.
60th have several different apCNoadres and whle it may be dîfîkult to choose one as
bekig the best. it is possible to detmine which are better than the others. No mtter
which appmach is used. one prlmiy goal b common, to W e b p a high quality

software systm- Devekpecs try to a c h h this whib at the same time trying to
minimise the effort without sacrifking quality.
It is impoitant to know when an algorithmk appmech is required and when a knawledge

based approached k required. An a-mk
approach requires the pmblem soMng
steps and the order in whkh they wM be perfomied to be beidenkd. Because of thh.
the exeaiaon is very efficient. ln KBSs a knowledge base must be repeatedly searched
in order to find applicable knowledge to consbud a soiution. Seaching a knowledge
base is not an efficient process.
Which methodokgy is used depends on how well the problem. and more generally the
domain. is undBCStOOd by the experts. Bdng able to idenoly the pmblem soMng Seps
in advance requires that the problem be understood well enough to do so. If there is no
dear solutbn to a proôlem then a knowledgebesed appmedi should be used [Prerau
851-

AWioughpmblemSdv/ngmaybelesa,~hthe~baredapproachthan

in an algonhmic approach. llexiWity is gained in the range of pmbbm which a n be
Sdved. riugomhms am designeci to sdw very apedRc pmbleme. I the poMem
changes then the aalgocilhm must change. With the knowledge ôaseâ appmch
solutions are conScnideci piece by piece, thus aIlowkig a greater nurnber of
combinatkm d solution p k e s to be found without having to change the program.
Cost of development b cibo a factor wMdi shoukl be W h e d when detmining a

development model. Because the emount of unœrkinty sunwnding candidete
domeins for expert syst8ms. much work is needed pkr to the adual devekpment,
expat systm tend to be very e m s h r s to develop. This does not mean that a
conventional appmch should be used for the sde mason of it being cheapef because
it may not result in an effective systm. It does mean that the wst shwkl be used b
determine if the system should be devekped at ail.
2.5

AcW-

Kn0M-e
acquisitkn k widely iecognlwid as the 'botümed<" of expert system
devekpment peynon-Davis 931. Krowledpe acquisition iepresents that part of expert
system devekpment where knuwîeâge is identifieâ, represented, and tested. Typical
intemction between the howledge tmgineer and expeit is depicted in Figure 2.During the knowledge acquisition process, the knowkdge engineer initiates interaction
wWh the expert to the guide the expert to the supply the desired ûnowledge. Upon
receMng the knowkdge, the knowfedOeengineer formalises the notes and information
obtained to idenMy the concepts, their reiadknships. and how they are manipulated.
Besed on characteristics of the knowieâge, an -te
represemtation and plOblem
soMng paradigm are chosen. As kiowiedge is fomialised # is iepremted and
integratedwYh the exisang knowledge. After d e t d n i n g that the fomlised knowîedge
is adequate, it is entered into the expert systm (made operationai) and evaluated for
wrr8dness in both representaüon and ap9lopiiatenecw (verifkation and vafidalbn).
B a d on the evaluation of both the fornuifbai and operatbnaHsed knowleâge, fuither
questions mybe be posecl to the expwt for clarification, amecüon. or expansion. As
the knowledge engineer is the sde penon res~0nsiMefor dwdoplng the knowledge

base, me wil CO-OIC1inate the entire Row of knowledge betwem the kiowledge base
and expwt (and vice versa).
A major conMbutw to the complexity of the 8~qllisiaontad< is the facd that human

experts are either unebb or have difficulties in ardiarlearg thdr pmblem soMng
knowîedge [Jackson 881. Furthw complicathg tMs pro#cm is that kiowledge engineen,
are not nomUy familiai with the expert% domain of expmtb. Both the knowh3dge
engineer and expert charter into unfadkr tenitory. The ekpect ia not nomialy f a m k
with computer ~
k
n end sfamiel pioblem sdving pmessw and the
Knowledge Engin- is not normally wdî vened in the temiinobgy and concepts in the
proMem domain. Togethet they must woilr to assist each other in the ovedl ta& of

A bige part of knowledge acquisibn r e m is dimded at helping the expert perfonn
the knowledge acquisition task more efficjentiy and inaeasing the fiow of knowldge

between the expert and expert system thmugh the use of cornputer based tools/aids.
Boose [Boom 92) classifies knawledge acquisition tools and techniques into manual
and cornputer-based rnethods, then fumer classifies cornputer-based methods in seml
and (ully automatic twls.

b) n o W o l ~ m d ~ n ~ o d y û y ü œ ~ r d k i # w k d g s ~

Figure 2.5 Fkw of knowledge and feedback between an expert and a knowledge base.
Manual techniques faais on developing and impmving methods which the knowiedge
engineer uses to pemnally interad with the expert. Eshelman [Eshelmn 881 points
out the need to distinguish betwwn tods which are designed to interad with a
knowledge engineer and those which interad diredly with an expert. Different issues
must be addregsed by each, primariiy wMch knowiedge acquisition tasks are
automateci and how interaction is stniaured. look of this type are designed to assY
the knowledge engineer in deeling wiai the knowkdge once it has been fonnelised and
represented. These help to imrease the rate of fkw of infomiation from the expect
through the ûndedge engineer to the expert system (Figure 2.S). A l interaction is
sîil centred around the knowledge englnecw.

radudng or eliminaaig the need for a kiowledge engïneer. bose tefers to these
teainiques as hrteraake (Boose 921, dwdbing the nrletknshlp betwwn the system
and expeft. These types of tooQ scwn, to wlden the fbw of kmdedge be(ween the
expeit and expet! systm, effeaively i n m a h g the kiowledge fbw rate without havicig
to rdy on a knowledge emgineei (mure2.S). Whiîe sernhutomated tools pmvldo a
machanism for Incmasing the fbw of laKmledge, whether an imease k, tealised in
ptactice is dependerit upon the nature of the use of the tools and is a matter of debate.
This is the subject of this thesis.
Fulfy automated tods go one step fumer by redudng or diminating the need of an
expert as the source of knouuledge. Systems of thîs type, commonly r e f d to as
leamhg syslm, gain knowledge by analysing ôataîlmowieâge presented to k,
establishing theh own relationshipa rathm than having them identified by a teacher.
These types of systms eliminate the need for information to fbw in order to develop a
knowiedge base.

lnteredbn betwwn the knowledge engineei and the expert h centied around guiûing
the expert to introspect into hMer knowîedge. Many techniques exist for doing this.
many bommed from phksophy and psychokgy woffman 881, (Wood 93). No single
technique is developed to aie point where R alorte can be used to acquire al1 necessary
knowiedge. Kndedge engineeis rely on varbus techniques at dlfferent Urnes, trying to
take advantage of each technique's strengths and characteristicsof the knowledge.
In order to begin devekpment a knowhxîge engineer hes to gain an understanding of
the problem. Fmm this understanding, a representation and knowledge manipulation
acheme can be chosen. Initialfy, the ekpert may be asked to degaibe the domah in
general t e m Although eqmb tend to give genetal answers to genetal questions,
because only a geneml undendandhg is sought, this is usefui. Information such as:

what tasks am perlomied; what kind of infonnatkn is encountered; and how are
pmbiems ptesented, provide the basia for stNChlring future knowiedge engineerfng

One of the most mmme(hods used to acquke k n w e fmm the expert is to ask
the expert to deaaBe aamp(e proMems iepcwentelhrs of the type the expert system b
expded to sdve*As a major part of the ecpeirs dai?y w d c is to sobre prablems, this'
gives the knowledge engin- the opphJnity to see the expert eppiying the knowledge
for its intended use.
The chaice of sample prablems is importsnt. Pioblems which are frequently seen and
f o l k normal patterns are ôetter indicetors of the common knowieôge invotved.
ProbkmswMdiarecons#eredetyp(celdonagkea1Nerepreseritationofthetypeof
knowkâge nonnally used. Paying tw mmich attention to aspedeF cases at aie

beginning of the knowledge a c q u w n proceas may m l t in a system whkh consists
of patchwork knowledge capable of dealhg wilh k#s hgquently occuning piablems and
not havhg a genml model capable of dealing with the most cornmon problem
situations.
Oeperrding on what the knowiedge engineer wants to gain from a sample problem
soMng session, the expert is asked to soîve the samm p m b h in different ways.
Experts are ofien unaware of the errpiicit steps used during the pmblem soMng
pmcess. Just letting the expert $ohm a $ample pioblem wR not îikety yieid knowiedge
which is representable* The knowbdge engineer asks the expert to talk though the
soiution to a pmMem identifying the $teps abng the way. As each step is identtfied,
the expert is asked to justify the action taken and why others were not.
M e r techniques make use of structures aich as teMe, char& dedskn trees to
Because use of aiese structures is well defined
capture various types of kn-e.
and they are already familiar to the expert, uahg these structures can be benefidal.
Recognisingwhen to use each is a skül in W.obtoined through expeilence.
One structure gaining popularity is Repeitovy Grids, which an, an impiementatkn of
George Kelly's Personal Consttuct Theory (EsterbySmith 81). These have receked

much attention as a basis for

BCQU
a&.
M~
This
~ is due in large part
becaus8 they can be constnided udng nreCCdefined maîmds and are domsin
independentCan8tnicaoninVO(VBS~awileaofekments(insta11~~~ofaomo

the eibnenb. Tria& of elemaits am
examined to idenWy conwhich two ekmmts posserw and third daes rot. All
remahing elements are then dassYied msrdhg to thb, construct. This continues untR
the expeft b safisfied that the elemcna have bwn SUffjCieritly exarntned. Durhg the
process of devekpkig a grid an expert b rqu&ed to careîully think about the problem
in orâer to adequate4y desalbe the e(ements. Once the grid has ben estaôlished,
reîaüonships a n bo found m i n a grkJ or set of grids iwhg techniques such as factor
analysis, piincipiecomponmt anaiysis, and cluster anabsis [EasterbySmith 811. These
techniques iâenWy how the ciassMed oôjects reîate to eedi other with respec( to the
constnicts. Shwld this not match with îhe expcted relations, the user may adjust the
Cr8 evaluated by thm.
Or how Obi-

dass) and bi.poleiconsfnids wMch apply

(0

Repeilory OMS by themsehn#, are of lirnited use. Gttensions such as Hierarchical
Organisation [Fransele 711, laddering minkk gg], and Funy Constnicr, [Hart 861
have made them mare useful. Extendons such as these seek additional and useful
information, but the knowledge is not integmted into an underlying model, limiong its
effBCfhleness. Repertory Grids worû weM when concepts can be deeily defhed (e-g.
mechanical systm) and bi-poîar characteristics exist. Fuuy constnids m v e the
binary nature of constnids, but many cheracterisations do not fit into tMs framework
(eg. shepe). Each grid mu& m e a spedfk purpose. Failure to define a grid's putpose
results in diffkul construction (Shaw, McKnight BI]. ln domains such as medical
dkgnosk, concepts are not as deat beceuse of the variabiîity in th& existence and
definitkm

Knowledge gained fmm an expert shw# be assumed to ôe correct. Mudi of a

loi-e
enginWs wwk is dedicated to fomialising the kiawledge and detmining
of the
directions of future intenriew sessions based on the contents and capabilknuwtedge base. Desplte the meaaibus wMk in anaîydng notes fmm interview
sessions and fomialising them. content can not be addressed unül the krowledge is

repr-ted
al^. The apeed with which th& br done is hipottant. If
experts neeâ to k, iritto âatîfy prevkusly #enWied kiowkdge, the context
mybe~htoiemember~Ma~nilicant~ntofthnehaspessed.
Shoctening the thw,betwwn initial idenWicetkn of kiowledge and Its operaaOnalilrstkn
and then to b evaluaüon Ml aignifkanüy affect the thw, needed to devdop a

One task whidi assbts in reducing the tumaround thne hr the process of represending
the fomialised knowleôge. Knorrledge ôase ednors remove the need to rsmember the
mpmmwbnn'sayntax Gmphical dkgHay8 albw the knowledge engineer to visualy
enter and ieview the knowiedge. Rule kuie e d b n use l x e d templetes for entering
rules which require the user to only fiil in hfonnatkn. Ruie trees dlsplsy niles according
i
k are chained tdfrom P gMng some indication of rule dependendea
to which n
(Figure 2.6a). Similar appmaches are used for sttuctured representations (Figure 2.W.
Once knowledge has been entered into the knowbdge base, the massive task of

vdfying and valdethg the knowledge a n begin. A kst task in this process b ensuring
bgical consistency, n8c8ssBry to help remove etroneous results duting executbn.

Because tule based systems are simplifications of logk, the same techniques used for
kgkal consistency can be applkid. Most logical consistency cheddng remores the
folbwing situations redundancy, subsumptkn, ckailar bgk, end contradictions.
Logical emrs occur for many reasons; typing mistakes, forgettkig, rniscommunicatbn,
and expert uncertainty to name a few. €VA [Stachowitz ûû] 81 a large independent
system whkh amies the above mentkned checks abng Wh many others to a tule
base of several fomts. Tasks like these are iâeal for automation because they are
welldefined and dMicult for a human to pedom them. Even though many of the
procedures are relatively simple, humans may still rnake mistakes or omissions,
particularty if the knowledge base b large. Most recent ûnowledge engineering
environmemi indude sane form of logicaichecking.

Figure 2.6 Rule and structured represmtations.
Addressing content is a much Irirger and compiicated task. Checking that individual
knowiedge pieces (a nile or frame) are correct within themsehres is necesaary, but
limiteci. Even though a piece of knowledge is correct within ilseif it is useful only when
Wied in the correct situations and used conectfy h conjundbn with other knowiedge.
Rule or Frame networks can be presented graphically to indicate retatbnships.
GraphicaI dkplays do not indicete the meaning or extent of the relatknshipe. only aieir
existence.
The primary means of addressing kiowledge base content k by running a series of test
case sœnarios [8ahill 911. A test case repremts either an acîual or hypahetical
pmblem dewiption supplied by wmeone ln L e dornain and checked by the expert. In

some domains the definifion of a test case is not chu. In syst8ms wMdi pedomi
00CIÜnuous monitoring. a discret8 case wouîâ be difficult to dmbp. Test cases of Ws
type wwûi have to be a canaiuous streem ot kitorm8tbn. Resub of executkn are
conperd to what the expwt rraiid exped The explenatbn pioduced by the
dedarative model serveg as debugging infomt&n to judge not only that the best
msmw was ghren. but that the proper masamhg diain was useâ as weiî. Information
frorn these test case Rins is used to guide Mue krowledge engineering sessions.

Because changes or additions to the knovvledge base may have effeds on other parts

of the kiowledge base. simpty w n n i n g the test case whkh was ki emw is not
sufftdent. Regresdon t d n g is a test whkh is used to verify a new version of software
perfom in the same manner as a prevbus version [Wegger 8 7 J a Regregskn testhg
a n be used to ensure consistency eaoes changes. The ability to know rot oniy which
other part8 of the )aibase a piece of knowledge affects, but also what that
rdationship is. could be an unwiddy task This is padcularly tnn, l the biowiedge base
is iarge. tt is not enough to knaw which iules referenœ a particuîar fad, but the extent
of that interaction is a b needed. Should more than one fact be invoived, then the
degree of interaction becames significantly more intricate. Testing time could be
significantly reduced if the adual effects of adding or modifying a piece of knowledge
are known.
An exhaustive test of al1 combinatbns of rules would be too expensive. Test cases
should be chosen to adequeteîy and mmonabîy assess the amtent and scope of the

krowleôge base. Without exhaustive testing, R is difficult to guarantee that a
knowledge base is acairate and complete. Same methods use nile Mng statistics
@ahil1911 to gke an indication of how often a nile fires. It is difficult to detemilne how
to assess the statistics.
û.g. Faailure for a mle to fire may mean that the mie is in enor, R is not
chained to other m b , other mles rnay be in enor, or no test œses mm,
chosen which would fire that rule.

~israrethatanyleigesoRwsir,Syaemk~conslderedcompkte,thiske~iy
ûue for expert syatems. In a
mse,completeness mpmenb the abOity to deel
wiai a l possak sikiatbns wNch cwld ocwr. In unpmkbbk or rapidly changing

&mains R is Micuit to anüdpate or recognise aîl poMible situations. Rathw than
considering ampietencrss in the g e n W setnse, il is more feasfbie to mnsüer R in a

nanow sense (Le. those aspects or awicepts wMch are eediy qantlfiebk).
ldenWying the dimensions akng Wich a concept are d m a b d enabies a taMelgrid to
be defined. Knowkdge can be mapped Mo these tables to determine whkh
comMnatkns of attrbute value8 are net dealt wWI in the kiowledge. The N A system
describeâ eaNer &es
use of taMes to curscrss compietmess. For those systems
which make use of tables or other stnictures (eg. Repeikry Giids), examinhg
completeness is an integralpart of thelr use.
mon,

For those aspects of the dowhieh are not easily quandltiable, more subjective
techniques must be useâ to arseso prablem soMng capebilities. Rather than displeying
comp(eteneas, an e%pertsystcwn wwld dbpley cornpetence by demonstrating that it is
able to deal with representaüve piobkmis in a reasonabk way. Humans are not able to
deal Wh al1 situations, but through the application of their knowledge they are able to
demonstrate cornpetence. One signilkant difference between humans and expert
systems in this respect is that a humen's cornpetence level tends to degrade more
gradualiy as proôlems venture outside the person's scope of capabilioes, whereas an
expert system's capabilities are much more n a m and degrade dramatically once
problems go beyond its scope. This b commonty refwed to as aie "falling-off-theclWf"

syndrome. Expert systems are ûesigned for a vefy n a m scope and possess neither
the general skills of a human nor aie ability to even recognise when a praMem is out of
the system's scope. Demonsbating pioblem soMng capabilily is primarlly done through
solvhig many test cases. Chooaing test cases whdi adequateîy cover the scope of the
system b a very important part of checking completeneas.

Knowledge engineering, like many 0th- domains is a task which requhes skiIl and
experlsnce to be performed effectivdy. Semi and fully automateci systems try to
capture the knowleâge acquisition akills of a knowledge engineer in order to reduce the

need for humans both in the kiowledge engineer's and experts mie. Folbwing ia a
discussion of techniques and p r h i p k imohred in rcnioving the biovuledge engineer
(semi-automated) and ranoving the a p a t (fully autometed) from the pfoœss of
acquiring îcmkôge faan expert systm..

When a knowbdge engineer is invohred in the larowledge acquisitkn pmcess there are

two kveb of transiaîbn requked to get kiowledge îrom the expert represerited h a
knowledee base. Rrst, the kriawledge mgineer is interpreting what is being articuîated
by the expeit Secand, the formaliseâ knowleûge is translated into a represented fom.
Evecy level of trensletkm brkigs the potential for kms or misinterpretatbn of kiowledge.
By aIMng the expert to interad direcüy with the know(edge base in a meaningful
manner there is lega opporhniity for miekrterpretation. Semkautomated (interadive)
twls hide the details of tepresentation syntax and piliocessing and interad in a mnmw
whkh sults the way experts appîy their knowledge while ûying to guide Me expert
through the identifkationof knowiedge.
In order to interact wiai the expert the knowledge acquisition aid should be able make
use of the knowledge U possess8s. Marefm to this as defining the role knowiedge
plays in findhg a solution m
s 88aJ;the use of the knowîedge provides several
advantages in devdoping knowledge acquisition aids:
1.

If a t w l knows how knowWge is used, directeci rather than opefl-ended

questions can ôe posed to the expert.
2.

Understanding how knowiedge is used provides a means for idenüfyhrg
completeness.

3.

By understanding the role of knowiedge an expert system can be
devebped whkh knomr when to apply ûnOW(edge.

4.

ît plays an important role foi the expect systm being abk to explain

Uself.

of the ercpert s)ntmby befng abk to expiain, ki detail, a smal set of
examples.

Msny appmches to interactive aids have been devebped with the piimary diîference
k i n g the besk, on which interadkn with the expmi ie directed. As specitic questions
are generally more effedhre than general or open-ended quBSaOCts, plnt 1 abma
relates to an important aspect of intdewing, idenWying a reason for asldng the
question. In interactive knowledge acquisition methods, the e x p t k, oflen responsble
for lniüally speûîying a goal. These goais veiy depending on the meaod of
int-n~.
Sane of thd i s c m bekw.
Repertory Giids are mil1 structurede Using automated constnictkn processes,
questions can be asked which serve a spedRe purpose, but because dicitation is

guided by a systmatic algociam rathei than howledge content. a m e natural
diacourse between system and expert is not possible. Repectory Grids have bem used
for several systms, Aquinas mradshaw 91) and ETS [8oose û4) to name a few.
PmtocoI Analysis (or case walk through) tediniques ad< the expert to supply a sample
cese which the eqmt then salves under the observation and guidance of the
knowbdge acquisition aid. As a piOblem s d w n is Wng deaaibed questions are
asked for explanath about wbstepa In LAPS [diPiazza Ml] case explanath is
constructed by the e x p t f i a klenwying the kiitfal obmaoiis. lines of reasoning.
tests, and final condwiona Using what diPiazza and Helsebedc cal1 cbrnain-type
mocW, LAPS systematkally ardg quedons for justifications of why ObservaaOns were
sought and what the success or failure to observe the data meens. Their rodel
dmuibes a pmcess of gdng h m an initial symptom to suspected pmblem.

Aleigedessofknow(edge~isiaoiitooh,makeu~of(heproMemsohilngmeaiod

used by experts- EaNer. d i f f m t pro#cmi soMng processes were identified in
Clancey's problem ûassH.aüon. Eed, prooess ô m u b s how kiowkdge is eppiied to
analyse the proôlem chamctedstics and sdve the pmblem, thus makhg dear the role
kiowledge plays. Syst8ms of mis îype have three basic pmb. One. the Problem
SoMng Modei whkh applies both newîy acquired and exlstlig knowledge to a pmôproMem
situation using the spedRed problem soking p~ocess.Two. the Knawledge Base
contains the knowbdge acquireû. Three, the Knowledge Acquisition Model uses
feedback from the Pmblem SoMng Model and the KMnnledge Base to direct the expert
Po supply the kndedge sought and integrate aie howIedge suwlied by the expert.
Inteiadkn is initiated by the expect by putfing forward a goal which is dktated by the
type of pmMem soMng process used by the system A cowr-and-differmtiate proœss
(used in Mde [Eshdman 861) is céntred around iâentifying probable contributors to
indhridual or groups of characteristics (in diagnosis a cause for a symptom). This
process continues unUl a0 chamcteristks have been adequately explained. Questions
are aimeci at Idenofying a set of concepta which will explain either an individual or a set
of characteristics initially supplied by the expen ln a prapose-reline pmcess (used k
Sait H m s -1)
adutions are suggeaed and evaluated against a set of criteria.
Adjustmmts to the solutions are made based on how wel the criterie are met. As
knowledge acquisition pragresses. experts are asked to idenmy the characteristics.
criteria by whkh solutions are evaluatd, and solutions.

-

One common crl(idsm of took devekped using thb methoâ is that M e the hentemction
ûosely resembles human problem SOMII~,
mthods of interadkn do not alkw a heer

exchange of knowkdge. Experts an, fomd to answer the quegtkns asked by the
system and are not (easi) aliowed to supply knowledge where deemed useful. m e n

interadion appmaches am ccmtied abnp a Ihe of reasonhg wslhout the context of a
partiaiiar case. As expwb tend to feeA more at a m soMng a spedllc case, ushig thla
as the initial context for interaction may enaôb the expert to rcmiember other relevant
information.

Mole is a systern consisang of Iwo suû-systems m e h a n û6J. The fkst is a pmdudkn
system (or problem s o W ) which, using a cover-and-differentiate process, diagnoses a

fauit given a 8et of symptoms. The second b a knowîedge acquisition system which

maka3 use of the pmblem sdving proceas to guide the expert to acquire and refine a
netwotlc of causal know(edge. The wm-anddiîferentiate piocess usai is an itefaaVe
pmess of idenwying events which cm expiain (cover) the presented symptoms and
then examining these 8 ~ 8 ~ 1 ttso detmine which is the most likely exp(enatbn
(diîîeremtiate) for the paiticular situatbn. Typîcal dMerenü8ting knowbdge includes:
asMng the use^ and the existence of an independent event whkh indicates the
preferenœ of one event over another. By defining the rok, of knowledge in these two
ways, Mole is able to guide the expert to suppiy or identiîy knowledge to satisfy these
purposes.
Mole makes some essumptkns to restrict and s i m m the acquisition pracess based on
likelihoods of causal events. Mde assumes that every symptom has a cause and thus
a reason for ilbeing present. Failure to make thb assumption results in the pmbfem
soMng process rot knowkig when to expiain sorne finding or whether il is important.
Mole also tries to find a single parsimonbus explanation for the presenting symptoms
M e r than multiple explanatkns. Aithough muitiple miîundkns do occur, single
occurrences are more Iikely, and symptoms whkh initially appear unrelateci, m a y in fact
be refated.
A Mole session consists of hno general tada. First is an acquisfaon task where the
expert is asked to suppfy a set of symptoms, not necessariiy represanting an adual
case, which need to be explained. Mole then guides the expert to supply covering and
differentiating events which would explain the symptoms independent of the knowledge
base. Second is a mfinement ta& where, in the context of a case, the expetî can

for events whkh cou# explain the Symptoms* Beceuse of the assumption that every
symptom must have at h s t one eaplpmtim, Moîe queries the expert on each
symptom's patential causes. Once initial expianation of the symptoms has been
completed. higher level explanatbs of these events are mede unti the expert is
satistïed that an approprlate level hm b t m adiieved. As eedi piece of covering
knowiedge is idenWied the expert b asûed Il its existence can be determined by askkig
the user or whether il must be infened from existing tacts. When events identified by
the expert do not exist in the knowledgebase new events are aââeô.
Most of the woik perfonned for the acquiaitkn task is for ditfererrtiating ev8nts. One
s . each symptom may
sbong constraikit sewes to confine the dmerentiathg p r o ~ e ~ As
have more than one potential cause, at least one of these must be induded in the final
explanation. When this constniint is not met. the expert ha$ deemed the existing
explanatbns to be inappropciete for the particular situation and a new one must be
wpplied which wiR be part of the overell expkinatkn. Two types of differentiaaig
knowledge are sought. Event quaiifying krowledge defines the llkdihood that an event
exists or does not exist. Connedon qualitying knowledge defines the strength of the
causal relationship.

Upon examination of an event Mole seeûs only to have enough knowldge to
ditferentiate it in prindple. Later il may be found that this know(edge is not suMent
when used in an actuel case. When dMerentiaüng two covering events, if the presence
of a covering event can be detmined by asking then this b auftkient for differentieting
this event as its preserice niles the o h out while its absence niles the other in.
Difterentiating events which must be infened is a more complicated ptocess. To
diffefentiate events of thhi type independent evkknce in, needed to choose one venus
the other. One tom of inchpendent evidence is for one of the covering events to be the
soie explanation for another event. Becewe one of an 8verWs possiôle expianations
rnust be part of the o v d explenatkn and because aingle expianatbns are prefened.

are essendhlly the same as the
acqubioon tesk wlh the differenco belng that a case icr used as the cmtext. Mole
mhres a sarnple case aippled by the expert with the diagmsis compareâ to the correct
Tesk, perlomed âuikig knowledge rmement

diagmsk elso su-

by the expert Any dnerenoo signaîs the need to modify the

knowleôge base. In doing so, Mole biea to ident#y the soume of the pioMem. then
guide the e%pwt to fi% it. Should the dîa~msb
be inawrect then another enplanatbn for
the symptoms mwt be foui4 The e x p t îs waiked thrwgh the exphnation to

determine Mich peits of the expbnatbn am cmmt. When an incornid event or
aswciation k, found the expert is asked to change 1or aippty new knawledgeFailure for Mole to ch0058 oie consd diagnosie may result for üwee reasons: the
dîagnosis does not exbt in the h o m e base; it Is not needed to explain any of the
presenîed symptoms; or ilmis mled out by differentiating knowledge. ln the fia and
second situations Mole asks the expert to indicete which parts of the expianation are
correct, then asks the expert to add the necessary events. If it is found that the cornid
out, Mole determines the
diagnosis could have been chom had it not been ~ l e d
euents which m ~used
t
in differentiating the correct ôiagnogb and asks the users if
thwe are other 8vents wMch would differemtiate the problem event(s) conectiy.
A major featuie of Mole is that iltries to reduce the arnount of direct interaction with the
expert to acquire knowledge. Raaier than asûing questbns to seek knowleôge a every
opportunity. Mole uses the mies defined by aie cover-anbanmntiate process and the
awiumptions, to meke 1ntelIigenr guesses why prablems oocuned. The expert then
provides feedback regarding the aaxiracy of Mole's declsions.
Another feature of Mole is b handling of unœrtainty. Rather than using numerical
values to represent strength of redatbnships betwwn events, compeüng events are
mnked according to which one is most Ikdy in the particuîar situation. Combining
evidenœ is dMicuk and in many instances inappropriate. To avoid this a categorical
decbkn is made at e d , event regardhg Its presence or absence. Cohen states thet

experts do not think in temis of numerical values and have diîficulty when asked to
supply (hem [Cohen 861. Ranking eventa rnay be more famHiar, but h order îo be
aaxirate, al1combinations of eventrr mua be ranked and rmnked upon acquimg new
knOW(8dge. Mole t r h to d u c e the need to examine a l combinations by generalishg
the ranking to mer a wider range of events.
In acquiring knowtedge, MOLE dces not make use of exiatlng knowkdge to either
assis2 in the idenüiication or avoid akeedy acquired knwiedge. Al1 sessions are
considered independentcolI8Cf/onswhkh are integratedat a later tirne.
The proceas of assignhg relative mnldngs of hypotheses can be a tedbus task.
Despite the argum8nt that mnking is more intuitive to the expert than assigning
ceitainîy factors, compîex domains with m n y variables rnay require analysing al1
combinations of factors whid, kceliy influence the dedskn. For example, in medical
cases, there rnay be several combinatkm of symptom each of which indkates a
different ranking. This requires more information than the specMcetbn of a value for
each symptom rehwnship. Further mmplicating this is that it m y not always be
possible to rank based on local information. Having to include non-local relationahips
complicates the task even more.

A major research area in Al is devekping systerns which are capable of identifying and

fomulating knowledge while decreasing or eîiminating the d e of a teacher. Leamkig
systems are those systems whkh analyse information, determining that information
whkh il deems imporbnt and how it wM be stnidured. A comprehensive discussion of
leaming techniques can be found in m a l s k i et al. 8311[Michalski et al. 861, [Michalski
et al. 901. While many leaming techniques are still in their infancy, sorne have
devekped to the point where they can be applied to the devekpment of an expert
system*
Redudng the need for an expert may be aomewhat limited in meny domaku,
parüculaily those which are Ill-stnictured, but ildoes sem, some impomnt purposesaIn
some domains, experts rnay be vecy scaice or unc~opecative.Leaming techniques

The most wmmon techniques use, as the bacris hwn vvhich kncwidge is idenafied, a
îarge set of exampies fmn which amcepts or ~ W d e d s k nûees am induced.
Similarity-based Leaming (SBL) [ûuWsn 831 examine8 the attributes of concepts (or
cases) to detmine which combinations yleld parücuïar resuk. By enalydng shnilarities
and diWerences possegsed by the comepb, a set of distingukhing atMbutes is formeci
which will identify, whether or not an oôject is a manber of a deas.
Two signilicant advantages of SBL are fhst very Iittk domain kiowledge is necessary,
making it more generally applicable, enmn in domains with llltk or no known dornain
theoiy [DeJong 881. Second, aH, p~ocessk, base~I
on the pmsmtatbn of exampies or
cases, which in many domains, are reaôiiy available and not requMng expettke.
A major drawback of SBL is that the relatbnships it identifies can b8 coincidental

[Dalong 881. Beceuse no domaki ûnowîedge is used. attributes can not be examined to
determine th& overell signMcance andlor signiflcance with respect to a particular
concept. In domains such as meclidne. signs, symptoms, and obsenmtions Vary from
disease to diseas8, and diagnosis to dîagnosîs. SBL esteblished reletionships must be
analysed in such instances. SBL deknowledge bases do not have the
cepabillty to jusüfy the answem. Answen, corne h the fom d listing the presence end
absence of atbfbutes without knowhg whet they mntfiôute.
SBL can wo* weR in domains whwe concepts are weW defined (0.g. mechanical

diagnods), but in domains where thb is not tnw, (0.0. medicine) the dilkulty in defining
a concept translates into the same poblems ôeing encountered in SBL systems
[DeJong 881.
Expianation-based Leaming (EBL) [Mltchel et al. 881. m o n et al. 891contrasts SBL in
mat il makes extensive use of dornain knowledge. Based on obsenmtians, usually of
problern solving shatbns. an expianation is constructecl wMdi âeacrlbes what is being

observedmThb explanetbn b then genemlbd so that ilcan be integrated with existing
ûnowieôge. EBL âoes not enend the kiow(edge berie in terms of genmting new
the pmMems preserrted to ilMartin 89).
EBL signMcantly reduœs the need to examine numerws examples because domain

ûnowledge is used to extensiveiy anaiyse problem sihiaüons. Considerable knowledge
is required both to explain the situations end to generalise thet eicplenawn. In order to
acwrately expiain a given problem. the dornah theoiy needs to be amplete and
correct. In thn
i-,
multiple explenatbns (som of the inaccurate) are
produœd where only m e lould [Coheng21. ln th- situations, other techniques am
needed to resolve the mulaple explanaüons. In case3 where cornid and compkte
domain theodes do nat exisl, pure EBL techniques are less effective for kndedge
acquisition purposese
Expeiience pkys a major iole in the ôewlopment of expertise. Once a pmblem is
SOM
the solution is integrated with exisang knowledge so that ilcan be used in future

situations. This process is the bais for a paradigm caIM Case-ôased Reasoning
(CBR) (Riesbeck 89). [Siade 911, (Kokdner Qû]. CBR maintains a collection of
prevkusly soIved cases whkh are referenced during its prablem soMng process.
Characteristics of the new pmblem are used to retrieve similar cases which are
examined to detemine the case (or cases) most similar to the new pioblem. Either the
solution to this case is used diredly or adapted to SOMthe new problem. The sotved
case is then integrated in the system's case base for future reference, thus extending
the pmMems the system is able to solve. Cases are organised by the attributes used to
describe a case.
Uke EBL, CBR requites signifbnt dornain knowledge in order to analyse and adapt

cases. It is rnost often the case that a new case does not match any existing cases
exady. ln sudi situations atûiôutes are assessed on how signiikant their presem,
absence, or variance is in the w m t context, and whether the particuir case can be
used. When the systern can not identify this for itseif. many systems a b the user to
be asked for such informetion. ln complex domains (e.g. medkine), the interaction

Knowledge in a CBR system is div&Jeâ kit0 the case base and knowledge for
integmling, assedng. and adapting cases. The result is an overall h o m e base
which is not a cahesive unit or model and instead is a set of distributed knowledge
un&.

Apprenüceship is an often used method for transfenkig expertise fmm a more skilied
individual to a novice. it is common in trade industries (e.g. arpentry) to have an
assistant accompany a more skilied person to gain experience and skill to be more
competent. Many rneaiods of interadion, either indhridually or in combinatbn, can be
usecl to achleve this p~ocess.
Rather than foawing on intenriewing techniques as a means to acquire knowieâge. a
general chss of acquisition systems uses a lem direct approach. Apprentice Leaming
Systems (ALSs) are defineci by Mitchel et al. as.
-a dass of interactive knowkdgebased consultents that directly
assimilate new knowledge by observing and analysing the problem
soMng steps contributed by their users thmugh normal use of Me
system" [Mitchel et al. 851
Normal use of the system can be interpreted as meaning the user does not enter into
an explkit acquisition phase. t k, generaÿ implied that the method of interaction
resemMes m
m wMng in one way or another. As the user is soMng a problem, the
knowîedge is not explicitîy labelled as that whidi b to be leamed by the system. lt is up
to the ALS to determine what R needs to be able to sdve the piOblem in the same way
as the expert.

ln some resped apprentÈe leemhg tediniques are an extension of leamhg from
emmples or EBL (Sedon 2.5.2.3). h this mariner, an ALS is pmsmted with a p r o b h

(orexcunpk) Immwhich pmbfem sdvkrg lmdedge b, exbacteci. AL is an extension of
leaming from exemples in that the exampk b presented as an acüve pmcess, as
opposed to a staüc desaiptkn. The active pmœss pmvides usehl information wMch
would othemise be Mkult or awkward to obtah. ln an active pnnress the AL system
gains actes% to the order in which steps were perfonned and futthgr data obtained.

AL is not as general as lsaming by observation. Leaming by obsenmtion imposes no
structure or context for what is leamed oc the nature h which knowledge Is presented.
The system must determine what informatbn is useful, M a t the infomiattkm repremts,
and how il related to any exisüng kiowledge W a W 831. AL k, a more contioled
environment w
h
m the system is either expecting a paracUlar type of biowledge or the
interface contmls what infornationcan be entered by the wet.

As with EBL, ALS such es LEAP [Bareiss 891 require a wmpiete domain mode1to be
specified which is consistent with the examples from which it is expected to leam.
When sudi a mode! can not be consttuded, EBL and ALS have difficulty in fofming
explanatbns of the exampies premted. One way to overcome incompleteness in the

domain t h q is to use plausible explanatbns (Mitchel et al. BB] to identify likely
expianaths. ALS diifers h m EBL by the type of kndedge obtained Wilkins 881. In
EBL knowledge is in the tom of generalisations of the domain theory, whereas in ALS.
knowledge is in the form of extensions to the &main theory.

An expert contains a vast amount of information and as Matlin points out m r t i n 801,
the expert shoukl not be totally exoMed as a source of information, parücularly if the
objective of the systern is to devekp a howkdge base in a reasonable a m n t of time.
Complette exckisian of the expert m y be required if the focus of the system is purety
leaming.
One particufar ALS called EDSEL Wrün 891 empbys a leaming by understanding
explenations methodology to extend a causal know(edge base. An iniüally supplied
causal k n w e base conteins not oniy causal associations, but other assodations

(0.g. W)and g e n W object information. The rqmmtaaori of u m n y is mt
handled as dl causal relaaoriships are assumed to be absolute.
Input from an expert is in the fom of an approKknate case description as weR as one or
more partial enpianetions for the case. W o M g in a deductive mannei, EDSEL applies
its causal know(edge in an attempt to ertpiaîn how the hypothesis explains the case
symptoms. Shwki a compiete ercplenatbn of the hYQoth8S/S not be completed, m e r
means of compieting it are used inûuding expert Intenmnüon.

The semkutomated knowledge acquisition systems discuSSBd ao far have been
b l e d 'extradon-baseb. Undedying the acquisition task h, the 'mining' of knowledge
from the expert in order to represent l in a knowkige base for use in -king a set of
problema These ao called 'first-genmtion' I u m M g e acquisition toois alûwd
sophistkated expett systems to be devekped. 'Firstgeneration' knowieôge acquisition
tmls addressed, to som degree, aie knowledge acquisitbn bottleneck by assisting
both the expert and knowledge engineer in making the identification and transfer of
kndedge more effective and efficient.
Two issues have been identified with the 'extraction-bas-

approach. First, there is an
assumptbn that the expert possesses a mode1of problem soMng which is buried in the
mind and can be extracted [Gaines 931. Some have suggegted that such a mode1does
not exist in a fom which can be transfened to a kiowledge base [Ford et al. 931. Much
of the research in the l98ûs attempted to assht in some way with the instrospedion
process to help uncover such knowledge. Ford comments that experts rely on intuition
and personal experience instead of theoretical founâalkns during problem -king.
What ieally exists is a separation of general howledge and the vaikus situatbnsAasks
for which the knowledge can be used. Two indMduals can posseas the same basic
knowledge, but epply il differently to the same pmMern because of other exprlenœs.
Clancey goes as fer as saying that the kndedge acquisitbn boffleneck Is a
hiisleading metaphof because it implies the pioMem is in the communication of
existing concepts and relaaonships not in ideritifying what aie concepts and
relatîonships are to begin with [Clancey 93).

Second, even with automated twkr for kiowledge aoquisition bols, the ckvelopment of
a new knowledge ôase, even in the same domain as an existing one, requkes the
kiowledge base to be built fmm scratch [Neches et al. 911. The masons for tMs
induâe: different representations; different Mcebularies for describing the same
abjects, different relaaOnships, etc.; and diffeient rnethods for dassifying and defining

knowkôge (0.g. taxonomie, causai). Knowledge bases of this type are bWe and
diffkultto makitain as the knowledge diangm (Schreiber et al. -1.
They also tend to
be independent of other knowledge bases and useful only in the situations for wMch

they were buik The fdbwing exampie h m Sowa illustrates the effects of isoiated
development [SoweQg].
eg. A know(edge base was developed to answei questions, in English, about
geography. To ease deveiopment, common geogiaphicel entities were
reduced to simple geomeolc tenna T m , dams, airports were reduced
to points; roads, railroads and rhrers were reduced to lines; and
countries, blocks, and mwntains mm, reduced to areas. Aithough the
generation of English was simpiified, this knodedge base was unusaMe
for other problems such as land planning. Dimenskns etc. would be
needed for each enüty to do proper anaiysis.

The vast amount of approaches to knowledge acquisition, termed "patchwork" by
Gaines [Gaines 931,lead to a divemity of methods and techniques wlthout a cornmon
theoretical basis. This b not necessarily a bad thing as each thread of research shed
light on the complexity of pieces of the entire task The culmination of experience
gained fmm this enableci generalisations to be fomed.
A signlicant trend began to grow h the eady 1990s which took a more global view et
rot only the acquisition pmcess, but what was being Qroduced as a msu# of the
acquisition process itself. This shift in attention generally invdves dealing explfcWy with
two pmcesses instead of the combination impiied by exisaig knowledge bases: the
moâelling of knowledge independent of how that knowledge will be used; and the

modeiiing of me

proceases imkpmht of any pertlailar proMem domain.

When the proMem task bhrses the kiowledge, it becoms dHficult to apply the
kiowledge for different pugmes ki the same context. For exemple, a diment set or
presentstknofkiowledgeb~to:~aproblem.tedisomeoneabwtaie
problem. or to expkinljusüfy the adutkm to the p.oblem [ A k k m n s 931.The need to

separate the p I o b h task f m the kiowledge b audel. Alaiough this sounds simikr
to the separation of knowledge and contrd strategy in the dederative pmblem sdving
model. the knowledge represented with resped to a spedtic expect system cen imply
the proôlem sohring tesk
e.g. Consider the folowing two niles
IF

Xispresent
Y is absent
THEN consider A as the cause

IF

Aispresent
Z is prasent
THEN consider B as the cause

These two pieces of knowî8ôge knply the task of identifying the cause

of some symptom presentaüon because of the tennhobgy used for the
problem of diagnosis. These two pieces of knowkdge would not be
useful for a classification p r o b h in the same domaki. The method of
diagnosing (order in wMch niles are epplied) in this problem can change.

An ontodogy is a task-independent deSCI/Plkn of the ûnowfeâge in a domain [Guarino et
al. 951. The type of knowledge generaly contained in an ontobgic description consists
of the definitkn of desses, objeda events, atlrlbutes, mles. states. relations. etc.
[Guarino et al. 951, [Gruber 951. This description is not biased by either the mnner(s) in
whkh the knowiedge wWI be used or environmental influences R m y encounter. An
ontoiogy should #oniydescribe a vocsbuiary for taklng about a domain" [Gruber 951. An
ontobgy, on its own. does not contain knowieôge whîch can be diredly used for

pmôlem sdvlng. The kmwkdge neawseiy to soîve problems or descrbe dMenmt
situations b maintahed in a separate end speaic piobkmi soMng knaw(edge base-

ûnce an ontokgy for a domah exW, b rehtknship to the problem JoMng poce~s
and spedfic p m b h domain can be mtabkhed. The pmœss of doing thh f o m the
bas& for a k n o m e acqubdtbn stmtegy. The use of ontoîogim h gaining attention
for use h knowled~eacquisth (e.g. ProtégMI [Roaienfluh et al. 981. DlDS [Runkd et
al. 961. SoarKAQL VOS1 -1).
Severel advantages can mlised by this appt'oach. The
most signifkant of these & the aspect of rage of bath knowledge and ûnow(8dee
acquisition methadologies. Beceuse the know(edge (s tesk independent, it does mt
contain refemœs to howkdge which can not be applied to another pmbh.
meaning that lt k not n8c8ssBiy to aeit from scratch each time a new piOblem soMng
knowledge base is needed. Another aâvantage b that a higher-level and more geneiic
type of )aiowledge acquisition tool can be devebped.
While spedfk formats for defining an ontobgy exists, failure to define a universally
accepted format defëats the piipoee of defining teusable ontologies in the first place.
One such effort to develop both a standard method for defining and using ontologies
and to devebp a Iibrary of ontologies is the KnowledgsSharing Effort (Neches et al.
911. The representation format KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) is the work within
this pmject concemed with the format for representing and communicating an ontobgy
(Ginsberg 91).
An ontobgy's primaiy mle in kiowledge acquisition is to provide background
knowieâge of the concepts and relatknships. This avoiûs having to enter them from
scratch; and it provides a basls from which questions can be fomied when the proMem
soMng pmceeo is also taken into account. Knowledge acquisition becomes more of a
process of describing how to apply the ontokgic knowledge to sohre a given problem
than identifying the entire set of knowledge from scratch. Even though the resulttng
knowtedge base may look the same as one built without the use of ontologies, the
difierence is in the process by wMch the knowledge base was acquired and the fad the
a reusable knowledge source sü# exists (the ontologies).

The same ontobgic approadi has aîso been applied to the use and m p m t a t b n of
problem soMng ta*.

Having a generai proccws format, a cdbcüon of advlng teda
can be repiesented in a library of rwsable proames. Each tasic deswibes how to

achieve the goals dekied for it independent of any paRicuhv domain. One such
characterlslic a p p a ~ hto represeciting a libraiy of problen, sdving ontologies b
described in [Benjamins 95).
Having a lbraiy of knowbdge and problem solving method ontologies alkws
consnnlkn of a diîfemt dass of biowledge acquisition t w b than previousfy existed.
What can be refend to as mefa-e
acquisition toob, these are ones whkh do
not adually produce a houdeâge base, but rather assist in the development of proMem
soMng knowledge bases. lnstead they aasist in building problem and domain specifk
knowledge acquisioon tools. It is these toobr which achially assist in the howledge
base construction proœss.
Canstniction of these ontobgy-based knowiedge acquisition becornes a pmess of
piddng the appropriate ontologies for use in guiding the acquisition process. This
requires a suitabie description of the pcoblein dornah. The characteristics described are
used to detemine whkh ontology(ies) are needed.

The growing amunt of research in moâel-ôased knowledge acquisition has made it
d M h l to evaluate across the general range of approaches. An attempt to define a
benchmark process mu, initiated. By using a cornmon benchmark, knowledge
acquislion systems wuld then be evaluated. m e e n t h praject, refened to as the
Sisyphus Praject, has had two spedfic benchmarks defined. The mon, recent of the
two in the VT elevator pmblem. The task invohnw the task of configuring an elevator
based on building, safety, and user specifications. The desalpdkn of the pmject can be
founâ in [Schreiber et al. 96al wWh the actual problem description (ound in [vost 96bJ.
Initial participation in the VT ebvator problem produced eight wbmissions to a separate
tmck at the Knowledge Acquisition Workshop in February 1094. The conaibutions were

later canverted into contributha to a spedsl vokime of The International Journal of
HunanComputer StudW [ M e s

m.

Although the establishment of such m m e i k s is valuable, m t i n g a single
evaluation benchmark for a l ûnowledge acquiaion meaiodohgies seems unlikeiy at
the plesent, The Sisyphus pro$a waa designed to evaluate modecbased appmches.
Mining-based approeches cwld not be propew* nor could systems designecl to
acquire spedfic types of kiowledge (e.g. causal). This b, not to say that one such
evaluatbn will never exbt. H a modeCbased approech becornes the universally
accepted approach to knowledge acquisition methodologyt then ilis possible.
Although the benchmark initiative is useful and others should f o l b , it is not a
univmlty applicable means to evaluate al1 kiowledge acquisition systems. The
elevator conliguration task is a design pmblem.

To contrast the description of Mole in Section 2.5.2.2.1, this section contains a kief
description of a modecbased acqukitbn tod. PROT~GÉ-II is a madeI-based
acquisition environment which makes use of reusabb ontologies to generate an
independent knowledge acquisition twl. This discussion is based on [Rothenfluh et al.
961. PROTÉGÉ-II consis$ of a cdledkn of individual subsystems W h each perîorm
a rote in managing and constniding a ûnowledge acquisitkn system. PROT~GGÉ-II
differs from Mole in many ways, but primarily in the set of tasks whkh need to be
perîomed when using the tool. Because Mde is an actuel acquisition twl, the focus of
the discussion centred on the undedying structure of the mode1and how the acquisition
process was supported. All the wovk momieci in Mole is focused exclusivdy on the
task of spedfying the m l e m soMng knowledge. PROTÉGÉ-II involves other tesla
wMch are rot directly related to the actual specibaüon of pIoMem sDMng knowledge.
PROT~GÉ-II mkea use of and produces three types of o n t o k g h The fhst is a
Domain ûntobgy wMd, fdlows in the general definiaon of an ontology as defined
earlier. Information malntakied hem should be capable of being used for a variety of

dMerent tasks, nat just prablem wMng (eg. hventory). The second b, called an
Application Ontokgy. The Applicedkn Mokgy contains the kiowledge needed by the
paiiailar praMem soMng method which wP form the tmb for mstniding the
imowledge acqub#kn ~~ocess.
The third b a Method ûntokgy which dekes the
general process and types of knowledge wed during the proca~sof saMng pfoblema.
An Application Ontokgy contains a clam hierardiy whkh b, based on the definMons

wntained in the Damain Ontdagy. A frame-based representaüon wllh h links ia used
~ I akws a
to mpresent the hierarchy. MATTRE b, the componemt of P R O ~ Gwhai
user to define and meintain both the Domein and Applcetkn Oiitobgies. A generic
interface exi- for the Application ûntobgy whidi abrm classes to be defined and is-a
relationships to be estaMished between classes, atMbutes to be defined for a cless,
and facets to be defined for each attribute.
The Method Ontoiogy is not edittable by the user and exists solely for reference. At thls
point. a propose-andiefine rnethod is the only one defined in the ontobgy, but shouid
otheis exisl, they could be chosen for use hi generating the acquisition system. Adding
a proMern soMng method to an ontobgy is not simply a mattet of defining the process
and kndedge in a f o m l ontoobgkal specification. WWIout the inferencing process in
place to actually apply the knowkdge, a a d h g systern could rot possibly be
generated.
A knowledge acquisition system gets consbuc(ed by choosing the appropriate Domain

and Application Ontology. If the Application Ontobgy exists and is suffkientfy specilied
then it can be used diredly. Havhg then selected a problern soMng method, another
component called DASH is used to build an acquisition interface spedfication. As only
the proposeand-refine prabiem soMng method is defined and the literature indudes
reference to it, the remainder of the description is biased towards that information
relevant to the pmpose-and-refine method. DASH accepts the ontobgy information to
build a set of f o m to capture information regarding the classes and atûiôutes. Ifan
object is deflned in the Application Ontokgy as being instantiable, then a form is
generated for that object to albw definioon of specifk class instances. A form is
generated for each dass defined. Each fom contains the necessary entries to define

infomiation for each attribut8 of a spedfic dess instance. The type facet of each
atfribute detemines how the velue cen b spedfied.
MEDKOR is the component of PROT&&~I whkh creates the standabne acquisition
syslem to be useâ by the e q m t h w W g e engineer. The spedficetkn m t e d by

DASH is used to generate giephical f o m on a chosen applicatkn envkonment (e-g.

Windomi or Maclntosh) which are used for gathering information as part of the
aoquisiüon tool. Other foms are genemted 8ccording to the ploMem soMng proœss.
Knowiedge acquisition bacames a poceas of filling in the information for the abjects
using the generated f o m . The types of kiowledge which can be iepiesented are
dictated by the pmblem sdving method. For the pqmse-and-mfine methad, a cornmon
knowledge set indudes a set of mstraints to be satisfied end a set of fixes which ûy to
remve the constraints. Regardless of the problem soiving method, many of the
attributes m y need apedficatkn. Attriôutm whîch are static wnstants (eg.
dimensions. weight, dbtences, etc.) can be specMed direct)y.
Those atbiôutes which are non-static c m have constraints defined for them.

Constraints may corne in several fornui. One is to speciry a cakulaaon invdving other
attribute values. Others may be based on relative values or ranges. Having defined a
constraint which k, non-cakulatbn based (labelled a fix mstraint in the Method
Ontobgy). the user can define any number of fixes to be applid. A fomi exists for each
type of constraint which can be denned. The amount and type of information is
influenced by both the attribute definition and constraint type. For example, an attribute
which wss defined in the Application ûntology to hou a numeric value, can have a
numerk range constraint added. Range constraints can have two violations. one each
for the upper and kMv Iimk The user can spedty one or more fixes for each constraint
where upper and bwer tirnits are consiûered separate. ln the event that more than one
fix is applicable the user can spedfy a Ming to specify the moat and least prefened
fixes.
Once the knowledge b defined, the infornietion spedfied in the various foms is
transîated into an actual executabie representation. MEDITOR is used to both perfom

Y any, aie dicitation pmcess ia automated The user
m a r s to be free to enter infamuitbn on any objed at any thm. Unlike Mole, thent b,
it b not euüent to what extent,

no apparent way to make the user aware of non-8-ent constrainb or to leed the user
through the various components pmmpaigfor such knowledge. it is p o s s b that thk, k
plenned as a Mure dredkn for the r e ~ ~ ~ r c h .
PROTÉG~I has bsen stmxmfuily applied to buildng a knowledge acquisition and
production system to sohre the Sisyphus-2 pcoblem deaabed earlier. I has pmven
effective and adepave in bdng abkt to generate an acquisition t w l fmm vahus
ontologies. Once the ontobgy exrsls, a signiiicant amount of work can be saved when
the task is to focus mon, on elidthg explkit problem soMng knowîeôge. Until some
form of cheddng for ampletenesr, or to explain average, its power as an elaborate
acquisition twl is limited at this the. There Is also no discussion of an environment for
evaluating the knowledge once il has been spedfied, except in the standard rnethods
of tesüng and analysing. As more Method Ontologies get defined, rnodel-baseâ
systems like PROT~%~-IIwould be capabie of generating eailier twls such as Mole.
2.6 Vi8uai Pmgnwnming and Sottwan lntmotkn

As the application for amputer software continues to grow, so too does the need to be
able to develop software more efficieriüy murnett 94al. One way to achieve this is
through sound development techniques as desciibed in Sedion 2.4. Another way is to
change the way pmgmmming is perfomed. Leaming the syntax and semantics of a
pmgramming language is a tedbus and tirne conwrning task. It is also difficult to feam
how to transfomi a problem description and solution into a series of textual language
statements. It is often bue that the resulting code bears little resembîance to the
solution or the thought p~ocessinvohred in determhiing the solution [Glinert 901 due in
îarge part to the single dimension of program code and the muttidimensknal concepts
formed in the mind.

Most of us have h m the phrase 'a pictu- is wwth a thousand words'. The use of
kiacreso the Mectiveness of cmmunicathg and quiring
visual images can grinformation. The utm of such oôiecb as pie charts and gmphs can provide a pom#lul
means of conveying data othemise diffkult and cumbersome to desabe in words. A
Graphical User Intwîaœ (GUI) makw use of visual images and sbudures (e.g.
windows, menus, buttons, lbts etc)to organise aie displaying of information. A GUI is
the basis for the many faces' of visual compcning.
Bumedt uses the general terni Visuai Computing to emcoencompass the application of visual
images and interadon in developing cornputet software (Bumett 94bJ. Visual
cornputhg is then dassiîii into: Visual Database Systems, Languages for image
pmcessing, Visual kograrnming Lenguages (VPLs), Visuel dmnments for textual
lenguages, Virtual Reality, and Visualisation. A general survey of visual languages is
contained in [Chang 901.
The use of visual d i t o n to remove, in wying degrees, the programmer from the
details of the knguage is common place. Recent devebpment envkonments such as
PowerBuiIdefiprovide not only a GUI interfaœ foi building GUI for software, but also
provide a GUI for building SQL code without having to h o w SQL syntax.
A major aspect of visual envimments is the extension of existing textual languages
(e.g. C, Pascal) to define and manipulete visual representatkms of data structures (e.g.
anays) and proces contml stnidures (ag. IFS, Loops). Exemples of such languages
can be found in [Shu 881. NassCShneîderman structure diagrams provide a means of
defining pmgrarn iiow by organising graphkal control Modes [Nassi 721.
With visual extensions to languages, the vkwal aspect is not fonnally part of the

language definition. but merely an interfaœ to it. A formal VPL is a language whidi is

a.

inherently visual wiîh no textual bash [Arnbler
Datafbw diegmms are emmples of
grephical representatbns of process whkh can be transformed into textual code, but H
treated in Meir original fom would be consWed a 'pue' visual language [Shu 88). Pkt
[Ginect Qû] and PIGS [Pong 90]are two such systems.

KnOw(8dao acquisitkn is the 'batlle-nedc of e

m systefns development- Many
appraaches have bec#i d8Woped to minimise the pIoblems and make the prucess
more productive. Many of thme pIoblems adse from the fact that experts (peopk in
generai) have diwiailty artkuîating their problem saMng knowledge. Know(edge
acquisiaon can be vkmed as the Row of krowledge and feedbed< between an expert
and knowledge base. Knowledge acquisition research b piirnaiily directed at
deveioping ways of incfeasing the fbw of information and increasing the effectiveness
of knowledge acquisition methods. Sbudured and dl focused techniques have
proven to be more effective than unstnichired, unfocused, and process direded
techniques.
Knowledge engineem sem,

as the sole and intemediate level of interaction W w w n

the expert and knowiedge base, thus msbJcting the fkw. Aids designeci to asslst the

knowîedge engineer inmase the fbw of lnfomtion through the knowledge engineer.
Ouring interaction with an expert a knowiedge engineer guides the acquhdtbn procesa
until a suitable know(edge base is deveioped. Fumer complicating the articulation
process is the tact that the knowieôge engineer is oîten unfamiliar with the expert's
domain and vacabulary.
Semi-automated aids remove the rde of a knowleâge engineer albwing the expert to
deal directly with the knowkôge base increasing the capacity of information flow. In
order to make tools of this type effective, restrictions are made on the type of
knowledge which can be represented or pmblems sohred.
Techniques for interacting with expeits which are based on the manner in which they
acquire and apply their laiowledge are effective and familiat to the expat. SoMng
problerns is the primary task petformeci by many experts. Meny epproaches in both
rnanual and semi-autornated akls make at kast some use of s o h g sempie pmbleme,
but reiy signiiicantly on other meniods using diîïerent (or.non-existent) contexts which
are oîbn awlmard for the expert.

Fuliy automated appcoadieo do not mfy,or mîy vecy Imie, on an expect for knowledge.
InMead, knowledge is idenafied and sbuckire is esteMahed thmugh the analysk of
infomiaüon presented to it. &me success ha$ been echieved using these te~htliqum,
but they have not been devekped to the point where they can have wide spread
applicablity.
Vlsual pmgramming languagea provide a more intuitive environment for programming

cornputm, whether il be wn~8nthaior knowiedge besed. When the quantity of
information becomes large, the use of visual images provides an effective means of
aimmunicating content and ielatbnshipsin knuwkdge. Good choices of visual images
can portray a îarge amount in a manner unobtainaûk by test. Proper use of visual
images foi interadion alkw non-technical people to pwiorm mmplex ta* sudi as
suppiy kndedge to a kndedoe base.

Chapter III
A Model for Visual and Interactive Knowledge

Acquisition

In this chapter Ipresent a conceptuel rnodei for interactiveknowlaîge acquisition which
active involves the expert in the process of ldentifying and representing knowledge.
The fiasection identifia the necessary aspects of the rnodel in order to achieve
effective knawledge acquisition when imoMng the expert. The second section
establishes the environment in wMdi the model is used; defining the roles of both the
mode1and those who use it. The third sedion describes the mode( (which is refened to
as VENI) and the faciliües it provides to support the task of knowledge acquisition. The
fourth section defines the process for using the moâel. The final section summafises
the capabilhies of the mode( with respect to the initial goals.

A s i g n h n t amunt of cornputeriseci knowledge acquisition research is foaised on

devekping methads to interview the erpeit in order to guide himîher to develop a
knowledge base [Kahn 881, (Marcus 8ûa], (Klinker 881. ln doing so. most of the tasks
normally pertormed by the knowledge engineer are now the reaponsibili of the
knowledge acquisitkn system. The expert is someone who is seen to be piimarily a
source of knowledge and not someone who is (or shoukl be) responsibk for fomalising
and stnichiring knowIedge in a tom suitable for cornputer processing.
Semi-automated tools attempt ta remove the Knowleclge Engineer fmm perfoming
ta& such as interviewing, knowledge saucftiring. and representation. This together
with the nature of knowledge acquisition predetmines directions as paiz of the destgn

of the IndMdual systm. The structure of these s y s t m usuaHy implies a certain
pIob(em soMng mahod and represenCaaOn. Allhough the expert controk the actual

knowledge content, the quesüons asked are âetm*ieâ by the kmwkdge acquhdtkn

system.
Semi-automted approaches rcnwm, the expert from this as the iepcesentabns and
methoûs of shiduikig hm&@? axpwtm sas;lrnr are predetmined as part of the
design of the individual systern. In system of this type, the expert ia directed to eWher
identify new knowledge

or menipulete existîng krowkdge which is incamplete or

incorrect. This mnild rot normally be accommodatecl in semi-automated took, because
they are based on a singîe pmMem soMng ~nethod. Systematic quesüoning,
characteMc of these aporoaches, antidpates anemm, to questions posed. ln this
way, a Ilne of reasoning b folicnweâ assuming the ansumm to queatbns f o l b this same
line. Eiier the opporhmity to ansuer independent questions is prevented or if ansmws
are supplied whid, do not match the questions, the knowiedge wM be inaccurate.
Regardiess of the pmcess, the howledge acquisition system plays a dominant mle in
the development of a knuwledge base.
Dstinîüon:

Knawledge Acquisition Session

The general ta* of identifying knowledge from an expert invoMng two
parts: the pmcess of how know(edge is identifiecl (e.g. intecvkming,

obsewation, questkning, etc.); and the achial acquisition of the
know(edge. The amunt of knowîedge sougM during this time Is not
relevant.
A ammon and effecüve method of devekping a kndedge source is thmugh an

apprentice-like interaction between an expert and student. In genml, the student b
esked questkns by the expert, typiually representing a sample pmblem, end the
student describes a solution or approach to soMng il. Should the expert deem the
expianation insuffident, the expert begins a dialogue with the saident to correct the
situation. During the dialogue, under the guiûance of the expert, the student œn
retrace âecisions to detemine either the source of the enors or missing knowledge.

The expert then detemines what îmwkdge b necsssey to eithw aned the enoi or
fRI in the hde. In ordei to 'amvince' the expwt that the bmwhdge wl be used for Its

intended purpose, the student ww# cûmonstrateWs by kitegmthg the new)y acquhed
kiowledge with exbüng kiowledge and applying I as understood. This pmcess of
interaction continues until the expert is cunvim that the student is capeMe of
apprapiiateiy handingthe presmted dhieoon.

Figure 3.1 Relationshipbetween an expert and knowledge in an interactive acquisition
environment.
In this pfocess the source of the knowledge, the expert, is responsible not only for
supplying knowledge, but also for souduring the proœss by which the student acquires
knOWIedge. The d e of the student is: to demonstmte hrslher knowledge capabilMies;
explain how knawledge is used; and integrate new knowieâge with existing kndedge.
Apprentice leaming techniques corne in a variety of ap~roachessome of whkh are
discussed in Chapter Il. An apprentice-like approach serves as the basis for thb,
laiowIedge acquislion mode1 and is made mmplete wWh the indusion of a process
sumunding the use of this mode(. The goals of this rodel are to address the folbwkig
issues in knowledge acquisition t d s :

Provide an efRdent and eff8CaV8 mcrens of conveying knowledge

contents and amimunicating with the kiour(edge base in order to
acquire, represent, and veiify kiowledge.
In Chapter II (Figuie 2.5) we saw how the kiowledge engineer is often seen as the
boffle-neck of the kiow(edge acquisition p~ocess.Thk botüe-ne& ghms contrd to the
knowledge engineer in streamllnhg the process of g a n g kiowkdge hto the
kndeôge base and ensuring the ûnowieôge entehg the knowledge is as acairate as

possible. Semi-automated tools remow (eiaier entirely or significanliy) the need for a
knowledge engineer, putüng the responsiôility for stniduring the knowledge acquis#ion
sesdons pknerily in the tool's design. Alkwhg the expert direct interadion with the
kncwledge acquisition twl removes a nu*
of translation levels which would exist
when a knowiedge engineer h involved. Knaw(edge is diredly amniunicated to the
knowiedge base by the expeit which mwld othemise require fnterpretatbn and
translatkn by a knowldge engineer. In order to accommodate the expect, a number of
issues must be addressed by a twôei of this type, spedfically the nature of the
interadion during the acquisition proœss:
The process of interaction should be based on a method similar to how
the expert acquires and applias knuwieâge,

The expeit should be alkwed to add knowiedge in en oppaihinistic
manner when deemed necessary,
The process of knowledge acquisition, pioblem solving, and verifkation
should be integrated to rnaintain the same context throughout the entire
acquisition procesS.

When the expeit kiterads direcüy with a knwkôge acquisition t d , it b important to
use a meaningful pmœss of interadkn and mems ot mveying the laiowbdge
~0nt8nt.The expert shouiô not k, expected to k#nne famiMar with the cornput81
representation, nor be erpeded to hunt for the knowleâge relevant to the current W.

The expHs rde should reuohie around interpreting laiowledge and not integmüng the
knowiedge acqulsilkn systm and nat to weed through awkward representations or

unformatted knawleâge.

Knowkdge acquisition should not be seen as a separate and explidt step, but resuit
tmm a piocess whereôy the expert interacts with a knowiedge source in a meaningful
fashbn [Ford et al. 901. In Figure 2.4 kiowledge acquisition can be aeen as a four step
pmœss. Iniüaliy, a large amount of Imow(edge is acquked; applied in the exped
system; evaluated by the expert for cwectness; and is finally extmded or w m e d as
a resul of this evahiatkn. Should an emn exist in the knowiedge hitially suppiied, other
knowledge could be based on that enor, thus that chunk of knowiedge would have to
be rethought upon later evalution.
This m-worûing of kndedge can be mlnirnised if changes in the kiowiedge are

integrated with the knowledge base as they are supplied to the knowledge acquisition
system (Figure 3.2). The same general fkw is folbwed, but the amount of woik
performed at each step can be reduced even further. This way the expert can
determine if a piece of knowieâge Ls appropriate before moving on to other ielated
knOW(edge. lmmediately integratfng knowiedge has the added benefit of maintaining
the c u m t context for the expect. If knowledge is evakiated at some later point, the

expert wouid have to r8mernbr the conditions under which a piece of kiowledge was
supplied. Because of human rnemty and recall characteristics, it is possible that these

canditkns may not always be recalled accuratdy. ûther conditions may be brought ln,
changing the interpretation of the piece of knowledge in question.

Figure 3.2 Rnegralnediterativeacquisition process.
The process of acquisition should ôe a two way diabgue between the expert and
laiow)8dse acquisibn system. In oider to better understand the knowledge base's
capabilities. the expeft shouiâ be alkwed to ask questions and get explanatbns for the
decisions made during the acquisition system's use of knowleâge. Effective and
dynamic teaching stems from understanding the capabilities of the student and not
from a predetermined cuniailum. If the student is capable of comreying what sihe
knows, needless debugging and pmsing over the knowiedge base can be avoMed.
This is partrcularly important when a knowiedge engin-

is not perfomingthis ta&

An interactive approach allows for oppomnistic exploration of the lcnowledge base to
occur. Upon supplying knowledge. the expert may discover other parts of the
knowiedge base whkh aie hacxxirate and choose to work in that area as a resuit. This
alkm, the expert to dynamically change the diredbn of the acquisition session based

on feedback fmm the knowledge basemMeaiodologies which direct the expert, do so to
hdp the expert inttospect into himer problcni soMng know(edge. Those systems
whkh are based on spdfic pioblem sdving pcoce9sar, are often criticised for having

t m m s t r k b a aine of iria#wring or do not Miolwsarily fokw a fne of msoning
appropriate for the & a t h [a Piazza 901.
Evaiuatbn is also made eeder by mducing the a m n t of krowledge whkh has to be
anaiysed at one tme. Changes are evaluated one by one and not in buk. The
awidanœ of redoing knowWg8 acquisition; the fleniôiiity of altering the diredon of an
acquisiikn seasion; and accumcy in assessîng a knowîedge base are aided by an
inmental acquisition process.

Ushg acquisition me(hodokgies famiIiar to the ewpeit b essential because of the direct
intecaction the expert has with the kiowkdge base. When involved, a kiowiaîge
engin- would anidure kiowkdge acquiakn seaskns by interpreüng the knowledge
base contents and what knmhâge is expeûed to be represented to achieve the acope
of the knowledge base. Ushg a veriety of a~proaches,the kiowledge engineer wuid
interact with the expett, ackpting to the successes and failurea of these techniques.
Semi-automated processes have not yet reached the ability to read with such fiexbility,
choosing instead to focus on one or two techniques (such as intBNjewjng or
observation) N m s 88bJ.Chapter IIcontains a detailed analysb of these approach8~.
VenRning to rnethods less familiar to the expect does force the expert to think in
different ternis (e.g. repertory grids), but thk is done at the expense of fordng a
particular thwght p~ocess.

3.2 A Proma8 for lntmctlvr Knonr#g. Aequkl(kn

-

VENl (I KAME Interactive Know(edge Acquisition Methodobgy and Environment) is a
fmdd which vbwalb interacta with a source of knowleâge (an expert) to iterativeiy
devekp a know(edge base. The basis of VEN18smethodokgy is to put the expert in

charge of the acquisition pmcess, where decisions often made by a knowiedge
engineet or semkutomated tod whkh asûs questions, are now assumed by the
expeh In essence, the expert is seen as someone who "kaches" a knowledge base,
rather than someone who is a passive source from who ûnowbdge is acquired. FlX
[Rodi et al. 891 is an acquisition system which a b pub aie espert in charge and makes
use of visual interaction. Knowledge representation in FIX is besed on identlfying planbased knowladge where information for fault dhgnosis is represented in th8 fomi of a

decision tree. Componemts and te- to perfon on camponents to acquire diagnostic
data are also defined. VENl d
m
m (rom FtX in the type of kiow(edge repremted
(causai) and the methoci of intemcth (immediate integratlorr).
By gMng the expert more msponsibility, several issues regarding the nature of the

acqubdlkn process becme more important then when the knowledge engineer or t w l
is invoived.
The rdea of both the exped and VENI must be deeity defined within the
-9

The acquidtkn methodology on whkh VENl is based should parellel a
methadology familiar to the expert,

The p~ocessof interactingwiai VENI should be effective and meaningful
to the expert.
VENl does not subscriôe to one partkulsr proôlem aoMng methodology, but there is a
methodology which foms the basis of interaction. VENl's knowledge acquisition
methodoiogy (Figure 3.3) is based on an iterative process initiated by the expert by
presenting a problem (or case). A case contains a set of signs/symptoms and the
prefened diagnosis. The case serves as a context around whkh knowfedge is
acquireô. The goal is to have VENl contain the know(edge to conectly solve the case
and have the appropriate suppoiting knowîeôge be taken into aaxnint during the
soiution. VENl accornplishes thls task in a repetitive piacess involving the following

tas&:
Presentation of a case which requires either the use of a set of concepts
not awrently wntained in the knowIedge base or refinement of existlng
knowledge structure,
Analysing knowledge relevant to the presented case to determine what
knowledge is present, how it is sûuctured, and how it is used to sohm the
presented case,

ModWng the lcnddge base, in the fam of addhg, changing, or

Figure 3.3 VENl acquisition proc8ss.
The pracess of analysing and modifying knowledge continues until the expert k
satisfied that the knowledge base reflects what k perœhred to be~accurate for that

case. The process of presenting cases and acquiring knowkige from them continues
until the dedred scope of pmMem soMng kn0W)edge is attained.
The roles for both E N I and the expert are besed to a lerge degree on the tales

deflned f o i a shident and teacher in an appreriticeship situation. Coriœptually, the
expert is responsble for the structure and content of the entire ûnowkdge acquisition
session. A general framework for a knowtedge acquisition session in VENl is dbaissed
in detail in Section 3.4. A session is initiateci by supplying a cese to be sotved by VENI.
Dedsions for extending or modifying the ûnowledpe base are based on the analysis of

the knowbdge VENl detemikww to be rekviuit to the pmsented pmblem. By being
aware of the kiow(edge besets cepa#llks,the expert can avoid unneceasaiy steps,
tadoring what Is taugM to the ûnowîeôge base's weaîcnesses, not to just folbw a predefined pian.
Requiring the expect to structure the 8cquisiaon sessions elom, the expert to focw on
strategies and b i o m e to effedhie)y teach* the expert system. When the knOW)8dge
engineer is invohred, sorneone who is lesa famiiiar with the domain howleôge is
responsiMe for detmhing the structure of the knowledge acquisition sessions. The
knowledge engineer does not have to interpiet the expert's knowledge and the expert
dom not have to intecpret the knowlecQe engineer's fonnalisatkm of that kiowledge.
The expert only has to kiterpret the know(8dse base's po8trayal of that know(8dae. In
semi-automated tools, the acquisiMn sesskns are structureâ by the methodalagy of
the particulaitool to fdlow a pailiaiîar Iîne of reesoning and are oRen not opportunistic.
VENl's acquisition methodobgy is based on, but not limited to, the solution of problern

cases. Stnidudng a knowîedge acquisition methodobgy amund the solution of
proMerns has severel advantages over rnetfmjs faaising on processes more
compatible for a knowledge acquisition system, but lem familiar to the expert.
First, knowleâge acquisition should resuît frorn a more farniliar discourse between an
expert and knowledge source (0.g. a student or knowledge base). Both the student and
tacher interad thmugh a pmcess of soMng problems, whkh is a native part of how
both acquhe and apply theh knowiedge. Sirnulatkig the s0Iut)on to a case is a pfocess
which is familiar to the expert providing an environment where sihe is able to identify
relevant kiowledge under simiîar situations where they typkally use knowleôge.
Knowledge acquisition stmtegies based eirtensively or exclush,ely on knowledge
conbineci in cases make use of processes familier to how experts use their knowiedge
[diPtnrza 901.
Second, b seives to focus the s a p e of knowiedge VENl needs to examine by only
refening to howledge whidi is relevant to the aiment pmbîem. This proves to be
useful in diagnosis pmôlems because veiy oftm, asw#sing the importance of

symptoms is meaningful only when other paits of the pobltwn am taken into account

Evans 891. Assessing the impoRance of symptoms in isoiatkn becornes iess effective
if the importance b influenced by other infomüon. As this other information Is
induded, a case description essenüaiIy gets kilt
Thid, for completeness and con~8(1cy1
an abundance of conedly sohred piOblems
normalfy exin many domains. Th& becomes important when trying to aMM
needless ainedion of the hobase because a case mis solved improperîy. Iis
human nature to n d remember al detaik and the implicatkns of previaus experiences,
reîying on what fkst c m to minô. Ubwing the expeit to m a t e hypothetkal case~s
can albw a general structure to k established. Failure to adequately deal with the
intricacfesof real problems can leadto insufficient problem soMng capabilioea
Aithough sdving cases is used as the basis for knowledge acquisition in VENI, the
expert is not forced into only supplylng knowledge direct@ related to the case.
Knowledge can kt supplied in any of three ways:
Knowiedge âfredy rdatedto the solution of a case,
Knowîedge related in concept only to knowledge invoîved in soMng the
case,
Knowiedge not relateci in any way to the aiment case. ln this sense,
VENl acts as a general knowledge eâitor.
As the expert Is now responsibIe for making decisions regardlng the coneclness and

completeness of the knowledge base, it is essential that this task be reduced to a
procegs of assessing only the knowledge content and not in understanding the
representation syntax. VENl addresses this proôlem in three ways.
First, al1 interaction wHh the knowledge base is through visual manipulation and

communicatkn to and from the knowfedge base. Visuel communication of knowledge is
an effective means for wnveying knowleâge capabiliües (Gaines 901. The expert does
not have to interpret textual references which, by volume abne, mnild hcrease the
potentlal for rnissing or rnisinterpreting the represented knowredge.

Second, a set of facilitkm for expîaining the pliesentecl kiowledge can hdp the expert

isolate piOblems in the knowîeôge base when il b not bwmm in advance what the
cause of the problem ie. These faciliaes work diredly with the pr8~8ntedmpmentatbn
so as to avuM translation into other forms. These fadliües offer infomiatbn which is not
e x p Y i induded in the presented format.
Thirâ, the expert is free to change the di&n

of the acquisition session as is seen fit.

This allows the expert to add ûnowledge as R occun, to the expert and not at a time
convenient for the acquisition methodokgy.
VENl takes a more passive rde in the knowledge acquisition p~ocess, gMng
responsibility to the expert for dedsbns which wwld normally be made by either the
knowfedge engineer or inherent in the knowbdge acquismon tooPs process. One

assumptbn is required for aik, to occur?that king, the expert is cwperative and
motivated. The purpose of the mode1is not to assume the rote of extracthg knowledge
from the expert, but to act as a recipient of knowieâge. The model does not prevent a
knowledge engineer from activeiy parücipatingor assistïng the expert in hisher tesla.

3.3 A Mod.1 for VbuJly lntmctlw Knowkdgr Aopukîüon
consist of four major wmponents (Figure 3.4). each of which
communicates with the others and the expert to perform the interactive acquisition
process descnbed in Section 3.2. The knowledge base contains causal relationship
knowledge about a partkular domain.
VENl's

mode(

The Knowledge Piocessor serves four purposes. The first, the Knowldge Identifier,

extracts and epplies knowledge relevant to the presented problem. The second, the
Knawledge Manipulator, is responsWe for meldng aie changes and extensions to the
knoniledge base. The third, the Knowledge Applkator, is responsible for integrating
changes made, or lmowldge added, to the knowledge base during interaction and
refleding those changes on the knowâedge base. The fourth. the Knowledge Expiainer,
b responsible for examinhg the relevant k n m e Identifieci by the Knowîedge
Identifier and Applkator to provide interpretationsand analysis of that knowIedge.

nie Intetactor b responsiMe for presenting the knowledge, explenations, and
kiterpretations to the expert and handing a i intwacüms ôetwwn the expert and the

The Case Plocessor serves hno purposes R mintains the stomge of cases; and R
veriffes knOW(8d(Je outside the $cape of the c u m t case to duce the amount of
Win@ knowkdge modification when kiow(edge was requiteâ for the solution of a
previously refw811C8dcase and changed for the cunent case.

-

Each of these components serves as the outiine for the temeinder of Section 3.3.

Expert

Figure 3.4 VENl components.

VENPs howkdge base consists of a nenivork of causeeffect relaüonships bamrsn

enaties. A generrrl discussion of causal howîedge is containeci in Chapter II. By
representing causal knowbdge an expikit modeî of the domain can be aeated. ln tMs
woik, a network ia amstnided for uus in diagnosis pmblems, but the knowledge does
not necessaiily have to be used for that purpose.
Knowkdge contained in V M I h a coheshre representation of aie knowledge identifieci
thmugh the iteiaare process of mMng a colledbn of cases. VEN19suse of cases is
solely to provide a context for acquisioon.

R does not m e as a representation (as is

done in CBR. see Chapter II). In egsence, the kn-e
needed to whre a case is
integrated m i n the knowledge base pviding a rneaningful transition when moving
from one piObkm to another. Krowledge b not Mord as a wllectkn of individual
knowledge units, but as a single expikit and integrated unit.
The choice to iâentify and represent structureci causal kiowledge provides several
advantapes over the representation of nile-lke surface knowledge [Swartout 84,
[Bratko 891:
An explicii Wei of the domain can be devekped providkig a robust

knowledge base,
Pmvide the ability to explain, in detail, the underlying reasons for the

occurrence of obsewed events,
Causal knowledge album the role of indiviâual knowledge chunks to be
more clearly defined whkh becomes useful ducing knowledge base
derelopment,
Causal knowledge can be translateci into rules for efficiency purposes at
a later tirne.

Conœptually, the howledge base consists of a series of nodes and links. Graphically,
this is represented in Figure 3.5. Nodes mpmsent atomic domein etnütks (ag.
symptoms, ans. States, diagnaaee).

Each link represents a direded causal relatbnship (folkwing the definition of causality
in Chapter II) between Iwo nodes. In thh reiaüonship one node b the cause and the
other is an effect where given that the cause is present, the eWed will a b be present
(notwithstanding a temporal h g ki the causality). It rnay not be the case that the
presence of the cause aiways results in the piesence of its effeds. ln Sectkn 3.3.1.1
(Representing Uncertainty) a means of measuring the strength of causal.relationships
is discussed. ît is also the case that a cause may not resul in the presence of an effect,
but M e r its absence. An inverse causality relationship exists in VENI which indicetes
that the presence of a cause resutts in the absence of the effect.
e.g. Excessive 011 consumptkn causes b w oil pressure and by definition
does not cause high oil pressure
Even though a causal link folbws one definition, it can be interpreted in one of two
ways depending on which node in the relationship is being referenced. A causes Iink is
referenced from cause to effect (Le. a node which follows fmm the cause). An effect
link is referenced from effect to cause (i.0. a node wtiich results in the effect).

Detinith:

Causes Unk

A link which corinects a cause node to an effect node.

ûeflnitkn:

Effect Unk

A link which connects an effect node to a cause node.

Any node can be either or both of a cause or effect. A node is a cause if it has at least
one cames h k attachecl to it. The set of effects for a causal node is the list of nodes
assodated wiîh each muses lhk Bssod8ted with that node. Each node can have
(cause) any number of eflects. Having no effeds essentially means the node
iepresents a symptorn (an obsenmble. or M n ) and can not be derived from the
knowledge base. Symptomslsigns are not Iimited to those nodes without effBCtS. Any
node has the potential to be a symptarn it if is ditectly &senrable or known to exist
wîthout bekig derived from the knowledge.
Similady, a node is an effect if ilhas at least one eflkt /hk attached to it. The set of
causes for an effect node is the list of nodes aSSOCf8ted with each effect linkassaciated
with that node. Each node can have @e the efied of) any number of causes. Having
no causes essentially means the node represents an initial cause. A node can be both
a cause and effect if it has both types of links assodeted wiai il.Inteipreted causally,
when a node's presence is caused by another, it can in tum cause the presence of
another node. In this sense the presence of one node can trigger a diain readkn of
other nodes to be present A single chah of such events is refened to as a cewel
chain. lnterpreted invemly, a causa/ chah idenalies the series of events which lead to

the existence of an effect. A chain of this type is type is refenedto as an effect chah.

Minition:

Causal Chain

A single path thmugh a causal netim,rk connecüng a series of nodes

starlhg at a particular cause and fokwhg single causes llnb until an

end effcrct is found. Any nu*

ûefiniüon:

of levels of causaiity can exist.

Effect Chain

A single path thmugh a causal netwodc connecting a series of nodes
starting at a partiailer ened node and folMng single effd links until
an end cause is found. Any nurnber of levels of causality can exist.

üefinitim:

Causal Tree

The set of al1 causal paths leading from a prticular node, the net result
being the set of al1 nodes causally following from the node.

Deîîiriüon:

Effect Tree

The set of all causal paths leading to a pacticular node. the net result
being the set of al1 nodes causally responsible for the node.

There are many aspeds of a cornplex proMem domain where uncertainty can exist.
Uncertainty can exist in ternis of defining the relationships between domain entities.
Causalii may not always be hown with absolute œrtainty, but a relationship still
exists. A means of indicating the strength of causal relationships is necessary to
iepresent these relatbnships. Another fom of unceitainty a n exist in the

are made. A
sign/symptom can be present. absent, or unknomi. A know(edge repregentatbn shouki
be capable of indicating a node's importance so that Rs presence or absence a n be
aocounted for during pmb(em solving.
completeness of the information frwn whidi diagnostic ddsions

Whiie in reality any event Gan either be present a absent, R k, necessary to represent
twme degree of sümg(h of presence or absence for the m ~ t and
s states during the

process of MaMying the cause@)for a list of effects.
Modus ponens is a rule of inference which states, A, A

B *. B [Barr 811. This reads

that, if a statement A is tnn, and A implies a statement B. then 8 is also tme. Dedudive
masonhg is the process of reeaoning from plemise to condusion (or cause to effed, A
to 6).Given a set of Maal f a a . dadudon detemines what conclusions iogically f o l b .
Given this, there is no U I M X Wregarding
~
the acairacy of the condusions because
the implications are amplete. The following example contains a set of logical
statments.

Giien that A is initielly t ~ eboth
, C and D bgically follow and there is nothing whkh
indicates the presence or absence of 8.
The prirnary purpose of diagnosis is to identify the cause(s) responsble for a list of
effects (symptoms). This m e s s is commonly refened to as abductive reasonlng
peggia 921, [deKleer 881. This dissertation b not about theodes on abdudive
reasoning. This, in itself. is a large and complex area of research. Shply put, abduction

is the pmcess of hypothesising about the reeson why a fact is ùue (or absent). The
difficulty is that the modus ponens statment k not reversible in that, given that C is
true iî k not necessarily the'case that A ôeing ttue was the reeson that C is me. Using

the previous three bgical statements, given that C is me, either A or 6 cwld be the
reason, but R can not be determineci whkh without some other information.
What the general modd requires is that a method of identlfying diagnoses ûe defined,
regardeas of what process is used. The model is not ckpendent on any particuîar
method, nor on any daborate one. During thls process there m y be eviûmce ta

suggest both the peaence and absence of a paiailei m t / s t a t e and in varkus

degreea of œrtainty. The pmcess of how thb ev#ence br built up is intioduced in

Section 3.3.2.1 1and spedRcaly ûiscussed in Sectkn 4.4.1 -3.
These s y m p t o ~ u s emeesutes can ôe impiementecl in m n y dinerent ways. One
impiementation is exafnined in Chapter IV.
Two asswnptions are made regarding aie spedfication of a case.

The information in each case is cornplete, in that extra information does
not have to be obteined during the problem suMng pmess.
This assumptkn can be made because the focus is not on pmMem soMng in a mai
üme environment. The process could be modified to ask for information (symptoms,

results, etc.) that is not k n m at the tirne, but because each case has already been
sohred, the information required for R has already been detennined. During interaction
with the knowledge base the expert can hypothetblfy alter the presence or absence of
any node to view what effect the change in its presence has on the case situation. This
will discussed in more detail in a later section.

Each symptom in the case is aswmed to present with absolute certainty

and nodes not e w p l i i stated in the case are assumed to be either
absoluteiy absent or derhced [rom the causal chain.
The second assumptbn elhinates the need spedfy the certainty of symptoms which
are not completely known at the time of pioblem soMng. Again, this can be done
because the case information hes already been detennined.

Whik various stmngths of causality can be represented, at the time of addkig
knowiedge the strength may not be kwm, but as the capabilîîb of the loiowledge
bas8 grows, m m WonnaaOn beawrww avaHaMe to d
iin what sRuetkns the
pnnrbusly weak caudity becomes

m.

The Kndedge PIDCBSSO~
contains four relatecicomponents eadi with a spedfic role in

working with the knoniledge base to p m s d hformatbn to the expert. Each of these
WOM
as part of, and rot isolated fmn, the ecqubiüon process. ln doing so,the barder
behniæn acquisition and problem sohring is leasend. These four components are
bundkd together because, while each has a dmerent role, they share fundionality
sime they make use of the structure of the ûnOW(eôgebase in order to make dedsions.
During the i n b l stages of knowledge acquisition (a knowledge base with little or no
knowledge regaiding the current case context) very littk, knowiedge is available for
reference requirkig the expert to supply rnost if not al1 of the desired knowledge. As the
kndedge base becornes more cornpiete, more relevant knowîedge is avaReMe
requiring only minor adjustments or extensions in order to conectly expiain the cummt
case. Essentially, most of the knowkdge needed to explain the case already exists. lt
only requires minor adjustments to meet the new situation. The choice of cases
significantly influences the nature of an individual case solution and w i l be discussd in
detail in Section 3.4.1.

ln order to add value to the p~ocessof acqulring knowiedge many knowledge
acquisition system (e.g. MOLE) integrate a produdon system whose purpose is to
apply the knowleôge it is given to sdve problems. Typically, the production system
uses the same problem soMng method as the acquisition system. When the purpoae of
the produdon system is to s o k a pcPMem, focus is placed on findlng the single or
best solution(s) and that knowledge which is directly rehtd to the soiution of that
problem. lt is not unreasonable to eexpea that the knowiedge base will be in varkus
states of incompletmess or inconsistemy during the development stages.

Ghren that the kiowledge base can be iICOmP(Bte Blldlw imskdent. only showhig
kn-e
directly reiated to the Sdutkn may not convey an accurate inâicatkn of the
knowledge base's tnte capabilities. The possiMlity that the COsoldon was
potentieliy applbbk. but not conas strongiy as ahers exists and shouki be
revealed to the expert as such. Failure to dispiey km fawurable adutkns m y invoke
several intecpretations:
The cause awild have b e n consîâered and determinecl to be unlikely.
The kmwkdge base d# m t contain any of the necessary knowledge
describing the cause,
The h o m e base oontained the kiowîeôge, but was maMe to
reference R in the cunent context.
The Knowledge kientifiets purpose is to identify the knowkdge it has which is

potentially relevant to the presented case and determine the strength of each identified
node's presence given the cumnt state of the kiowiedge base and the cunent problem
situation. The tesult fmm the Knowbdge Identifier is a causal network which identifies
the possible exphnations for the premted case with the associated strengths of the
nodes.
The Knowledge Identifier extracts that aubset of the browledge base which is
potentially relevant to the case premted. In a producfion system. identifying such
ûnowledge is generally foaised on the most likdy Iines of reasoning to avoid exarnining
a potentlally large number of alternatives. This is appropriate when the goal is to sdve
the pcoblem where efficiency b of some concern. în a knowiedge acquisition
environment, the primaiy concern is to develop a kiowledge bese where being aware
of any potentially relevant knowldge already in the knowledge base is more important.
This is partlculady critical when the expert is interacting directly wia, the acquisition
systm. The expeit should not be expected to kd< for knowieâge not conwyed
because of the poesibility of passing over hîôden knowledge by aswrning the conveyed
know(edgeis complete.

During the task of ex!racting knowfeâge, nodes and andka become

~dhgtedfor

the
current caw,sesskn. The knowiedge base mly Concakis the nodea, relationships, and
uncertainty meesurer, in a statk scmae. It is only during the examination of a case that
the measures of presence or absence have any meaning. The assesment of whether
a cause is present only has meaning when the kwmn effeds are stated.

The use of a knowledge base node or Iink duiing case examination
without directly impacting the knowkdge base. At the tirne of activation a
node aswmes a m w r e for its preaence dktated by the anidure and
presenœ of symptoms in the parücular situation. Activateci links initiaMy
assume the value contained in the knowledge base.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the relationship of the acthrated environment wrth respect to the
ûnowledge base. Dudng the piocess of activation, nodes are copied from the
knowledge base into a workkig envkonment. Any changes made in the activated
environment do rot impact the knowkdge base. When directed by the user, changes in
the acthrated environment aie saved back to the knowiedge base. This allows the user
to "play aroun<f with the knowledge without having to recover h m unneeded changes.

Figure 3.6 The relationship of the activation envimment to the knowledge base
VENl defines twa ta-

to identify the relevant knowiedge. The first task is to identify
the s u b a of the knowiedge base relevant to the cumnt problem. The second is to
assess the strength of each node's preSB11CB/absence ghren the completeness of the
knowledge base and case contents.

The purpose of this task is to identify a l nades and Wnks from the knowledge base
which are related to the cantext of the c u m t case and activate them for use by the

expert. The outcorne of this process resuits in the definiaon of VENl's scope of
kndedge regarding the cumnt case and provides the starting point from which the
expert begins the knowledge acquisition session. The set of adhiated nodes is a iist of
poteMW muses, a list of arpsdeû etkds, and those nodea whkh appear on the causal
and effect c h a h connecting the nodes in the two lists.

A node whose existence would result in the set of effeds assodateci
with Y becoming present when it is not k n m at the particular thne

whether il1s actually responsible for the effects.
~~:

Expected Effect

A node whose existence would resutt fmm the presence of the cause

should that cause be detmined to be presemt when ilis not known at
the paiticular thne whether the cause b actually pnwent. An expeded
effect can be either present or absent with respedto the c u m t case.

nie purpose of idenüfying the IY of potential causes is to define the scope of VENFs
kndedge concemhig the identification of the cause of the symptoms in the case. Only
those nodes which lie on the causal chekis leading from the sympîoms are considerd
as these are the only nodes. given the cummt stete of the kndedge base, whkh can
be causally responsible for their existence (see example in Figure 3.7).
Oniy having identifid the nodes causally responsible for the case symptoms b not
suffident to be able to make dedsions regarding the strength of each of the potentiel
causes. it is necessary to also ldentify those effects which would resuit from the
potential causes. In folMng the definfiion of causaMy, these effects can reasonably
be expected to folkw fmm the potential presence of the potential causes. The
identification of these nodes provides needed information when assessing the strength
of each node's presenc8, essentielly sewing a differentiathg know(edge betmien a set
of alternatives. Faiiure to account foi any of these nodes resuits in an inaccurate
assessrnent
e.g. A strong causal link beîween a cause and absent effect would suggest
the cause is absent because if the cause is present, then so too should
the effect.

It b not necessary to idenüfy the complet8 set of podbie causes for those expected
effeds which are absent It b not neœssary to examine what a l possible causes are

because Mese nodes are krom to be aôsent (casespecMcation acwumptkn (wo) and
aie used so(ely in BSSBSSI*~~
the presenœ of those nodes dkedly in the causal chains

h m the case symptoms.

Once al1 relevant nodes are adivated, an assesment regarding each node's state
must be canled out. Upon completkn of thb pmcms. every actsvated node contains a

masure of strength hdicating whether the node b, pnemt or absent. Al nodes have
thdr strength of pregence determined by aasessing aKwe nodes dimctly associated
with the node in qucratkn. There are various ways in which thb assement can be
petformeci. Part of this definition is baseâ on the representatbn of unceiteinty. One
specifk method ia defined in Chaptw W. In general, the dedsbn Ir, baseâ on building
up evidence for the pfesence through the assessrnent of each of a cause's effecta

The folbwing is an example which illusbates the outcorne of identifying the knowledge

relevant to a case. The exemple is taken from the domain of automobile engine
diagnosis. Figure 3.7 contains the aiment contents of the causal knowledge base. On
the left appears the observable symptoms on the right appears Me list of potential
a causal relatbnships are assumed to be
causes. For the purposes of this example, W
absolute (that is, there is no uncertainty).

Figure 3.7 A sample causal larowledge base.
Assume that a case contains three symptoms: bkck smoke, carbon fouleci spark plugs.
and poor power. The prefened diagnosis of this case is impure fuel mixture. The three
proûucts of identifyhg relevant know(edge (potentiel cause fist, expected effeds list,
network of relevant knowiedge) are âescribed WOW.
A specific algorithm for produchg aie list of potentiel causes is described in Section
4.4.1.1. In general, the causes of each syrnptom are followed untP a l nodes causally

responsble (in stnicture only) are Mentifid. The list of the potential causes for the case
symptoms consists O(: dagged air filter, impure fuel, and late timing. This list mpresents
the only causes, ghren the cunent state of the knowledge base, whkh can account for
the case symptoms.
The process of esEeMishing the list of potential causes roughly corresponds to the

pmcessing of fomJng an Ritial hypothesis set as used h differential dkgnosis widman
et al. 8a. The ciifference hem is that no attempt 1s made to keep the list small.
Diîîerential diagnoski is the process of finding the list of a l possible causes which couiâ
account for the presence of a set of symptoms. Once this Iist exists, other processes
are used to detemine which one is considered the most likely to be the cause or if in

fad any these is iespansble. It may be necessary to abtain fumer infomiatbn to el(hw
hdp conlm the pcesence of one cause or nile out the existence of another cause.

During this pnicess other previoudy ignored causes m y becorne possible as new data
now suggests (Cutler 85j.
A spedfic algorithm for produdng the list of expected effeds is described in Sedbn
4.4.1 9. In general, the Iist is any noch in the krowledge base which can be expected to

ocair if sedi of the potential causes exists. The list of expected effects for the case is:
bled< smoûe, carbon fouled spark plugs, poor power, and staIIs when hot. The first

three are aie case symptoms. the iast is a symptom which
(folowing from Case Assumption Two).

is absent from thh case

The causal neMark representing the scope of VENl's knowledge relevant to the cunent
case is illustrated in Figure 3.8. This nehnork contains the activated nades and links
representing: the observeci symptoms on the left (in bold); the potential causes on the
right (in bofd-itafic); the expected effeds on the left (in italic); and any intermediate
nodes which would result from each of the potential causes. In identifying relevant
knowledge. any effect chain not causally responsible for the case symptoms is not
adivated (and is not displayed). It is not necessaryt at this point. to explain the absence
of symptoms by causes which. by definlion. are also absent. For exarnple. even
though stalb when hot is activateci, ilis an effect which is absent and does not have to
be explained. This is why too dch luel mirctum and bed tempmture sensor are not

adivated. This does not prevent the expert from examining these chahs at same later
time, but it does not follow the definition of relevant knowledge. It also serves to limit
the amount of knowledge which is viewable at one time. The only purpose of identifying
the missing expeded effects is to assst in the decisions of which nodes exist and

whkh do not.
In this example. cbgged ak fi&er and impum luel have a mmmon symptom set. but
sblb when hot is an absent symptom. This symptom mwild be true if cksged 8k filfer

were present. but because SZelZP when hot is absent. dogged air Itltef is ruled out.

Faudly -Ive is another possible cause with only a single common syrnptom with impure
luel. Any of oil louled spi& @ugt blue smoke, w m piston, and b w oil pmssum are

symptoms of faulfy Y

B ~ but
. not of

inrpum &a'.Beceuse each of these symptorns b

absent, fauw wlve Ls mled out leavhg only i'wippum hrel as the only cause to best
expiain the case symptoms.

Figure 3.8 An example of Activated Knowledge.
The task of making assessments on the presence of each node is dependent upon the

method of represanting uncertainty. An algorithm for a particular representation is
described in Section 4.4.1.3. In general, the decision for each node is based on the
presence of each node's effeds and the importance of each relatknship. For this
example. a too rich fuel mixture is not considered to be present because one of its
effeds. stalls when hot, is absent. If too dch fuel mix is present and this causes stalls
when hot, the absence of the effect is sufficient to indicate that the cause is also
absent. The absence of too rich fuel mixture in turn indicates that clogged air filter is
also absent. thus eliminating this as a pieferreddiagnosis.
Given the cunent state of the knowledge base, VENl considers both impure fuel and
lete timing as the prefened diagnosis. Because the case states that impure fuel is the
preferred diagnosis for this case, this signais to the expert that steps must be taken so

that the knowledge reflects th&. The sbategy for aocomplishing thh is desmibed in
Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.4.
The example desabed here does not take into auaunt the temporal nature of cause
and effed. For exemple, ilmake take a lengthy peiiod of time for a carbon fouled spaik
plug to become noticeable in the event of a fauity veîve. If il is known that the time
behnresn a faulty vahm and caibon fouîed speil< plug is very sholt, the cwM be
suffiient to ~ l out
e the faulty value as the cause despite a strong physical causal
corinection.

Extension and manipulation of the network are accomplished by three basic operatbns
performed on the twa knowleôge base components. The thrw operatkns consist of:
creation, deletion, and modification. The two know(8dae base components are nodes
and links. A seventh operation, node activation, does not alter the know(edge base, but
ilis an operatbn whkh aMes in the devekpment of the knowleâge base. A l knowiedge
base operations are performed in the activateci environment lt is hem where the
knowledge is woperatiaialn
after bdng adhiated for the ghren case.
Operation:
Purpose:

A node represenUng the desired concept (e.g. symptom, state,

diagnosis) 1s not contained in the knowledge base.
Action:

Ensure that the node does not alreaôy exist in the knowkdge base,
but is inaccessible because il is not causally reîated to the case.
Name the node to represent the concept
The simple addition of a node does not have any impact on the
activated network as no links cannect it to any other node at the time.

Purpose:

An incorrect node was added to the network and shwld not exist.

Action:

Remove the node from the acüvated netniork and each of the links
00th cause and effed) assodatecl with it. if they exist, conned each

of the causes of this node to each of the effects of this node.
Side Effeds: The impact on the knowîeâge base varies a m d i n g to the degree of

connedMty of the deleted node. Each node in the activatecl network
is one of three types: an end effect (no causes links), an initial cause
(no effect links), or an intemiediate state @oth causes and effed
links).
if the node is an end effect, the impact the deletion has is to

-

adjust the presence/abaence measum of the nodes causally
responsible for the deleted node.
Ifthe node is a initial cause, the impact the deletion has is simply

-

that the node can no knger be referenced. No nodeb
presence/absence measure ha$ to be adjusted.
If the node is an intemediate state, the impact the deletion has is
a restructuring of the causal relationship between the node's
causes and etfects as indicated in the action of this operation.
This is done to malntain the causal integrity which existed prior to
deletion. After this restnictudng is done, the measures of
presencdabsence of the nodes causally responsible for the
deleted node am adjusted to reflect this new structure.

Purpose:

To explldHy change the measure of presence/abmcB of a node
(disaissecl hirther in Chapter 4).

Acüon:

Expîii

set the levd of

p18S8(IC8/absence. Because this masure

onîy ex& in the activatecl network (node measures are not
maintaineci in the kiowledge base), there is no impact on the
knawledge base.
Side Effed: Mjust the presendabsence measure of each of the nodes causaliy
responsible for this node to reflect the a n g e in measure.

Oprntkn:

Cmation of a Link

Purpose:

To indicate a causal relationship ôetween two nodes.

Action:

lndicate the two nodes whkh are to be connected and the strength
measure of the causal link.

Side Effeds: Adjust the presencelabsence measure of each of the nodes causally
responsible for the effect node of the newly created link.

Opefation:

Deîetion of a Unk

Purpose:

To remove an incorrect cesual relationship behn,een two rodes.

Action:

lndicate the link to remove.

Skie Effects: Adjust the measure of presencdabsence for the nodes causally
responsible for the e M of the deleted link to refled the bss of
contribution of this effect node.

To change the sbength of a casual link between two nodes
(discussed fuithei hi Chapter 4).
Action:

Either kiaeadng or decmadng the strength of the causal
relatioriship.

SMe Effects: Adjust the masure of psemelabsence for the nodes causally
responsMe for the ened node of the adjusted Iînk to MW the new
contribution of the effect node.

Bring a node from the knowledge base into the acthrated nehniork so
it can be included in the knowledge relevant to the cwrent case.
Action:

Adhate the node with al1 of its expeded effects and causes. This is
refened to as an activated sub-riehivorlc. All nodes are marked as
being absent.

S i e Effects: There are two types of activateci sub-nehnorks, independent and
partially dependent. An independent sub-network is one which does
not share any common nodes with the previously existing activated
netwoik. A partially dependent sub-netwotk is one which has causes
responsible for one or more @ut not all) expeded effects. These
expected effects are

COnsidered

absent (f rom Cese Specificatbn

Assumption One). Neither sub-network type requires any adjustment
of presenceJabsence measures because no newly adivated nodes
have any effects with a masure of presence and are causally
respansible for the case symptoms.

Whenever knowledge is adjusteci or deleted f m the ac!ivated netuioik there may be
implications beyand the side effects listed for the peiaaiîar operaaOn. A m e W of
monitoring signiffcant changes in the knowleâge is n8cBssBry to prevent invalidation of
knowbdge which was prevkusîy entered to achieve a purpose. The process for
avoiding signnicant knowleâge "oscillationwh discuSSBd in Section 3.3.5.2.

During knowledge acquisition sessions the expert initiates operations to be performed
on the Imowledge base. The Knowiedge Applicatots purpose is to apply the
operatkns, just defined, to the knowieâge base to refleçt the impact that operation has
icfenafied for this case (and paentieliy other knowledge in
on the devant lai-e
expectatbns, whkh
the knowledge base). ît is th@feedbadc, together with the e#s
guide the process of rnaking adjustments to the kndedge base to have the desired
effect.
When changes to a knowledge base component are made, implktkns of the
modification are determineci immediately. Only a spedfic part of the activated netwoik
needs to be adjustecl to reflect this change. Because rneasures of evidence are
propagated from effect to cause, then only those nodes connected causally through
causes links neeâ to be adjusted. The same algorithm used for detemining original
value can be used for propagating evidence from effect to cause, but because each of
the nodes to be adjusted already contains evidence fmm the effect node, only the
poMn whkh changes needs to be reepplied. Simply combining the newly detemineci
evidence results in an inaccurate assessrnent for that node. Evidence for each node
rnust be recakulatedfrom al1 of its cantributing effects.

In order to assist the expert in meking deciskns during aie p(oc8ss of howiedge
acquisition, VENl offers various exphnations of the adivated knowleôge. The source of
the knowledge, the expert, is best abie to make decisions about how knowleôge should
be srnichird and acairately represented. VENl k, no! a leaming system in whkh

concepts are fomed, relationshlps established, or the ceitainty of relationships

an expeR VENI does not make dedskns
regarding how knowledge should be changed or what kiowledge should be added to
modified without explkit diredbn f m

achieve some purpose- VENI is, in effect, a decision suppoit systm for the expert
where its mle in knowledge acquisition is to let the expat decide how knowledge is
structureû, using aie conveyance and expianalion of the CapaMIiaes of e x m g
knowkdge. The support VENI provides is in the f m of imrnediately showing the
effeds of changes or extensions to the heowleâge base or expiaining how knowledge
is used. The specific methods of mpsmtetion dictate how spaaic explanatbns are
detemined. This is specif&al)y dellned in Chapter IV.
There are two general dasses of explanatkn pvided by VENI, structural and content.
Structural explanatkns make dear the physical entities causalîy invohred wiai a
partkular node. This becomes important as the entioee in the knowledge base gmws
and the number of causality kweb inmases. It may be difficult to easily identii which
nodes must be examined when analysing the assessrnent of node. A structural
explanation can also prove useful when examining the causes of a partiailar node.
Again, this is useful when the size of the network bscomes large. The method for
structurally explaining the network is dependent upon the particular visual organisation.
One particular method is defined in Sedion 4.4.5.
The above explanation only identifies the nodes physically contributing to or explaining
a particular node. lt does not indicate what mie each of those nodes plays in the
assessrnent decisions. The second class of explanath provides this information. Each
node plays some d e , in the form of evidence contribution, to the nodes causally
responsble for il. This contribution can be examined from two points of view. Rrst,
when examining the evidence for a paiocular cause, the amunt each effect node
contributes desciibes how aie evidence measure was dewed. Second, upan
examining an effect, the amount ilcontributes to its causes a n be detenined. The
spedfic rnethod for cakulating these contributions is dependent upon the specific

structural and unceftainty representation schemes. One specific method is described in
Section 4.4.5.

The use of the information pmvided by these e@anatbns during the acqubioon
process is discussed in Sedion 3.4.3.

The kiteractots purpose is to provide a means by which the expert interacts with the
knowledge base and the knowieâge base and related information is poctrayed to the
expert. 60th expert inliated operations and VENl pmôuced feedback are handled by
aie lnteractor. The phibsophy in this w& is that mther than dictating the fbw of
kndedge acquisition by systemaücaliy asking question, the expert is responsible for
determining what know(edge the knowledge base should contain and how the
knowledge base should wme to have R
There are two general ciasses of responsibUi handled by the lnteractor. The fi@ is
the organisation and presentatkn of the activated knowledge and related expianatbns.
The second is handling the direct interaction with the expert through interpretatbn of
the manipulation of the knowledge base and other facilities for supporthg knowkdge
acquisition.
3.3.3.1 Visual Pnwentation of the Causal FWwoik

H mwld ôe unreasonable to expct the expert to assume the d e of the knowledge
engineer h temu, of dire* hputting knowledge into the knowiedge base. The expert
should be iemoved from the syntax deteils of the knowledge representation. Because
people can often pmcess visual information better than well organised text, a
component of this research examines the use of vkwally presenting and manipulating
causal knowldge. A well designed set of visual primitives and intuitive organisation
can greatly aiâ the expert in assessing the content and conectness of a knowledge
base. This can be dane in the following ways:
All relevant knowledge is more noticeable,
Direct and noncumbemme visual interaction with the knowiedge base
can eliminate the need for a knowiedgeengineer,
Informationcan be portrayed more effectively using visuel primlives than
text

.

The activateci knowledge for a case c m be psented in a number of effective formats.
One particulai format is desaibed in Chmer IV. This dred mapping does not hide any
translation wMch couid pamtialiy misinterpret the presentatbn seen by the expert. The
knowledge seen by the expert is the knowledge Michphyskally exists.
3.3-3.2 Intemctfng with îhe €qmt

In keeping with the visual nature of the model, the method of interacting with the
knowledge base is accomplished through dkect visual interaction with the presented
knowledge. From this direct visual manipulation of the ûnowledge, the expert is
removed fmm the syntax of the representaüon and from using commands and
programming

.

The Case Pmœssor's responsibiliües deal with the stomge and retrieval of the cases

and the maintenance of any knowfedge associatd with a case. VENl does not use
cases for the same puiposes as a Case-Base Reasoner. Kndedge obtained from the
solution of a case is not stored explicitly, but rather integrated with the entire knowfedge

base. Thus, an daborate indexing scheme is not required. Maintaining a case Iibrary
serves as a basis for managing knowledge integrity (keeping consistency across the
solution of different cases) and can be used b deal with special cases which do not fit
well into a general modei description.
3.3.4.1 Caw Maintenance

The role of Case Maintenance is to prepare a case for storage once the expert has
indicated that the knowiedge acquishbn sesdon inwMng that case k complete.
Preparation of a case involves two ta*. First, the assessments for the nodes in the
potentiel cause Iist are stored with aie case symptoms and preferred diagnosis. These
assessments are used for refenel for cornparison in a process described in the next
section. It is not necessary to store every node activated for the solution of this case.
Over the, R is very likely that the make up of a knowledge base will change somewhat
and stohg the complete list of nodes and their assessments bses meaning. What is

important is which causes are relevant to the cese and which masure is contained in

88dl.
The Case MeMainer k also reqmnsiôle for making the n8c8ss8ry changes to the

knowledge base according to those conteined in the acüvate environment. These
changes mirror exady those performed in the activated environment.

When ûnowieâge k, entered h VENI it is assumed that the expert dîâ so to achieve a
peitkular pifpose. VENh feedbad< mgardhg krtowledge ec#üng b Umited to Rs

impacts on the solution of the c u m t case. Whenever know(edge k changed, R m y
invalidate its meaning in a broader conte& ln order to maintain knowiedge integiity
Uiroughout the knowiedge ôase, the impact of knowledge additions, deleaons, and
modifikaüons should be asseased h a more general sense.
Because knowledge is entered in VENI prirnarily to sohre cases, wmparing changes in
knowledge with how that knowledge was used in the solution of prevkusly referenced
cases provides a point of reference in rnaintaining knowledge integrity. Any change in
the structure or mesning of knowledge has the potential to invalidate or change the
solution to a previously referenced case. When this situation arises, the expert shouid
be made aware of it so that the appropriate actions (if required) can be taken to

addregs it This task is accomplished in (wo stages:
ldentifying the situations and making the expert aware of them,
Assisting the expert in reconciliation the difference(s).
Differences in knowledge structure and meaning are identmed through a process of
examining the solution to a prevkusly referend case with the knowldge base in its
cunent state. Previously referenced cases are put through the Knowtedge Identifier to
determine the relevant knawledge. Once this k complete the list of potential causes is
examined and compareci to what was created when the case was first teferenceci. The
basis of this evaluation is a Case Evaluatkn Sibation (discussed in section 3.4.2).

Should significant differemsexkt between the sdutkn to the case now as opposed to
how it was sohred then, the expert entem in& a process of knau&@e mmdI&îbn.

The grneml task of adding, deleting, or modifying knowledge in order to
achieve more than one purpose.
For example, in the solution of a previously referenced case. the conect diagnosis may
no longer be the best beceuse the strength of a causal link whkh was used to Wicate
an aitemate cause has been weakened suMdently so that ilis wnsidered present. The
causal strength of the link was weakened in the solution of the cunent case so the
correct cause is not considered absent. Upon presentation of th& situation, the expert
wuid have to aiter the knowledge so that the previous case has the corred diagnosis
favoured again. and the cunent case remains as indlcated by the expert.
During the examination il is not necessary to examine the structure of the knowledge
used to reach the potential cause list. As the amount of knowledge in the knowleâge
base grows it is not unmasonable to expect that different knowledge is used to sohre a
prevkus problem. A correct solution can be reached in different ways. The addition of
new knowledge may make the identification of the correct causes more accurate than it
was with the state of the knowledge base at the time of original acquisition.
Durkig the reconciliation process the expert p e d o m the same tasks which are used to
solve a single case to now =Ive two cases. By applying the perfomuuice of the seme
knowiedge base actkns to the solution of two cases, the expert is immediately made
aware of the impact on the relevant knawledge for both cases, not just the cunent one.
For example, if a causal Iink is strengthened, the adjustment of node presencelabsence
is reflected in both cases. The expert can see if the adjustment moves the knowledge
base any close?to satisfying both case solutions.
lt may not always be the situation that the recondliation process is as straightfomard

as choosing a link strength which Is mldway between the requirements of the two

cases. The source of the diffefence may be a fundamental inadequacy in the causai
structure, requiring !jignificent changes in order to awred the sihiation. Fwthei adding
to mis is the fact that lmowledge may be in a diïferent stnNture now fmm how i?was at
the time the prevkus case was soh/ed.
The potentiel for a dMerent browledge structure to be used to sdve a problem makes
the automated detedon of difierences between new and OUsolutions very difficuk
Any change in the strudure, without understanding the meaning of the knowledge.
miuld signal the patenthl for a difference. The phibsophy behind VENl is not to direct
the expeit, but to assist the expert in idenotying knowledge and expiainbig to the expert
how that kn-e
is used. Dedskns mgarding knowledge content and meaning are
the responsibility of the actuel source of the howledge, the expert.

VENl gains its knowledge through a series of knowleôge acquisition sessions initleted
and dkected by the expert. A knowiedge acquisition session, as defined earlier, is a
unit of work where kndedge is identifid and represented according to some pmess.
ln VENI, a knowledge acquisiin session is stnictured around the solution of a case
and the knowledge related to aie case which is requked for the solution. As a
knowledge engineer is not required in VENl's acquisition process, the expett becornes

responsible for deteminhg the process of the knowledge acquisitiin session and what
spedfii knowledge is identifid during that pfocess. Rather than being guiâed by the
questions generated by the acquisition system, the expeit guides the acquisition
system through the solution of a presented case. lnstead of following a predefined tine
of reasoning, the nature of the knowIedge acquisition session is dynamicaliy influenced
by the content of the case specificatkn, the cunent content of the knowiedge base,
and the expert's desire to add knowleâge.

The general process of a loiowledge acquisition session in VENI invohres the fdbwhg
tasks:
1)

Seledkn of an appropriate case,

2)

Analysing aH,knowiedge relevant to the case,
Getthg expianations of that lorowIedge,
Makkig môMaüons/extenskiwto kmmledge.

3)
4)

Each of aiese ta* consisr, of several pcocessea and decisions. Whife there is
freedom in how VENI is used, basing a knowledge acquisMn session on the solution
of a case takes advantage of VENts modsl. This list of ta*

conesponds to those

hnrohred in sdving a case. Tasks two âKough four are repetithre in that severai
iterations wwld typicalty be required to echieve the desired solution and supporthg
relevant knowIedge. ît b not neœssary that ta* hnio through four be perfomied in the

order specified The order reflects a bgîcal sequence of events whkh would normally
be followed. Each of these tada is described in detail in each of the next four
subsections.
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Case Seîectbn and Odering

Prbr to starting knowîedge acquisition, the expert should define the scope of the
knowiedge base. The scope defines the set of proMems the expert systern is expected
to sohre. To achieve the defined scope, the expert would perfom the task of
determining whkh cases would best provide the desired knowledge. There are two
major issues which need to be addressecl in developing a strategy for selecting the
cases presentedto VENI:
The amount of knowledge the expert identifies from a single case,

The number of cases required to be examined.
These two issues are not mutually exclusive as there is a trade-off between the two.

These issues are important In VENI because of the roles V M I and the expert assume
durkig the acquisition p m s s . As VENI does not direct the expert during elkitation of
new knowleâge, VENI provides limited assistance when it contains little or no
howledge relevant to the presented case. The expert is responsible for detemining

what knowfedge is required. In order to rnake more effective use of VENI, cases should
be chosen to meke signiRcant use of existing knowledge.
The number of cases to examine is influenced by the d e s i d scope and the amount of
knowledge acquired from an individual case. As the amount of knowledge gained from
a case increases, feww cases need to be examined. Decreasing the nurnber of cases
cornes at the expense of requiikig the expert to do rnore work from scratch. Should the
expert want to minimise the arnount of knowfedge acquired from an indivitlualcase, it is
done so at the expense of increasing the number of cases needed to attain the same

Making signifikant use of knowiedge a b cornes at a prke, the need to increase the
nurnber of cases examined to achieve a specitled know(edge base scope. In Figure 3.8
a spectrum of knowledge base compteteneas is shown. On the left is an initiilly empty
knowledge base. Mavement abng the horizontal axis is accomplished by expanding
the knowledge base through the examination of cases. The right represents the relative
completeness of a kndedge base. The vertical axis represents the relative
cornrnonality between successively examined cases. The more commonalii between
cases the rnore existing knowledge is referend resulting in less new knowledge being
entered into the knowledge base. The cases in Fgure 3.9~do not make use of any
existing knowledge, but fewer cases are required to reach the scope. The risk of using
cases of this type is that the case knowledge is not integrated with the existing
knowleâge, essentially representing a collection of independent solutions. In production
use. this knowledge is useful only if the prewnted problems are signifiintly close to
the description of the original case.

W L w t r d b n ~ s h a n r t h a ~ l t l e ~ d i , t h e ~ ~ t o t a a i d

=m*Figure 3.9 The impact of case s e l d o n on knowledge acquisition.

As the overlap in knowiedge between the knowledge base and case increases (Figure
3.9b). so to does the number of cases required to reach the sape, but two impwtent
gains resuit. First, VENl's mode1 becomes more useful. Second, the knowledge
becomes more integrated and robust. Should the amount of overlap become extreme
(Figure Ma), relatively little wor& is required for each case, but a tremendous number
of cases are requird to achieve the knowledge base scope.
Two aspects of VENI assist in minimishg the need to examine a large number of
cases. First, the knowledge acquired is not limited to that knowledge directly required
for the solution of the case. The expert can supply any knowledge at eny time.
increasing the smpe of knowkfge gained fmm a single case. Second, to evoid the
need to examine cases which deal wlth various combinatins of symptoms VENI
provides a facility to examine the hypothetical change in presena, or absence of
symptoms to assess the influence the change has on the diagnosis. This facilii exists
in the form of alowhg the user to change the presencelebsence independent of the
structure (which determines its adual values in the case context) to examine the
effects. Within the context of a single case, rnany manifestations of the symptom
presentation can be analysecl. This in effect creates several cases from one and
removes the need to examine separate cases to acquire the same amount of

knowiedge. ln fact, ilmay be more useful to do ît thls way as a pmcess of perfoming
diîferential diagnosb whereby the existenœîabsenœ of each symptom is examined
with respect to solving a parliailsr csse.

Aïter VENI identifies the relevant knowledge for a case, the expert analyses the content

and strength of the knowiedge pmmted in order to make decisions regarding what
has to be done to get the correct solution and correct supporting knowkdge. Expiorhg
the relevant

cese knowledge can be achieved in different ways.

The following is a

deecriptkn of a case analysk fmmework which can serve as the mis for deflning the
structure and content of a knowîeâge acquisition session. This framework consists of
thtee levels of tasks: case acdions, kna&&w actüm8 and k n o w l a e base actions.

Definition:

Case Actions

The general task of assessbig how dose the relevant kndedge is to
what the expert deems to be carrect for the solution of the presented
case. A case action serves as a general goal in getting the correct
knowledge for the proMem and is done independently of what changes
are needed to achieve this. This is achieved through the executbn of
one or more knowredge actions.

Dsfinîüon:

Knowledge Actions

The general task of detemiining how knowledge shoulâ be changed,
added, or deleteci in order to aaohieve the desired impact on the relevant

knowledge. This is &ne independently of which physical changes to the
knodedge base are required to achieve this. Each knowledge action
serves as a goal which b achieved by one or more houdedg8 base
actions.

The action of physkally adding, rnodifying, or removing knowledge in the
knowibase to achieve a specifk e f f a
The reason for sepamting these adions into three kvek is to albw the expert to
idenafy a problem (or set a goal) independent of what must be &ne to accornplish that
goal. Separath behmnn case and knowkdge adbns is maintekied so the ex*

can

evafuate, ln geneml, the sucœss of VENl's relevant case knowledge prior to
detemining what changes (il any) are required to conect the misdiagnosis. Untï the
relevant knowbâge is analysed in detail, the process of conecting the howledge is not
importent. This hkarchy a n be seen in Figure 3.10.
Separating knowledge and knowtedge base actions is necessary so the expert can set
a goal of what knowledge change has to be attained without being concemeci, for the
moment. about what physical changes to the knowiedge base are required to address
desired effed. The goal for several of the knowiedge actions can be accomplished
through a combination of one or more kndedge base actions. The actual changes to
the knowledge base can not be detemined until the relevant knowledge is examined in
detail. A detailed list of knowledge actions and discussion of how the choice of which
knowledge base adkns to use k made is contained in Section 3.4.4.

Figure 3.10 Case analysis framework
The knowiedge acquisition session is initiated by the analysis of the potential cause list.
In this list is contained what VENl determined to be the causes of the symptoms
contained in the case. Each of the potential causes has its measure of
presencdabsenœ associateci with il.VENl has conedfy diagnosed the case if al1of the
following conditions are met:
The prefened diagnosis k, containeci in the list of potential cawes.
The measure of presenœ for the prefened diagnosis is higher than the

measure of presence for the other potential causes,
There is no signifiant meesure of absence for the prefened diagnosis.

Upan evaluatlon of the potent&l cause list, one of four case evaluabkn sihiat&ns can
accur. At any one time, the state of the case duation is one d the following states:

absence,
The correct diagnoais has the strongest presenœ with significant
absence,
The correct diagnosis does not have the strongest presence,
The correct diagnosis is not contained in the list of potential causes.
The knowledge acquisitbn session k influenced by which of the above case evaluation
situations has occuned as each requires different goals to be achieved. These goals
correspond to one the follawing case actions.
Decrease the measure of absence of the correct diignosis until it
becornes insignificant,
lncrease the measure of presence of the correct diagnosis until it is the
strongest,
Decrease the rneasure of pres8cIc8 of the i m 8 c t diagnoses,
Add the correct diagnosis so it is referenced in the activatecl nehnork.
Each case action can be accomplished using a combination of one or mon knowledge

actions. The choice of whkh to use is based on the situations which cause the case
evaluation situation. The process of interpreting the actkated knowledge is discussed
in Section 3.4.3. Following is a discussion of what is involved in each case action.
Should the preferred diagnosis be the strongest without signifiant evidence to suggest
its absence, then the knowtedge acquisition session could invalve anaiysis of the
solution to the case. Simply finding the prefened diagnosis should not suffice. The
conect knowîedge should be used in the procesS. The expert may want to examine the
list of other potential causes to see if reesonaMe alternatives were considered, but less
strongly than the preferred. ûther causes which should be considered in the presented

csse can be added at the expert's

discretion. it may a b be the case that some

pot8ntial causes weie idenWied and shaild not have been. In thb case the expert œn
take st- to remove these causes f m being idenWied in dmliar cases. The expert

may also choose to strengthen or weaken some of the reiationships to Vininetune" the
knowledge base as the opportunity alkws.
Should the prefened diagnosis be the sbwigest with significant evidence to suggest its
absence then the expert would take $teps to weaken the e v i d e n ~against
~
while
ensuring the rneasure of presenœ k not weakened in the p~ocessor that other
potential causes becorne !#ronger. The knowleôge actions for achieving this are
described in Section 3.4.4.
Should the preferied diagnosis exist in the potential cause kt. but not as strongly as
othem then the expert should do one or bah of two tasks. First, weaken the presenœ
measure for .those diagnoses considerd stronger than the preferred diagnosis.
Second, strengthen the measure of presence for the prefened diagnosis mile
maintaining a relaüvely b w measure of absence. Rie knowfedge actions for achievkig
this are described in Section 3.4.4.
Should the prefened diagnosis not be contained in the potential cause list then the
expert should do one of Iwo tasks. One, determine if the preferred diagnosis is
contained in the knowledge base. but not causally related to the case given the cuvent
knowIedge base structure. In mis case, the expert would analyse what VENl does know
about the prefened diagnosis and detemine what causal relationships are necessary
to connect the prefened diagnosis to the activate network. Two, should VENl not
contain the prefened diagnosis, the expert mniîd expliciily add the diagnosis to the
knowiedge base and detemine the causal relaüonships to appmpriately connect it to
the actbated network. The knowledge actions to achieve this are described in Section
3.4.4.

Duiing the cycle of modifyinglerdending the knowledge base. it is possible that the case
evaluation situation may change as a resutt of the skle effeds fmm performing
knowieôge actions. For example, in adding knowledge to reâuce the measure of
absence against the prefened diagnosis. the measure of presence for a less

favourabk disgnods may ill~188~8
significantly. Thb does not meen that aie expert
must swiWi attention to the new case adbn. but the expert must be aume that obhei

changes to the knowiedge are requked to meet the conditions for a correct case
solution. It m y not be required to a d d m the change in case adkn at al1 for it may be
that further knowiedge actions nullify the effect of pr&s
side effects.

lnterprethg the activateci network invokes analysing two aspects of the adhrated
knowledge: the stn~ctureof the causal relatbnships in the relevant knowledge and the
definiaon of those relationships.
The expert must first ensure that the structure is acwrate in that the appropriate causal
information is aaxirately represented. VENlls modal assists the expert in analysing the
structure by visually presenting the relevant kiow(edge and the mlationships within.
The use of visual primitives introduced in Sectkn 4.1 preciseiy conveys the Wudure of
the knowledge base. Identification of incorrect knowîeâge is based on the preaence of
knowledge included in, or absence of knowleâge from the visual structure.
In order to help the expert make dedsbns regarding the definition of the causal
relatbnships in the acthrated network, VENl provides methods to help Me expert
analyse the netwark so that the actual source of the enor is identified. Without being
aware of the source of the e m , the expert may manipulate the knowledge base to
achieve the intendeci result without addressing the real problem. In this case the
problern is sknply msked out, not conected. VENl provides three methods to assist the
expert in making these decisions, al1wete discussed in Sadion 3.3.2.4.
Identification of the
presence/absence,

contributors to

a node's

measure of

Identification of M a t role a node plays in the assessrnent of potential
causes,
The ability to make temporary changes to the presence to see its effect.

The purpose of identifying the contributors to a & is to give information to the expert
e w i n i n g how the masure of pliesence/absecicewaa âerived for the node in questbn.
This is ammplished in two ways. Rrst, nodes cari only conbitMe l they are cawally
connected to the node in question. Thmugh the use of viwal pmsmtatbn, those nodes
whidi causally fdkw fmm the node in quesoai can k, bolated. From this the expert

can see expiicitly whidi nodes are invdved in the cietmination of presenœlabence.
Displaying the causally teiated nodes only gives the structure, il does not indicate how
of the node in question.
each node influences the presertœiab~8(~=8
Second, contribution amounts indicate the measure of influence each node has on the
node in question is cakulated. Nodes with a large measure of presenceiabsence
connected via strong causal links contribute more signifkantfy than those nodes with
weaker measures andlor conneded via weaker causal links. When presented with
those nodes which contribute and the amount of each contribution, the user can better
detemine iî the current knowbdge b accurate or whether changes to influence one or
more node's contribution are neoessary. The use of the infomatbn piovided here is
discussed in Section 3.4.4.
These methds for analysing causal relationships are not suffkient for making al1
dedsions. They can not reiay informat&n w
h
M is not contained in the activated
network. These explanations serve sirnply to convey how the measures are obtained.
They do not suggest the adkn of adding knowtedge to correct the proMem for which
the expert is seeldng explanations. Should the contributors to a node be correct, then
the expert must add knawledge to correct the situation.

Once the expert has identifiecl a situation (e.g. inaccuracy or omission) the p m s s of
fixing the situation begins. The folbwing operations are knowledge base operations
which provide the basis for know(edge operations on the adhrated Imowtedge. Below is
listed the ûndedge actlons delined hi VENI. Each of these is used to obtain a m a i n

resuit to reflect the experYs perception of the correct knowledge structure and meaning.

Add missing larawledge to the acüvated networlc,

R m e present kmwledge fiom the adivated network
Oecrease the measure of absence for a nade,
lncrease the measure of absence for a node,

Damase the measure of plesence for a Mide,
lncrease the measure of prcwence for a node.

M v e the node refemncd in the BCfh18ted network with aie
know(edge relevant to the current case.
Reasons:

KB Actions:

-

The node is not causally responsible for any of the case

-

syrnptoms.
The node is not an effect resuiüng fmm any of the potential

-

causes.
The node is not containecl in the knowledge base.

If the node is in the network, the node is activatecl cilong with b

cause and effect sub-network. If the node is not in the netwark, the
expert is required to aââ a node representingthe desired concept.
Situation:

Goal:

Remove the node fmm being referenced with the knowledge relevant
to the current case.

Reasons:

The node is causally conneded to at least one of the required nodes

in the activateci netwoik.
KB Actions:

Delete one or more links conneding the incorrect node to the
activated network.

Reasons:

The know(edge base does not contain a causal link between the two
target nodes. Any two nodes whkh appear in the aahrated network

appear conneded if a knowledge base link exists for them.
KB Actions:

Add a link to connect the two nodes.

Goal:

Have the nodes directly independent of each other.

Reasons:

A causal connection between the two nodes is defined in the
knowledge base.

KB Actions:

Remove the causal link conneding the two nodes.

Situation:

Anade'8nmumdpmrnoiIrtoortiong

Goal:

Weaken the measure of preseme to a suitable level.

Reasons:

-

The contribution of one or more of the effect links for the node is
suffident to indicete aie strength.
None of the effect links eittier exists or is sufficiently strong
enough to indicate the node's absence.

KB Actions:

9

Sltuatlon:

Decrease the strength of one or more effect links.
Decrease the measure of presence of the Mec4 noda of one or
more causes effect links or increase the measure of presence of
the effect node of one or more does-not-cause effect links.

A n W 8 mc#runof presenœ 1s too weak

Goal:

Increase the measure of presence until a suitable levei is reached.

Reasons:

-

No effect which indicates presence.

The contribution of one or more of the effect links for the node is
not sufficient to indicate a strong presence.
KB Actions:

-

-

Connect one or more links to the node whose contribution
increases the measure of presence.
lncrease the strength of one or more effect links.

Goal:

Decrease the measure of absence untif a suitable lwd is reached.

Reasons:

-

One or more effed nodes are suffidently absent for stiong

-

causes effect links or prisent for doesnot-cause effect links.
The strmgth of one or more links is too strong.

-

Delete one or more links which contribute to the absence of the

-

node
Decrease the strmgth of one or more links.
Decrease the absence measure of the node of one or more

KB Actions:

-

causes effect IMgor i m a s e the presence measure of the node
of one or more doeanot-cause effect links.

Situation:

A node'8 rneasum of ub8enœ k too weak

Goal:

lncrease the measure of absence until a suitable fevel is reached.

Reasons:

-

No effects which contribute the absence of the node.

KB Actions:

-

lncrease the strength of one or more links which contribute to

-

absence.
lncrease the absence measure of the node of one or more
causes effect links or dsaease the presence masure of the
node of one or more does-not-cause effect links.

A description of the individual knowiedge actions is contained in Chapter IV as this 1s

dependent on the prticular representation for causal howledge.
The ability to provide more directed assistance would be of some benefit when the
expert is trying to determine which Case, Knowledge, or Knowledge Base Actions are
can be used to achieve the goal of the supeikr actions. VENFs passive nature only

provides feeûback and support in iesponse to the expert's actions. The expert b MI
responsible for whkh aakns are applied. In essence, VENl does not pedom any
active KnowIedge Engineering.
The basis for the decisions made by the expect could be influenced by a vaiiety of
sources. Most Ikdy, the c h o b are baaed on how wdl VENl's exphnation matches
what aie expert believes to be acœptable. The various meens of suppoit. akng wWh
the visual presentation of knowîeâge, shouîd assait the expert in making spedfic
decisions for moving the expianation of the case to Hat the expert wants.

This chapter describes a conceptual rnoM for a knowledge acquisition environment
which intereds dlrectly with the e x p t to acquire, represent, and verify knowledge. The

goals of this rnodel are addresseâ in several different ways by aspects and
components of the model. The existence and behaviour of many components becorne
necessary because of certain deûlsions made in other parts of the madel.
Although formally separate, associated with the mode1 is a process which can be
applied to using the model for knowledge acquisition. The general p m s s of woildng
through the solution of a case forms aie basis of this pmess. Through an iterative
process of analysing relevant ûnowledge and making changes to the knowledge base,
together with the visual presentaüon of relevant knowledge, the solution and
expianatbn are fomied by the expert through direct manipulation of the knowiedge
base.
A hierarchy of actions, defined in the case analysis framewrk show in Figure 3.1 0, is

pmvided to the expert to be used to extend and modify the knowledge base. The top
three levels of the framework also serve as goals whkh can be used by the expert to
structure the knowledge acquisition sessbns. By separating the actions acmss the four
levels goals can be defined to achieve a specific purpose without being concemed
about how the goal is achieved through subordinate actions. The framewoik also
defines whkh choiœs of subordinate actions are applicable for each of the superlor
actions.

The fint goal of redudng the nurnber of understanding and translation kweb b
addressed by Iwo parts of the model. Fht, gMng the expeit direct contact with the
knowiedge acquisiin envifunment dkninates the need to have the ûnowledge
engineer undentand both the erpert and knmidge representatbn, then having to
explain these interpretations to the expert. it a b dkninates the need for the expert to
interpret the krawledge e n g i n e s questbns and interptations. The expert is given
control over sbuauring the knowladge that hi entered. Second, there are no
intemediate representations between the p~esentedknowledge and the actual
knowîedge base representatbn. When knowîedge is entered into the vbwal
envkonment, no translation into another representation is required which must later be
vaiidated due to a potential bss or misîransîatbn. The net resuit fmm these two
aspeds b that howiedge can be entered and veiified in a shorter period of time due to
the interactive nature of the process; and that knowledge can be represented more
acwrately because there are femw levek of translation.
The second goal of providing an efficient and effective means of conveying krowiedge
contents and cammunicating with the knowledge base is addressed by four aspects of
the model. First, the p m s s of knowledge acquisition, proMem sdving, and verification
is performed as an integrated set of ta&. By providing immediate feedback, the expert
can quiddy detemine if a change in kiowiedge has the intended effect and is done so
in the context in which ilwas first identified. Çecond, taking a more passive role in the
adual identification gives the expert conhl over what knowledge is represented. The
expert is not directed in restricted Iines of reasoning. The expert is never prevented
from supplying or changing knowiedge as is deemed necessary. Third, a set of facilities
is provided whkh explains the dediikns made regarding the structure of the
knowledge. Fouith, the structure and content of the knowledge are conveyed using
visual primitives. This provides an effective means of explkiüy relaying the structure of
the knowledge base while decreasing the possibility that relevant knowiedge MI be
missed during review. The net result of these aspects is that the lime to understand the
loiowledge base's capabiliües b signiiicantly reâuced. The integration of the
acqukhbn, p r o b h sohrhrg, and VBI/1JCBt&n tasks a b reduces the Ume to acairatety
repmsent knowledge and increases the aaniracy of the represented knowledge. This is

achieved by integraüing ki-e
immediatdy and ushg it in the same way that ilwilt
be useâ in a production environment
The issues regarding the seand goal becorne more impottant when an expert intemcts
with VENI even though same benefb are reelised if the knowiedge engineer intefacts
with VENI.
Using visuel images for both conveying knowledge and interacting with the knowledge
base provides a powerful and effective means of dmpmying interaction and
mmunicating knowledge capabilitles. VENI does not constitute a f o m l visual
language because the visual p p e d e s are do not define the knowledge base and the
same acquisition process and knowkdge could be achieved through 0 t h means. The
visual behaviour would be considered an extension to aie representatîon and
acquisition plocess.
VENl's use of visual images and interaction removes the burden of understanding large
amounts of awr<ward representation syntax from the expert. This is paiticuiarly
important whm an expert is in direct contact with the knowledge base.
The general mode1 defined in this diapter deliberately left out many of the details of
how VENFs cornponents would operate because they cm be achieved in many
different ways. It is important that the components defined hem have spedfi tasks

required of them independently of how they are implemented, so that no matter what
implementation chobs are made, the same behaviour is realised. Details will change
depending on the spedfic chokes made whkh should not ckud the definition of the
madel. In the next chapter, an impknientatkn of the model is described where specifk
chokes for the make up of the components are made.

Chapter IV
An lmplementation of VENl

This chapter describes the implementatbnof the knowledge acquisition model for VENl

defined in Chapter III. The flrst section describes the issues addressed by the
the issues
imphentation and why it was undertaken. Subsequent sectbns deand dedsions specific to each part of the impiemented mode1 as well as how the
partkuiar tssks are organised and pwîormed. The final section reviews the
irnplementationwith respect to the goals established in the first section.

In Chapter IIIa description of a rnodel identifid the tasks which are necessary for an
interactive knowledge acquisition process. VENlts mode1allows for different methods to
be used to accomplish each of the tasks which define the vahus components. In order
to illustrate the feasibility of VENlts goals, specific choices are made for the major
components regarding how the tasks are achieved. The goals for implementing the
model are to:
illustrate that the conceptual model is implementable,
illustrate that the components of the conceptual model achieve their
intended purpose,
assess the feasibility of the decisions made with respect to reaching the
mode1goals,
identify inadquacies of the model.
To effectivelydernonstratethe model's feasibility, the key components of the mode1are

defined in t e m of whiai representatbns are used and the proc8ss by whkh the tasks

are achieved. Each of the components Ml show how each task is aaompiished and
that it perfomu the desired ptocess. Chapter V will show how the componmts,
together, peitorrn the pmcess of knOW(Bdge acquisition deacrBed in Chapter III. In
impiementhg the key components, the modd is s h m to contain the components
sufficient to achieve the goab of the model. The implementation shows that the
components can be packaged into a usable environment and that none of the ta* is
Mealisüc or unabtainable.
Each of the taWcomponents can be implemented using a vaiiety of methods or
representatbns. The mode1 is aiffkiently general in that it does not rely on one
parücuhr set of choices. Because dependencies exist between components of the
model, decisions made for one camponent impact the dedsions made in others. Ali of
the dedsbns are based on established research and practke as it is not within the
sape of this thesis to develop a new representation, search strategy, etc.

In order to represent the causal knowledge outlined in Chapter III.lmowledge structures
must be capable of representing causal relationships between entities @oth structural
and causal strength) and aIlowing effective manipuîation of this knowiedge for the
purpose of problem solving and knowledge acquisition.
The representationof causal knowledge b accomplished by a stnictured representation
as opposed to a rule like representation. The decision was made on the basis of
effecthreiy establishing explidt structure in the knowledge. Rules can be used to.
represent causality, but the process of identifying relevant knowledge and the process
of taking the knowledge %part" becornes more tediws, cornplex, and less explkit.
When a semantic representatkn is used, other parts of the knowledge base whM are
directly relateci to Y are explkitiy linked without having to seaich psi$ of the knowleôge
base.
When constnicting a nile base, rules typicaliy contain several conditions in the premise
and several conclusions, each of which is dependent on each other. When a premise
of a rule is modified, detmhiing its impact on the rest of the knowledge ôase becornes

a âiikult task. Because each condiin in the m
s
ie is dependent upon the others, it
1s on& in combinath that the change is realbed.
eg. Rule 1.
IF

Rule 2
IF

-

A >5

(0.7)

Ce1

(0.Q)

8-7

(0.9)

D 7

(0.7)

C <2

(0.6)

-

THEN
0 7

(0.8)

E1 4

(0.5)

The first task is to find those rules which Rule 1 can impact. This pmess
of chaining rules together is well established. Rules are linked by
matching facts from condition to premise. In this case, Rule 1 impacts
Rule 2 because they both have a reference to D and Rule 2's success

c m be impacted as a result of success of Rule 1. Assessing the extent
of that reiationship is diffkult. What is the Impact of changing Rule 1's
condition C < 2 to C < O?
By representing atomic relationships, the abdudive reasoning process becornes more

straightfomard and the process of detenining the impact of each relationship on the
knowledge base does not have to take into account other parts.
During probfemsoMng ilmay be found that niles a n more effective or efficient. Should
the use of niles become desirable or necessary, the semantic structure could be
represented in a nile format without kss of information, but with additional effort
required when manipulating the rules.

A series of causal relatbnships does not necessarily take the shape of a trw, where
folbwkig one path does not lead to a node on another path. ît is possible that in some
domains paths may split and later rejdn (Le. a cause may result in an effect, but
through two contributhg intermediate effects, Figure 4.1).

Essentiel in the representaüon of causasty is the ability to represent unmtainty. As
descfibed in Sedbn 3.3.1 -1. there are (wo key aspects of ullC8R8inty which must be
represented, the Saength of causality and strength of prescmce for -ch concept
(node). Because a more general form of diagnosk is used to klenw relevant
knowiecjge, a more encompaaslig representation b needed to pravide addiinal
information. Cutler [Cutler 85] defines three masures to represent the relatianship and
evaluation of symptoms and diagnoses durkig the p10~8ss
of diagnosis. These values
are adapted for use in this work.

-dtMty

-

How often a cause is present when the effect is m e n t
Absence tends to exdude the presence of the cause

Specifkny
How often the cause is absent when the effect is absent
Presencetends to indicate the presence of the cause

-

Relative Importance
- How much importance should be p k e d on the relatbnshlp between
the cause and symptom
These measures are defined in ternis of diagnosing a problem (la. moving fmm effects

to causes). For the purposes of repmsenting causal relatbnships, these measutes can
be applied, only in a slightly different context. AU three masures are independent of

each other and can occur in any combinatbn. Some combinations are diagnosticelly
more meaningful than others. The folbwing provides a general interpretation of the
combinations.

Necessary Ikik to diagnose and diffwentiate
(3enerel indicatot to diagnose and

dmNecessary to diegnose

Contrnwtor to caagnosis
lndicathreof cause
Suggesare of cause

Minimai Cbntt/bUfor to diagnosis or
diffemtiate
Little Use
Table 4.1 Uncertainty masures interpretation
Specificii states that the presence of an effect tends to indicate the cause. Having

numemus such causes reduces the ability of an effect to outright indicate the cause
shœ it can not uniquely and absoluteiy indiate one specific c w e . Should an effect
have only one cause and the effect is given as being present, then given the current
compieteness of the knowiedge base, the cause wR be considered present as well.
ideally, having an abundance of highly specific symptoms simplifies the diagnosis

process as fewer potential causes have to be considered. Because the number of such
relationships is usually low [Cutler W.in E N I . ilserves primarily to Hmit the number of
riodes to consider as the potential cause of the node in question. When detemining

the potential cause list, only existlng causes of a node are examined. The fewer causes
which exist, the smaller the set of potential causes.
Sensilivity conesponds to the strength of the relationship between the cause and
effect. Accoiding to Cutler's definition, absence of an effect indicates the absence of
the cause. The greater the sensitivity of the relationship the more likeîy the effect's
absence excludes the cause's presence.

e.g. Given that A causes 6
B'sexW8(1~~cenocairkidependentlyofA,b~NBIsab~8nt~thena,is

A; oth81W/se A would cawe 6 to eKist.

In the reverse situation, B c m not be absent while A b present, so if A is
present then so is B. notwithstandnga temporal h g h m A to B.
Inte-ng
this causalîy, sensRMty is anakgous to the strength of the
causal reiationship. The higher the senaiitivry, the stronger the causal
bind between A and B.
Sensitivity (represented as causal stfength) is measured in VENl using a number
betwwn -1 and +1. Because sensiavity b definecl between a cause and effect, this
measure is aSSOC/Bted with the link between tmr nodes. A link whose sensitMty
measure is +1 defines absolute causaflty bebmen the ceuse and effect When aH,
effect is absent then the cause is definitek absent as well. As the measure decreases
toward zero, so does the strength of the causal reiatbnship. Interpreted diagnostically.
when the effed is absent the possibilb that the cause can still ex& inaeases as the
sensitMty measure decreases. lnversely, if the cause is present, then the effect must
be present. A link whose sensitMty measure is -1 defkres an explkit exclusionery
causality relathnship (Le. does not cause). As the rneasure increases toward zero, the
strength of the inverse causal relation weakens. ît is not logicaliy consistent for a cause
to resuR in both the presence and absence of the effect. Tm, separate links are not
necessary and one memure of sensitivity with a dual purpose b suffident.

ag.Late timing causes low compression pressure and by definMn does not
cause high compression pressure.
The relative impoctenœ measure of a relstknship indicates how much emphasis to give
the relationship during problem solving. Sensitivny can be used to nile out the
existence of a cause, but H Me relaoonship is not causally signiîint, il should not
signifkantty influence the overall interpretation of the causes. Relative irnpottance is
reprewnted es a range from O to +1. where zero indicates no importance al al1 and +1
indicates extreme importance.

Know(edge ôase Iinûs are repmented as explicit structures and are not simply
'pdnters" connecüng relateci nodes. This is neœssary because each lfnk contakis
information which is assodatecl with the link (Le. strength and impoitanœ) and could
not eff8CaVe)y be contained in a node palil811. The structure of a Iink is as fdlows:

Name:
Caus8:

ereference for the cause/effecb
dmowledge base node representing the cause in the
relaüonshipo
Effect:
dmOW18dge base node representing the effect in the
relaüonship
uneesure of the strength of the causal releaonship
Strength:
Importance: domain signiRcance of the causal relatknship
Each link is direct and explidt in that ildoes not contain any intemediate causal states.
Given that the cause exists then the only result is that the effed also exists (laking into
account the strength of the relationship). An assumptbn is made in VENk
representation that there is no temporal lag.betweenthe existence of the cause and the
effect. In some domains and situations, the existence of the effect may not result
immediately from the existence of the cause. This impacts the teal-timewdiagnosis in
the folkwing ways. First, failure to observe a necessary effect does not necessarily
mean the cause is not present only that the effet has potentially not occurred yet.
Second, temporal iags between cause and effect can be used to rule out ceitain
causes should the effect not occur within the amunt of time defining the causal
relationship. VENl's causal representation does not account foi temporal relaaonships
as this is an issue sumwnding knmiedge representation and not knowiedge
acquisition.
Each node is the lowest Ievd (atomic) representatlon of some event or state in a

dornain. It does not contain any intemediate or composite events. This does not
prevent the user fmm defining events whkh represent composite events, onîy in being

able to reeson about them. It is not necessary for each knowledge base node ta
contain ib measure of existence as this masure is derhnid during pmMem sdving and
changes from cese to case. Each node is represented as a structure of the folkwing

format:

Name:
Cause List:
Effect Ust:

aeference for the cause/eff8Cb
dist of kiowledge base links repremting the causes of this
node
dist of knowledge base links representing the effeds of this

During the process of using VENI, the kiowledge base becornes usable in the
actbated environment. Each of the kiowiedge base wmponents has a separate
structure in the actfvated environment because there is additional information which
needs to be represented during the knowiedge acquisition process, but does not need
to exist in the knowledge base. The activated nodes and links are cross referenced to
the corresponding knowledge base component. There is a oneto-one conespondence
belween the knowledge base components and adivated wmponents. This maintains
one of the goals of the model in eliminating the number of leveb of translation. When
knowledge b poctrayed visually, it corresponds directly to the adual knowledge
representation.
Activatd Unk

Name:

cname of cwesponding
relationship

knowledge

base

causal

<activateci node representing the cause of the relationship
Cause:
activatecl node reprmentingthe elfed of the relationship
Effect:
e u s a l strength of the activated causal l i n k
Strength
Importance: <domain significance of the actfvated relationship

The indication of pregenœ for each node in the adhrated environment is represented
as two separate values, one repreaenthO the sbength of pmsence, the ooier
repreSenang Saength of absence. Plescwice and absence are mpresented as nu-

betrneen O and +1 as used in MYCH puchanan 841. Zero indicates there h no
evidence to suggeat the pr8S8(1C8/absencet 1 indicates absolute presence/absenœ. As

evidenœ increases from zero to one the strength of presence/absence also increases.
The notation used to indicate this value pair for a node is ( p r a m e , absence) (e.g. (1,
O)). Maintaining separate megsures for presence and absence Mains valuable
information regarding the buiiding up evidence for each node puchanan 841. This is

illustrated in the following exampie.
e.g. Given that there are hnio links W n g from one cause, one contributes
0.75 towatds pre~8~1~8,
the other antributes 0.75 towards absence. If

the measure of pnwence is represented as a single value, aiese two
values couki be combinecl to produce a net of O. There b a differenœ in
interpretation between being no evidence and evidence in support of
both presenœ and absence. This is partkubrly important during
knowledge acquisition when the knowledge base could be incomplete.
Although presenœ and absence evidence is rnaintained separatdy, et some point a
decision must be made regardhg each entity's presenœ or absence. This is necessary
because in reality, presence and absence are mutually exclusive.
The characteristics of aie representation and the diagnosis pmcess fawur the measure
of absence over presence when assesaing each node. When reasoning aôductively,
the onfy one of the three measures of œrtainty whkh indicates presence is spedfkity.
Since spedfldty is represented structurally through the causes of a node and not
numerically, no direct contribution to presence is made. Presence of a node is only
supported through the sensRMty (causal strength) measure. The causal -9th
contains more meaning when it indicates absence, and because of this, absence must
be given more weight when making an assessrnent regarding the adual presence of
each node. Figure 4.1 illustrates how a single assesment is obtalned from the

indMdual meesurw. The lmundaiies are somwht aiMtrary, but

can be adjusted.

ûice~ed,#ba~kappliedcon~ently~dlnodes.ChairgesIn
boundaries on a node by node basis coulâ be alkwed, but this mates proMemrJ in

interpreting a set of nodes. WhHe samal nodes m y appeat dm!mt, the besis on
which they are detmined can vary greaüy. In o ~ case
,
a thieshdd of 0.3 may be
suffldent to rule out a node. In amthet case, it may be O.@.

Figure 4.1 Evidence interpretation
Each knowledge base node is represented as a structure containing information

relevant to the definith of the concept each represents.

Name:
Presence:
Absence:
Causes:
Caused-ôy:

-me of concep
number iepremting the measure of evidence indicating
the presence of the nade>
number repmsmting the masure of evidence i n â i i n g
the absence of the node>
dist of links. one for each mtity caused by this concepb
dist of links. one for each entity which causes this concepb

-

ît is not necessary to represent any measure of pmencelabsence for a node in the

knowledge base because these values are established at activation thne M i n the
context of a case or indication of symptom's presencdabsence.

The Interador is a component in VENl which provides a means by which the expert

interads with the knowleâge base and the knowledge base and related informationare
poitrayed to the expert. A description of the lnteractor is contained in Section 3.3.4.
The two main aspects to adhieve are:
to effectively present both the etnidure and meaning of the causal
knowledge,
to allow the expert to effectively manipulatethe presented knowledge.
There are two general classes of tasks handled by the Interador. The ftrst is a series of
operations which directîy manipulale the knowledge base. The second is a series of
facilities for interpreting the activated causal expanation.

W ~ dYi f f d phYHgrnphi~alplieseritaticme of causal knwbdge can be used.
some of which m y be mon, or kss effedkre than ah%nr h choosing one partiaiîar
premtation Jlyle, the goal h not necesserDy to choose the bat, but to chwse one
which effBCfhleiy conveys the saucture end meenhg of the causal al-e.
The
acaVated lmwkdge contains more than just the causal datbnahips. It is alao
Important to cornmunicete the repiesentatkjn of uncertainty and the assessments
regarding p r 8 ~ 8 ~and
1 ~ absence.
8
Gken the hwo knOW18dge base entWe9, nodes and links, a natural presentatbn f o m t
b anivey structural causality is a graph-like organisation. Each activatecl node is
displayed as a labelled drde and each Iink is a line connecüng two n&s. To avoid
cluttering the presentation of directecl lines. amme are not used to indicate the
diredion of causality. hstead. organisation of the netwark is in a fkwing e f f e c t t ~ - ~ ~ u s e
manner (directed links move in one direction, Ieft-tMight). This gives a clear rneans of
folbwing causal chairis rather than a randomdireaknal diain (i.e. links moving in any
&edion). Directian of causaîity is indkated by organisation. All potential causes
appear on the right, with effects appeadng to the left of each cause. The lines and
cirdes map directly to the underlying representation. Each presented node and Iink
corresponds directly to the underlying causal relationships. This is necessaty to
elirninate the need for translation and "hiddenn stnrcture. An example of a simple
presented causal network is in Figure 42.
Besides structural informatbn, the masures of causal strength and node assessrnent
must also be conveyed. Numerical values of nodes and links can be displayed upon
request, but these do tend to clutter the presentation. The use of colour enables
meaning to be added, without the need to physically add informatbn to the
presentatkn. Acthiated nodes and links are assigned a colour to give general meaning.
Unks are cdoured to accordkrg to tbejr definition of being a cause or does-notcause

link. This albws the expert to quiddy determine the type of relationship between any
two nodes. Unks are assigned one of four odours:

green
yeilow
Mue
red

-

-

m n g causes lidc

weakcawes link
weak doesnot-causelink
strong doesnot-cause Iink

Nodes am coioured ecwrding to a dedsion mgaiding Rs assessment of presence and

absence. Nades are assigned one of four coburs:
green
stmg presence

yellow
blue
red

-

-

weak evidence for both presence and absence
some evidence, but not strong enough to suggest either
pr8s8nc8 or absence

strong absence

the relatbnships between nodes, lt is also
Besides being able to organise and pr-t
neœssary to reveal the assessment of evldence for each node. These measwes can
be presented in several ways. When fkst analysing the network it may be useful for the
expert to have a view of al1 assessrnents. This glves an overall view of how evidence
changes from one part of the network to another.
In the example shown in Figure 4.2 the following observations are made:
Blue Smoke, K n d n g Sound are definitely present,
Low Oil Pressure, Wom Piston are considerd absent,
Cylinder Leak and Wom Bearing have eviâenœ to suggest both their
presence and absence despite behg labelid absent because of the
strong absence measure,
Burns Oil has evidenœ to suggest both its present and absence without
enough to label it either.

Figure 4.2 A sampk causai netwwk ki VENI.

Beceuse of the Iikdy iarge size of the activateci n(ail physical connections are
adivated). a means of organidng, emphasising. and isolatirtg specified parts of the
networû becomes neœsaary. At the request of the expert, any part of the causal chah
can be viewed. This album the expert to concenttate on a particular part of the netwoik
while sül canykig the assessrnent of causaWy ettadieci nodes.
1.3.2 Visual Intemaion wlth the Catiad îWwo#â
The use of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) makes possîôle the intuiave Interaction

with the knowleâge ôase. Knowledge base edkns are indicated by the expert through

seledin of the desired knowledge base entity or through the use of a graphical tool
box.

The Know(edge Piocessor b, the component of VENI which is responsiôle for
manipuiating the ûnowledge for the vaikus requirements of the modd. The declsione
for irnplementing the cotnponents of the Knowledge PIOCBSSO~
are dependent on the
Imowledge representation used. Beceuse an expiidt structure is used to rep~esentthe
causal relatbnships, the procese of idenMyhg relevant knowledge is more efficient.
The knowledge directly related to a spedfk piece of knowledge is explicitly identified,
removing the need to search eithei part of or the entire kmmrledge base to find them.

The purpose of the Knowledge identifier icr to activate that knowledge whkh is related
to the aiment acquisitkn session case. Implementatbn of the Knowleâge Identifier is
accomplished if a l relevant knowldge is activateck F m Chapter III, ralevant
knowledge is defined as: that knowbdge uWch is (struc!ura)y) causally responsibk for
the case symptoms; and those effeds wh&h mnild r w I t from that set of causes. Upon
completkm of L e activatiion of the relevant ûnuwiedge. the following must be produced:
A list of thom (potentiai) causes mich can stnicturally account for the

case symptorns and an assessment of aiese causes hidicating the
relative strength of presence/absence,
Identification of the causal structure resuiting fmn the lii of potential
causes.
Causal knowledge is represented in a grapMike stmcture containing nodes and links.
The pmcess of manipuleting this graph requkes the ability to follow a causdeff8Ct
chah from one nade to another. As a resutt, the algorithms expiaineci in subsequent
sections are essentially graph traversal algorithms. The exhaustiveness of identifying
ûnowledge doee not require an daborate search algorithm (eg. A*, Branch and Bound,
Best First [Rich 83))because the best or fi& solution to a case is not desired in the
context of knowiedge acquisltkn. A simple depth-first search aigorithm serves as the

basis for al1tasks describeci. Causalky tends to be noncydical. but there are situations
where being able to mate cyclical causal chains is necessary. The expert is not
prevented from entering cydlcel chains.
The pmcess of identifying relevant knowledge is accomplished by three separate tasks:
ldentitying the list of potential causes,
ldentifying the list of expected effects,
Assessing the masure of presence/absenceof each activated node.

tasks could k,combhied kit0 one or tww more amplex tssks, but an, sepamteci
for two rasons: the implementatkn is mach sknp(er; and it album the elgorithrns to be
reused.
Th-

Durkrg the pmcess of kn-e

acquisioon, that subset of kiowledge on Midi aie

expert performs knowledge base eabns is separate (rom the -al
biowledge base.
Acthration (as defined h Chaptet III) of the two knowledge base components is defined
as follows.

Create an activated node structure,
Copy the node name,

Initialisethe masures of presence and absence to zero,
Assodate the conesponding laiowledge base node wWi this activated node-

Create an activated link structure,
Copy the reference name, relative importance, and causal strength value,
Associate the corresponding knOW1edge ôase link with this activated link.
It is necessary to associate the howledge base components with the activated

components in order to gain accegs to the achial representation. It wil be seen, ki the
section describing the process of iâentifying expeczed effects, that only some of the
structure may be examined at one time and that further referenœ to the remaining
structure is required at a later time. Having an explicii reference to the knowledge base
makes this process easier.
4.4.1 .lldenüfying Potcmtlal Cause Ut

The process of identifying the list of potential causes requkes one p s s through the

causal knowledge base from effeds to causes. During this process, each node causaMy

responsible for each case symptom hm itcr eftect tme identified. The folbwing subtasks. together, Mine the algorithm for accomplishkig mis task.
Euniining the Ciw Symptoinr:

For every symptom in the case:
if the symptom is already acthrated

- Initialisethe evidence m a r e to (1,O)
- Stop, as its causes have already been examined @y depth-first search)
Otherwise
If the symptom exists as a knowleôge base node
Activate ilwith the knowledge base Information
Initialise the evidence measure to (1,O)
- Examine Node Causes of the activated node

-

Otherwise

-

Create an activatecl node aasigning it the symptom name
Stop, because there are no knowledge base links associateci with a nonexistent knowleâge base node.
End

-

End

Examine Nodo Cauw: for an acüvateâ node
If the activated node has already been visited

- Stop, because of the depth-first search a node becomes visited when its
causes have already been expbred, and thus il is not necessary to redo it.
Ottieiwise
Mark the node as visited

-

If there are no causes links for the knOW(dgebase node

- Adâ the adhrate node to the W of potdial causes
- Stop, as no furthe causes exist

For every kndedge base caused-by link for the knowledge base node

- Activate the link

- Activate the node repremntingthe cause on this link

- Examine Node Causes of the acthrated cause node
End
End

Any initial symptom is initialiaed to be abedutely present (from Case Spedfition
Assumption II). Any node has the potential b be a symptom. it is possible that two case
symptoms eppear on the same causal chain (i.e. one Is causally responsible for the
other). Both nodes are initialised to be present upon cornpletion of this task regardless
of the order in which the case symptoms are examined. This is deteded in the prOC8ss
by checking each node for activation prbr to examination. Cancelling a previous
assignment does not ocair because initialisation is perfonned only when a node is
activated.

An expected effect is defined as a node which results from the presence (either real or
hypothetical) of cause. Even though Memiediate nodes can potentially be symptoms,
they are so only if obsemid. Expeded effects are not present and can not be
designated as a symptom. Expected effects are defined here as those nodes with no
further effeds. When an expected effed is reached it is initialised to be absolutely
absent (from Case Spedficatbn Assumptkn II). This algorithm requires one pass
through the related.knowledge from each node in the potentiel cause list to the end

effects. The following is a set of sub-tasks W h , together, define the algorithm
defining this task.

For every adhrated node in the Pot8Ha8( Cause List
Examine Node's Effects for the activated node
End

Examine Noâe's Effacts: for an activated node
If there are no effect links for the knowledge base node conesponding to the

activated node

- Initialisethe evidence rneasure to (0J)

- Mark the node as revisited

- Add the activated node to the list of Expected Effects

Otherwise
If the link has been revisited

- Stop, as the effects of this node have already been processed
ûtherwise
Mark the node as being revisiteâ

-

For each Causes knowiedge base link for the knowledge base node
mrresponding to the acthrated node
If the link is activateci

-

Examine Node's Effects for the activated node for the effect of the
activated link

m
e
n
n
s
ie
- Activate the link
- Activate the effect node of the link
Examine Nade's Effects: for the activated effect node

-

End
End
End
Nodes which were activatecl durlng the proceas of idenüfying potential causes rnust be

re-examined duiing this task because there may be inactivated effects. ldenwying
potential causes only guarantees that al1 causes of a node are actfvated, not
necessarity the effects. Upon compkitkn of this task, al1 effeds of the potential causes
are activateci (Le. the causal ttws).

Once the relevant knowledge structure is activatecl, the final requirement of assessing
the measure of each node's presencdabsence (except for those explicitly assigned)
can begin. The assessrnent is based on three factors:
The cunent state of the knowledge base (existing relationships and
certaint'y measures),
The case symptoms,

Method of combining evidence.
The cakulation of presence is directly dependent on whkh nodes are physicalb
conneded. Knowiedge which is not related (Le. lies on the same causal chain) is not
involved in the cakulation of presenWabsenc8. The only difference between the static
knowledge base and the activateci knowîedge is the list of symptoms whkh are
designated as being present H is these symptoms which define the context of problem
edving. As the present symptoms vary for the same relevant knowieâge structure, w
too do the assessments of the potential causes (assuming that there is variance in
strength of causality and structure of causality within).

The method of detmining evidence invoîves using the hnio measures of uncecteinty,
causal aiength and relative importence) together with the masure of the effed to
produce a contribution to the cause.
This algorithm requires one pass through the network to pmpagate the presence and

absence of the effeds through the activateci knowfedge. which uMmateiy produces the
measure of strength for the presencelabsence of the potenüal causes. One of the
diffkuities faced in thb algorithm is ensudng the proper calarlatbn of the presence.
Care must be taken to ensure accurate cahlation because the causal structure may
not be a pmper tree in that a node can have mon, than one "parent". For this reason,
eviâence is "pushed" up fmm the effects so that upon completion of examining each
node's causes, the evidence it contributes has been applied.

For every node in the potentialcause list:

- Determine Node's Presenœ: for the activated node
End
Dotmine Node's Presmce: for an activated node
If there are no effects (causes links) for the activated noâe

- The node is either a case symptorn or absent effect. both of which have their
measures of presence and absence set during the previous steps

For each causes link for the activated node:
Detemine Node's Presenœ: for the effect node for the link

-

Detemine Unk's Contribution: for an acüvated link

If the link is a proper causes link
Evidence for contribution e Calculate Evidence:
for activateci link and evidence for the effect node
Evidence against contribution t Cakulate Evidence:
for activated link and evidemce against the effect node
ûtherwise, it is a does not cause link
Evidence for contribution e Cakulate Evidence:
for activated link and evidence against of the effect node
Evidence against contribution c= Calculate Evidence:
for activated link and evidence for of the effect node

Calculate Evidence: for an activated link and an evidence measure
Evidence e Relative Importance Sensitivity Evidence Measure

Combine Evldence: for an activated link and an evidence measure

-

New Evidence e Existing Evidence + Addlional Mdence (1 Existing Evidence)

The combination of evidence formula is taken from Mydn puchanan 841 and
comrnonly used in ~ileJ-based
propagation of ceilainty factor evidence. Evidence c m
be combined in any order while still arthring at the same resuît.

A depaEfirst se8rch is used as the basis for movkrg through the causal network in the
above aigorithm The masons for choodng this rmthod are: impknwmtatkn is straight
focward; and it cbseîy matches the processing typically perfomied, which is fokwing
causal or effect chainslbees.
Separating the idenoficetbn of relevant knowîedge into three separate tasks is done to
dmplify the implementakn, without dgnificant impact on the time required to perform
the task. The wodc perfomied by the above algoriaims could be pwformed in one or
two complex tasks, in pafticular, the paœss of idenüfying expected effects and
determining evidence q i d be perfamed using a single algorithm.
During the p~ocessof propagating eviâentx through the netwotk, actual measures are
used. ûther approaches (e.0. MOLE) meke categoiical dedsions regarding the
tnith/faIsity of each entity [Eshelman €BI. At evwy opportunity, a decision is made
based on local evidence whether that entlty is true/faIse. The advantage of this is the

degradation of ceftainty measures through a chain is lessenecl. This is accomplished at
the los of informetion, which at the the of acquMng knowledge could have proved
useful.
The folbwing simple example (Figure 4.3) illustrates how this loss of information is
misleadlng. A threshold of 0.5 is used as a minimum for a node to be considered
present. VENl pmpagates al1 actual evidenœ from node to node in order to refled the
building up of evidence throughout a causal chain. Noâes at the effect end of a chain
may have high measures, but the measures tend to decrease as the chain is followed
from effect to cause. This is assuming that the links are less than absolute certainty.

As the knowiedge base may be in a state of incompkteness, making a categorical
decision can mask out reletivdy weak evidence into potûaying another picture. In part
a) the final assessrnent for the cause on the right ends up being absent by a set of
evidence which consists of signWicant evidenœ for. In part b) the assement would süll
be considered absent according to the method of assessrhg a node via presence and
absence, but the evidence of the intermediate cause is brought through to the end

cause whereas the node's ev#ence h essenüally ignored when categorical dedsions
are made. This resulta in a lower measure of evidence for the end cause. Should the
tesk be to make the end cause pmmt, a more accurate portmyal of aie whde pldure
is seen when actual eviâms b mede. Upon completion of the kiowledge base, the

pmcess of making categorlcal decbkn may be considerd for use, because in reality, a
no& can only be present or absent.

Figure 4.3 A cornparison of the propagation of categorical decisions versus actual
evideme.

The ~ n o w l e d ~
Manipulator
e
is the component of VENl responsible for canying out the

execution the KnowIedge Base Actions. A description of the Knowldge Manipulator is
contained in Sedkn 3.3.2.2. lmpletnentting the Knowledge Manipulator requires the

correct exeaitbn of the actions as directed by the expeit. Correct execution of a
Knowledge Base Action consists of three parts:

The direct change impfied by the action,
Adjustment of the causal structure to maintain causal integrity,

Initiation of the side effects pcessing.
A l manipulation of knowledge is perfomied in the adivated environment to shield the
static knowkige base from the acquisition pmcess until work ie completed. Causal
IntegrHy is enforced to maintain a valu ûnowledge base representation. Knowledge

base entities only have meaning when they are connected accoiding to the definition of

causality. Failure to meet this definlbkn reauù, in an hvaad causal relationShip. which if
used, wouId pr8V811f proper causal pocessing.
Mnlllon: Causai lntegrity

The requirement that a node can not exist -out containing at least one
Iink (either cause or effect) and that each link must referenœ both a
cause node and an effect node.
The addition of a knowledge base entity requires the creatbn of that enüty 4 t h the
appropriate initialisation. The eWioon of a link does not require any addition check for
causal integrity as it can oniy be aeated when both the cause and effect are specified.
When a new node is added it does not contain any links. Upon creatbn of a node the
expert is required to specified the node (either a cause or effed) to Mich this node
should be connected. The addition of the node, W. does not cause any side effects,
but the subsequent addition of a link initiates the side effects associateci with that
action.
The deletion of a knowidge base entity requires that entity be r m v e d from the
acthrated environment. Maintaining causal integrity may inwhm the deletion of other
knowledge base entities as a resuk In the event of defeting a Iink, the net result is that
the causal chain may becorne disjoint. This in itself b okay, pmvided that both the
cause and effect node of that link contain at least one other link. Should this not be the
case, any 'orphaned' node must be deîeted unless the expert indikates that it should be
connectecf to another node. It Is necessary to check the inactivateci knowledge in the
event that a node has links whkh were not activateci for the case. No subsequent
actions are necsssary because the node maintains integrity and can property exist. ln
the event of deleting a node, each of the links connected to it becorne 'dangling' links.
The expert is faceci with two c h o h to maintain integrity. Fîrst. delete each of the links,
and hence process each deletkm as an expert initiated action. Second, establish direct
connections between each of the causes of the deleted node to each of its effects (see
Figure 4.3). This is not an option if the deleted node does not contain at least one

cause and effect. Upon completbn of these action the pmœssing of the appromte
side effeds in iniüated.
Modiîying any of the values for a knovvledge entity does not invalidate the integrity of
the know(eclge as the stnictum Is rot changeâ. Execution of a modify adkn simply
involves the changing of the indicated value. Compleoon of the adbn initiates the
processing of the side effects.
Activation of a node requires finding that node in the knowieâge base and activating il
abng with Rs related links and nodes w ilcan be referenced with the existing activated
ûnowledge. The nodes and Ihk which become activated during this process are the
effeds and causes of the partkular node. Any node activatecl in this proœss k
considerd absolutely absent (1, O) because the only nodes which can contain any
measure of presence are those whidl are causally responsible for the case symptoms.
The proœss of establishing the potentiel cause list guarantees that a l of the nodes
whkh can be present. are acüvated. This b guaranteed through the exhaustive
examinath of every cause Iink and from Case Speciîicatkn Assumptkn One where
each case is consiâered complete. The only situation in which the newty activated subnetwork is already connected to the existing acüvated knowIedge is when one or more
of the absent effeds are activated during establishment of the expected eîfects list.
During the p m % sof adivating relevant ktlowledge, these absent effects are the only
nodes which do not have both the causes and effect links exhaustiveiy examined.
There are no side effects resulting from the direct activation of a node because each
must be absent and is designated so during the execution of this action; and no nodes
in the exisang adivated network need to be adjusted because of the connedon to
nodes whkh must be absent.

The Knowledge Applicator is the component of VENl which reflects the impact, on the
ectkatd knowledge, of executing a Knowleâge Base Action. A description of this
component is contained in Section 3.328. Implernentatkmof the Knowledge Applicator
is axomplished when the fdkwing tassks are achieved:

The affeded parts of the ectivated lawmledg8 are idenoffed,
Edeblish what the actuai impad is on the affected laKmledge,
The piocess for adjusting this knowledge shouîâ be ammpiished in a
reasonable amount of time.
Upon the completion of exeaiting a KnowhQe &se Acaon, the Knowkâge Applicator
is initieted to adjust the measures of presence and absence of the acthreted nodes to
reflect the new state of the adhrated knowieâge. In Sedon 3.3.2.3 the list of
Knowledge Base Actkns identifies the dde effects mutang fmrn the execution of each
action. Whib the actual executkn of the adkn varies, adjusting the affeaed relevant
knowiedge is consistent regarâless of the adion. The actual exeaftion of the edkn
handles changing the immediate sbucaire and content indicated by the action.
Handling the side effects shply consista of adjusting the measures of presence and
absence for each of the affected nodes to account for the new knowledge base
configuration. Modification of the sûucîure is performeâ by the Knowledge Manipulator.
The scope of affected knowledge is limited to those nodes and links which are causelly
responsible for the reference node. By definitkn, the process of diagnosis involves
folkwing cawes of the case syrnptoms. Since the measures of presence and absence
are based on effeds, evidenœ is propagated from effect to cause, and not cause to
effect. Upon making a change in the ne-

only those node causally responsible for

the node or link changed need to be adjusted. In essence, the set of nodes affeded by
the knowledge base action is the effect tree from the changed entity.
Knowledge which is not activated is not affecteâ by these action unless the user
hypothetically changes the evidenœ for of any expected effect. The only physically
connected knowledge which is not activateci is those causes of absent (expected)
effects. This knowledge could be activated to explain the hypothetical presence of an
effect of this type. Any other modifkatkn does not activate other knowledge unless
absent nodes are requested (or added) by the user. For example, changing the
strength of causality would not require other nodes to be adivateâ, but adding a new
node may require activation should the node already exist in the knowledge base.

Upon completion of the actual adkn, aaaunting for the dde effeds involves two
steps: idenafying a refemœ mâe(s) which is used es the starting point and
recakulating the m u r e of presence and absence for each of the nodes causalty

respmsble for the starting point. As only one knowledge component can be
added/deletedlmodinedat a time, the focus for the action is well defined.

The point in the activateci kiowledge from which JI causes will have
their measure of presence/absence adjusted
The reference point is aiways a node because links are adjusted through direct
execution of a KnowWge Base Action and not as a resuit of one. Identification of a
referenœ node is defmed by the indwiualadion. The folîowing diagram illustrates how
the reference node is identifid for each action and wMch nodes are adjusted as a
resutt.
In the case of delethg a node, mulople refeience nodes are required, one for each
causes link. Pmssing of these reference nodes can be dom individually without
taking into account interacting adjusûnents from other nodes. Because a formal tree
rnay not exist (Le. each effect can have more than one parent), the situation of two
individual referenœ nodes contributhg to the same cause rnay occur. Recakulatkn is
based on local contributionsl where at any one time, the measure acairately reflects
the structure and content of the local effects. Should several adjuments be required
to one node because of several contributhg links, the final result is the same for
adjusting each link indiiually as il is by recalculating based on aH changes being
made at one tirne. Figure 4.5 explains.
It is rot necessary to completely recalalate the M e n c e for the affected nodes,

essentially redetemining the evidenœ from scratch. The approach used here Is to
recakulate only what Is necessary. Perforrning this requlreg either or both of removing
original evidence or adding in n w evidence. Whkh is used is detemineci by the

parücuiar Know(edge Base Adlon. When a node is deleteci, the net result b that the
evidence it mntributed is no bnger availabie, thus this evidence is removed from those
nodes to whkh it contributeci.

When a link is added, the e v i d m ît contributes was not available during the original
calculath, thus, the contribution must be added to those nodes causelly responsbie
for it. This folbws the same pmcess useâ in performîng the originai cakulation of
evidence.

-

C a u d Link

+------- Link involved in RB Action

Figure 4.4 Explanation of Knowledge Action's side effects.

fhe intemiediate 8ssessmerit of remwing the
evidence Conotjkned by the top node mIts in
(0.625, O) and mer remwing the evidence
coritributed by the lmmr node, the evidence
measure is (005.0).

This rnenrpiirn is the same as if the measwe for the
node un the right is completeiy recalculated.

Figure 4.5 An example of incrementai evidence adjustment.
When a link or node has a value adjusted. both the rernoval and addition of evidence is
required. The evidence it forme* contributeci is removed and the new contribution is
added in. By rnaking this adjustment, il is not necessary to completely recombine al1
evidence for a nde, requiring only the adjustment of the single contributor.
Adjustment of the evklence is perfotmed in one pass for each of the remwal and the
addition of evidence. This separaüon is done to simplify the implementation and muse

of algorithms. The folcming tasks, together, describe the algorithm for processhg the
side effects.

For each reference node resulting from the execution of the Knowiedge Base

Action

if the Know(edge 6ase Mkn icr a delete or modify acWn

- Propegate Evidence R e m m i for the refer811~~
node
If the Knowledge Base Adkn is an add or modNy adkn

- Propagate €viderice Addition for the refwenœ node

Piop.grk EvUmœ Removal: for en acoVated node
If there are no causes for the node

- Adjust for Impact: with the cause Iink
Otherwise
For every caused-by link for the activateci node

-

Propagate Evidence Removal: for the causedby link and cause node

-

Evidence for e Calculate Evidence: activated link, effect node, effect

-

presence
Evidence against e Cakuiate Evidence: activated Iink, effect nade,

-

-

effect absence
Ifa proper causes link

-

-

-

Cause presence e Remove Evidence: cause presence, evidance for

-

-

Cause absence C= Remove Evidence: cause absence, evidence
against

ûtheiwise
Cause presence e Remove Evidence: cause presence, evidence

-

-

-

-

against
Cause absence e Remove Evidence: cause absence, evidence for

-

-

End

The process of removkig evidence is altered from aie fornial depar-fi-

s8arch piocess
typicaliy used hr VENI. This is needed to malntain the prevkus value of evidence un#l
all changes to a nnod have been cornpieted.
Piopigit. Eddmœ Addîtion: activatecl node
If there are no causes for the node

- stop
oth8(Wjs8

For every caused-by link for the activateci node

- Propagate Eviâence Removal: for the causebby Iink and cause node
-

Evidence for

.-Cakulate Evidence: activateci link, effect node, effect -

Evidence against

=

preserice
Calailate Evidence: activated link, effect node,

-

effect absence
If a proper causes link
Cause presence e Combine Evidence: cause presence, evidence for

-

-

-

-

Cause - absence LI Combine Evidence: cause absence, evidence
against

Othewise
- Cause presence e Combine Evidence: cause presence, evidence

-

End

-

against
Cause absence c= Combine Evidence: cause absence, evidence for

-

-

Propagate EvidenceAddition: for the causedby link

New evidmce

= exkiting evidence - indiviâualcontribution '

-

(1 individualconnibution)

The Knowîedge Expleiner is the component of V M I which pmvicles information to the
expert to explein the knowieâgestructure and basis foi the assessrnent of each node in
the adive envhonment. A descdption of the Knowledge Expleiner k contained in
Section 3.3.2.4. Two classes of explanath are defined in VENI, structural and content
contributions. The goals of implementingthe Knowledge Expîainer are:
to identify the relevant structure properfy and effectively,
to Wke apaW the knowîedge to accurately refled how each node is
assessed and contributes to the assessment of others.
As the number of knowledge base entities grows, the connectivity of the activateci

knowledge can become intrkate. As a result, identifying the nodes either in the cause
or effect chain for a particulai node can be diîîkult. Causal structure can be identified
or emphasised by temporarily hiding nodes and links not contained in the cause end
effect tree for the specific node or by changing the appearance of aie cause and effect
tree so il is distlnguishable from the remaining parts. The Mer is mare favourable
because il maintains the presence of nonceusally connecteci knowledge. which itseîf
may be useful M e n ilis seen to be unconnecteâ. Failure to observe causal relations
can be just as important as observing them. For example. the absence of a necessary
Rnk could be the required change to achieve the âesired Knowledge Action.
Contribution of a node consists of a measun foi and against. In a dkect causal
relatbnshlp, this assessment is the tesult from the Calailate Evidence process for a

In ardertomakeadedsiorr r e g a r d k i g t h e m o f a nade, Iisndonlyhptant
to undetstand what the mûbutom are or to whkh nodes one cacrMbutes, but what the
magnitude of the contributkn is. Processkig amûbdom are dMded into hm, typea:
aie mgnihide of mtributmto a nade, and the magnitude of haw a nade coMbut8s
to others.
When adjustments to a node's aSSBSSmenf am desked, bdng amus of the hdMduel

contriôutois is important because R is these m o r s wMch am rt3sponsOMe for the
vaiue in question. Knowing the hdMdual conti&itora of one node to another helps in
idenMyhg the contrlbutm' source. For exampk, if the ev#ena, for a nock indiCates
that il is absent, R couM be derhred in several ways: the combination of several
moderate indicatm; one strong indicator; or same combinath of the Mo.
A node's contiibution k defkied in ternis of the measure of presence/absence for that

rode as seen at each node to which R is causely connected (dkedly or indirediy) via
caused-by links. The original cOnMbutbn may be changed as ilb propagated thmugh
the network, essentially manipulateci by the strengths of causality leading to the
potential cause.

Figure 4.6 Acüvated Knowleôge for explenatîon.

Fmm Figure 4.6, suppose the node in question is Cylinder Leek, and the quedm k
'Why is the evidena,to suggest the absence eo high?". In shm, given the rneasure of

presence/absence for each of the symptoms and structure, what kr the conMbuaOn of
the symptoms when comMned at the node in question? Folbwîng the effed Ihks, th8
onty node which can conbjbute is Bums al. This in tum ha$ evidence contributeci by
Blue Srnoke, Excess 011 Consumptkn. Exœss Oil Consumptkn has M e n c e
contrsbuted by Low Oil Pressure. The fdkwing table contains the contains the nodes

(effeds) which contribute evldence to Cylinder Leak and the extent of the contribution.

Evmnce

Noda

For

Agdna

Burns Oil

1.0

0.375

EXCBSS
Oil Cons.
Blue Smoke

0.0

0.375

1.0

O

Low ûil Pressure
ContaminatedOil

0.0

0.375

0.0

0.564

Wom Piston

0.0

0.564

Table 4.2 Evidence contributions
Even though both Wom Piston and Low Oil Pressure are bown to be absent (O, 1),
their contributions are changed when examined h l to Cylinder Leak. Wom Piston
contributes more than Low Oil Pressure, (O, 0.564) versus (O, 0.375). Attempts to
reduce the evidence against mnild likely be foaised on altering evidence along the

effect chain Cylinder Leak

Contaminated 01

Wom Piston.

The ptevious facility expîains to the expert how evidence for a node is derived. It m y
also be necessary to examine to which nodes a partiailar node contributes end what
role it plays in the assessrnent of those nades.
Complicatlng the deterrnination of individual contriôutîons is that the causal structure of
the network can ôe kregular. With the potential for causal paths to split and then rejoin,
154

care must be taken to properiy define what conaibution m i t s from this and how ilk,
aitained.
Using the same activateci knowledge as in Figure 4.6. the same pdndple is involved in
t e m of how cNidence is interpreted. The diffeience foi this type of contribution
deteninadion is the point from wMch coWbution is sougM Hem eviderice is examined
from an effect to each of Rs iniüal causes. When the expat wants to kKm the impact of
a spedfic node, that node is sefected and the eviô8nœ impad optbn is chosen. The
folowhg table contains the causes nodes on whict~the absence of Low Oil Pressure

E V ~ W

Node
Excess Oil Cons.
Burns Oil
Cylinder Leak
Worn Bearing

For
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

Agiinat
0.75
0.375
0.375

0.1

Table 4.3 Node impact contributions
4.5 Summary

In this chapter I presented a restricted implementation of the knowleâge acquisition
mode1 defined in Chapter III. The general goal of the implementation was to illustrate
that the implemented components achieve the ta*

defined for them in the general

mdel. The task is made easier by the faa that choices for components and processes
are based on established work.
The causal knowledge base. while not daborate. is capable of representing causal
knowledge and degrees of causal strength behiveen two nodes.
The Knowledge Proœssor was implemented though each of the three components,
narnely: Knowlecîge Identifier, Knowledge Manipuletor, and Knowledge Appticator. The
piimary task of the Knowledge Manipulatoi is to iâenaly (activate) kriowledge in the

knowledge base wMch h relevant to the plesenteclcase. Given the definition of relative
knauuledge. the output pioduced is an activateci ne(wwk containing a weighted list of
causes pot811a8Ily responsible for the Iist of symptoms in the cese and a list of absent
effects which causally f d b (rom the potentiel causes.
The purpose of the Krowledge Appiicator b, to execute the actions for manipulaüng the
kiowledge repiesentation (mon, spdkaliy the acüvated knowledge). The actual
execudkn of the actions b, straightfomard, realised by the physicel resutt of the desired
change. The more complicated aspect of thh task is the detectbn and conedkn of
side effects reaulaig from each adkn. Use of exbting graph p~ocessingalgorithms
ensures that p~ooessingis perfomied properly, given that the correct structure and
staiong point(@are mtabîished.
The prirnary purpose of the Knowledge m i n e r is to convey to the expert infomtbn
not explicitty stated in the activateci network. Focus in acquiring knowledge in VENl is
based on Iwo fundamental aspects, knowledge structure and causal strength. Because
of the potentkl for intricate mnedbns to exist, the methods proallow for
structure isolation and identification as weW as the ability to physically reerrange the
iayaut.
In order to make decisions regarding the presence and absence of any node, knowing
how the values are obtained is of m e help. This information is used as the basis for
making decisions on how to correct some pmblems.
The components wen desaibed in ternis of how the spedfk chokes are used to
achieve the tasks estabIlshed for them in Chapter III. In order to perform properfy, the
component must work together as a unit to assist the expert during knowledge
acquisition. In the next chapter, examples of knowiedge acquisition sessions MI be
descibed whkh show h m the output of one component is u s d by another in the
manner defined by the modeî.

Chapter V
Sample Knowledge Acquisition Sessions in VENl
6.0 Ovawkw

This chaptw contains a description of a seiles of KnOW(Bdge Acquisition Sessbns

whkh illustrate the pmœss for using aie model deaalbed in Chepter III. The
introduction outlines the specific goals of aib chapter and the framework for the
remaining sections. Each subsequent sedion contains a disaission of various
Know(edgeAcquisition Sessions, each of whioh contains a set of situations which cwld
adse during use of the model.
6.1 Introduction
Chapter N descnbed how each of the components of the mode1 performeâ a set of
- designated tasks. Through the series of sessions described in this chapter, il will be
show how the components, together, perfomi the m r e general tasks of interactive
knowledge acquisition. In Chapter IV a definition of the interactive mode1 describes the
process and representation for how the knowledge acquisition tasks and suppoting
facilities are accomplished. The model requkes a process by which a soiution to a case
is achieved. This process is outlined in Chapter II (Section 3.4). The purpose of this
chapter is to apply that process to the specific implementationdescribeci in Chapter IV.
This chapter contains a description of two Knowledge Acquisition Sessions. each of
whkh emphasises varkw, characterisâcs of the model. The structure of a Knowledge
Acquisition session k, based on the context of the knowledge structure and content at
the time of acquisition. Because of this. the process of chwsing Knowiedge Actions
and Knowledge Base Actions for the purpose achieving the goals of Case Situations
and Knowledge Actions, respecthrely can not be dîscussed without referring to specifk
situations. Because of the dynarnic nature of the model, aiere is no single or best

krowledge ôase responds in an unanüdpated manner. Because of the amount and
compkxity of mny biowledge domakis, humns do not posscws the aMlily to
accmplish aJs, othemlse kiowledge base s y s t e m wId be dewkqmd conedly the
first time and without îhe need for took.
The establishment of Case Situations and Knowledge Actions m e s the purpose of

identifyingthe d e f m of the airrent kiowledge acquisition session. These are not
a pre-defined sbucture because they are detmined from the cummt m i o n and
change as a resuIt of modHIations made to the howledge base. The pmœss of
creating and rnaintaining the Case Sihiatbn and KnowWge Actions is âescribed in
Chapter III. ln thk, chaptw, the aspect of uaing these guides in an acquisition session Is
descrbed. The folMng aspects of a Knowledge Acquisition Session in VENl are
addressed:
How the choice of case, with respect to the ainent knowledge base,

influences the nature of a session,
The process of examining the devant knowledge to idenWy the Case
Situation,
H w a Case Situation is accomplistred thmugh the application of
Knowledge Actions,

How a KnOW(Bdge Aaion h acwmplished through the application of
Kndeôge Base Actions,
H w the explenetion fadlities Wst in msking dedsbns in the hno
prevkus pointe,
How the executbn of a Knowledge ûase Adkn impacts the pending
Knowleôge Adion and Case Sltuetlon,
How the expett is albwed to add knowledge not nemssarily reîated to
the cuvent case.

WMin the hivo dkwmbm varbus paris of the modd and its fadlities are iihidmted.
The ordei of lQmwMg8 Actions krfkiences the amount and nature of future edkns.
During the discussioir of the dioice of eclkns R may seem apparent that andher
chw u # seem Mer. ln meny situadkns the parücuîar choice b, made b
8111ph8SjS8a~n~ofthemo<klividndnecrwsaiilytok,theOpanelane.h

the varbus choices for sbategy are plieserited, the b a h for thh b the hkmvchy of
actions containeci in Agum bQ. tt diouid a h be noted mat the choiœ of subopümal
adkns daes not nemssariiy iead to a suboptimal iamkôge basa One reeson for this
subeequently added knowledge can rot be COmP(Btdy entidpated.

The general sbudure of a case sesdon consists ol: a donale for choosing the
particuiar case; a descriptkn of the acû~aicase; an interpretation of the relevant
knowledge klendified; a deacripaon of the Knowldge Acquisition Session; folbwed by
an analyais of the session.

In Chapter IV the domain of Auto Diagnosis was used to illustrate component
fundionality. The generality of the model b illustratedin thk chapter through the use of
a different domain. The domain of Heart Disease is used as the basis for the discussion
of the knowledge acquisition sessions in tMs chepter. it was chosen ôecause it k
reasonably cornplex and yet faiity weil sûuctured. A deecriptbn of heart function is not
contained here. The followhg sources where refermad in building up the knowledge
base and case descriptions [Martiott 931,[Anseil 841, [Phibbs 711.

The folowing simpiilicaüons are made, not to accommodate the knowledge
representation, but because il is not necessaiy in ordei to Hlustrate the acquisition of
the knowledge.

The signais from the €KG madout have aûeady been interpreted. This
assu~cenbemadewithoutkssofva(ueshcetheassea~wmtof
raw EKG data b more of a a n a l proœsajng probkm and not a part of
thia proMm*

Rather than udng &ta from dl tmihre €KG leadq only the data from
m be made because a
one lead b, used ( h d II).This dmp(ifkaüon c
signMcant number of the diagnoses use information oniy from thb lead,
wia the other h d s providing infonafkn when Lead II can not. This
resula, in some problems bdng dHficuIt or impossible to diagnose. The
purpose h m b, not to devdop a amplete heart diagnosis know(edge
base, kit to illustrate the proceas of dohg so. Information can be easily
identiiied (prefixed) as coming from a partkular kad W desired.
There are some inadequades of VENImsknuwledge representation which rnake aome
aspects of acquisition more awlmard than shouki be necessaiy. Even though the raw
data abtahieci from EKG readings is assessed, the kn-e
representation is limited
by tts inability to represemt attribute-value peirings. Each node represents a unique and
explidt atbibihwalue pairing. Questions such as What is the shape of the Pinaver
do not have an explidt process for being derived because the value joins the attribute
to form the name of the node. Anothet inadequacy of the representatbn is its inability
to accommodate the temporal nature of an €KG.The assessments of the €KG are
based on observation of a single heart b a t (or series of similar heart beats). ît is
possWe that the EKG characteristics will change over time or be intermittent.
Appropriate temu must be chosen to represent these changes in order to be inckided
in the representation. This issue is aeconday to the knowledge engineering issues
discussed in mis thesis and is left for future research.
Raw data from an EKG is a signal which requires inteipretation. Behg able to identify
the vaikus waves and their peitiaiiar attributes is a sklH in itself which requires
significant experience. The structure of the laiowbdge representation in VENl does not
work well wiai tMs kind of data and relies on the interpretations to be made on this data
prior to input as a case symptom.

One of the hadequades of the represen&tbn is thet attr&nwmIue paka are not used.

Each noôe k narned to rqmmt the wmple(e desaiptkn of the m m , state,
diagmsis, etc. The generel format for facts is to piace the objed'fact Rist fdkwed by

the attribute, a l hyphenateci. Agah. mis representatbn issue hi sewndary to the
knowledge engineering issues examined in this aiesis.
e.g. NmaS Mood pressure is represented as Bkobpiessursnmal.
ln an attmpt to mntrol the presentation of the rekwant knowledge, sotne abbreviations
for short forms of cardiac reiated tenns are used. S o m abbreviations are mmrnon and
are included here for completeness.
IHD
LVH
RVL
Fib.
Si
s2

s3

HF

m r
Eia
AV
Regurg.

BP
Inci

ST-T

lschemic Heart Diseatm
Left Ventriculai Heave
Right Venûicular Lift
Fibrillation
First Heart Sound
Second Heart Sound
Third Hearl Sound
Heart Function
Depression
EjecUon
Atrial-Ventricle
Regurgitation
Blood Pressure
lncreased
Heart waves from €KG

Figure 5.1 mnbins a plaure of the hmrt and Rs major oom~onentswhidi was takm

h m [Phillips 90). The four chmbm and IWO va)ves (mbal and eatic)are of partiailar
inpoi(anœ in the cases exarnineâ in thk, chapter. Many of these componenb are
refemœd in the folkwkig two cases. Figure 5 2 fflusbates the vsikus waves whkh
togogether fom a normal hemrt beat. This diagram was takm fmm [Philllps 90). Of
paitiailar importance here is the shape. duretkn. and intervais of the wave
mponents. Only a few of these waves are referenced in the hno cases.

Figure 5.1 Anatomy of the heart

Figure 5.2 Components and expianation of a n o m l EKG wave.

The k n w e acquisition session deacilbed here repres8nfS a cornmon situation in
devebplng a knowledge base udng VENI. The diagnosis presented thmugh the case is
not already contahieci in the knowledge base and must be added by the expert. Even
though the dbgnosk Is not knomi, VENI is still able to idenüfy relevant laiowledge
which can be used as a staraig pokn Because of the hwmpleteness of the
knowledge base, wiai respect to the current case, the list of potential causes best
explainhg the knomi symptoms may not seem a m t e to an experienced expert.
Accuracy and appmpriatmess are only as good as what b entered. As the knowledge
base matures, the list of potentialcauses shouiâ be more reflective of those considered
by expects.
The correct diagnosis for this case is Rheurnatk Fever with Aortk Regugitation. The
symptoms for the finit case are as follows:

-

Dyspnea
Normal Pulse
Normal Blood Pressure

The relevant kmwbdge üentified for these sympbms b, shom in Figure 5.3. Oniy

three of the four symptoms exlsteâ in the knmhdge bese (dyqma, 8P-Il
and
P u ~ n n a l )Nonne1
.
heart funcüon (NomiafflF), Aaitic StBHOdS, and IHO ôefine the
1st of potentialcauses f a this ca#,wl(h NomiafflF conthe most YPdy. Nomiab
HF has signifkant evidence to support its pfesenœ and none to kidicate its abserice.
This is because il has no effBCtS connected to it which have any masure of absenœ.
The oorrect diagnosis of Rheumatic Fevw and Aortic Regurgitatkn am not shown
because they are not known to VENL Angina, ST-T Depiesdon, Fatigue, AMel
Fibrillation, opening snap, and kud define the list of expected effects which if the
potential causes mwe to exif& wouki reasonably be expected to be prswnt as W.
Hem they serve to pnivide evidence against the some of the po2emüal causes.

Figure 5.3 Case 1 - initially activated knowiedge.
VENl's inabiliîy to find a referenm to Rheumatic Fever results in the Case Situation of

"correct Diagnosis not a potentiel cause". In order to addresa this situation the Cese
Actkn to add the cause is required. Stfuctural aôâitbns must also be perfomied

because of the failure ta find aH œse informatth. Establishing mis structure involves
adding the nodes represenling Rheumetk Fevet and Aoctic Regurgitation and
subsequentty connedkig them to the symptoms. Once Rhwmatic Fe-

Is lnked to the

-

Figure 5.4 Case 1 after adding missing structure.
Upon evaluation of the activateci knowledge, Rheumatic Fever is now considerd
present with no evidence to support its absence. A i of Hs effet% have no measure of

absence and hence il has none as weH. Despite being premt, Noml HF is still
favoured more strongly implylng that the Case Actbn is now "Increase absence of
incorrect diagnosis". Adiieving thls task is accomplished by: changing the existing
measures contrlbuting to absence; by adding knowieâge ta adû absence; or a
combination of the two. As no existing links mû'ibute absence, the onty option here is
to add knswledge (thmugh links or nodes). Using existing nodes, iinks can be added
fmm N o m l HF to both ûyspnea and Decresendo ûiasto(k Mumur, but the Iink rnust
be a does not cause in oider for the presence of these two symptoms to contribute to
absence.

Rie expert may a b notice that th- is no conMbuting evidence against Rheumatic
Fever and Aortic Regurg)taaOn. Observing that other symptoms are pesented wMch.

even though abaient h (Ms case, can be symptoms in osier dmiler cases,these can be
Iinkeâ in whatever way neceaseiy wllh the imped hmeeately made availeble. Figure
5.5 shows the cumulathre effect of these tm,situaîkms.

Figure 5.5 Case 1 - after adjusting evldence for Nomial HF and Rheumatic Fevei.
Previously, Normal Hart Fundkn had no measure of evidence against, but upon
connecting Dyspnea and Normal P u b with does-notause links, this measure
increases dramatically. Even though aiere is very strong evidence for both the
presence and abseme of Normal Hart Fundion, this is not interpietecl the same as in
where R means wntradictory evidence. A nile for this situation
a ~ M a s e system
d
wuld be wriîten to take the complet0 situation into account whkh might bok like the
follawing:

When this rule is interpreted. Nomiel Hart fundkn mniid not have presence eMence
conduded in the premca of Normai Pulse and N o m l Bkod pressure. This is bue in
VENh representatbn because each of the contrbuton, is independent A final deddon
regarding a node's presence k, mede using the two masures wWi the measure of
absence canying more weight than the measure of presence (as discuSSBd in Sedkn
4.2).

Conndng Aortic Regurgitetion would appear to aie expert as a safe operation, but
upon execuüon of thh acüon the node repnisenting Aoiac RegurgRetbn twns Mue.
indicating there b conflidkig evidence regarding the presence and absence and there
b not enough evidertce to make a decision. Thb illustrates the importanceof immediate
integration, for even though the adon was appropriate, it had an unanticipateci siâe
effed which necessitates further adjustment The reason for this is oie contiibutbn of
Aortic Ejectkn Click which needs to be reduced. ûecreaskrg the contriôution can be
accomplished through modiîying the strength of the Ihk between the two. The outcorne
of this is show in Figure 5.6. Rheumatlc Fever k, now the most strongly ïavoured
potential cause and the expert may dedde now that this is adequate for this case.

-

Figure 5.6 Catm 1 Rnai expianation.

Even though Rheumatk Fever and AorUc Regurg#atkn where not hown to VENI,

some relevant knowledge was identifid. This senred as the basis for extemlkig the
knowiedge base in order to expiain the entire case. The c h o b of this case illustrates
the impact of choosing a cam whlch cen make uae of as m i d i edsting knowîeâge as
possible. Only a few knowîeâge base adbns were necessary to satisfy the explanath
of the case symptoms and Rheurnatic Fever.
A Cardbbgist may wonder why Nomal Heart Functbn was idenMW as a potentiel

cause ghren the two symptoms of dyspmw and mumur. The state of the ûnowledge
base dM not state that Nonnal Head function does not cause these effects, but does
explain the presence of N o m l Heait Beat and Normal Pulse.
Normal Head Function is inchided in the k n m e base because the knawledge base

should be capeble of identlfying when the case symptoms indicate the absence of any
physical problems. This

Is parHculariy imptant during the acqulsmon process. H

Normal Heart Fundon is a b m t f m the knawledge base, failure to find an adequate
expianath foi a case could resuit because no proMems are present in the patient or

The second case represents another typ(cel situation wMai is enwuntered in
knowldge acqubiticm semions. ln th& case. a partial e%planaaOn is found for the
correct diagmsis, but woilc is neeâeâ to expiain the complete set of case symptoms.
The coired diagrmis for (hk case is Rheumatic Fever wrth Mitral Stenosis. The
symptoms fur the second case are as fol-

-

-

-

Opening snap
cwngsnap

oyspnea
Atr)al Fibrillation

idenWied by VENl k, s h m in Figure 5.7. Three of the four
The relevant kn-8
case symptoms are found by VENl ( A M Fbritktion, Opening Snap, Dyspnea). AoRic
Stenosis, IHD. Nonnal HF, and Rheumatic Fever define the list of potential causes for
this case. 60th Aortic Stenosis and Nomal HF are considered absent. Rheumatic
Fever is merginally considered the most favoured over IHD, but t h e is not enough
evidence supporthg the presence to indicate so. Loud Ss. angina. ST-T Depression.
aortk ejedion dii, fatigue, pulse normal, and BP n o m l represent the list of expeded
effects from the patentid cause list.

-

Figure 5.7 Case 2 inWelIy activateci kiow(edge.

-

Figure 5.8 Case 2 expianation for inactivateci Wml Stends.

-

Figure 5.9 Case 2 embedded expianation of Mbal Stenosis.
The Case Situation implied by this situation is *Con8Ct DiagWs Found, Weak
Ptesencen because the correct diagnosb was found and it is considered the most
favourable. A signHicant absence f m this expianation is part of îhe diagnosis, that
being Mitral Stenos(s. The expert may wonder why ilis not considerd as the aymptom
opening snap is considered a good indicator. Using one of the facilhies for assisting in
explanatbns. Mitrai Stenosis is queabkned It tums out that Mitral Stenosis is contained
in the ûnowledge base, but is not referencaMe in the w m t case because none of its
known effects are pait of the case symptoms. Figure 5.8 shows what b known about
Mitral Stenosis. Allhough Angina appeais in the activated knowiedge, with its role as an
expected effect and its subsequent absence, the causes of ilare not expbred. As well,
ilis not an effect of any of the potential causes. Thb explains why both MittaI Stenosis
and RVL are not indudeci in the original identifkation of relevant knowkdge and rot
considered relevant for this case. As this Is in tact relevant, the ewpeit detemines that it
should be includeâ in the overcill enplanath and chooses to embed il(Figure 5.9).
Being able to embed this knowleâge diminates the need to periorm needless
wld
acqubitkn. In syst8ms wMch are b a d dildly on intewieudng, the kn-e

be ac~uked,to find out later that it akeady exkted in the lcfmMge base. hom hem.

the expert
needs to finish off the structure for thk case. This fkst kwohres
connecting R h e u m c Fever to Mbcil Stemmis anâ t w b q m M y amnedkig that to
case syrnptoms, after aââing dosing snep as a symptom wMai was rot found by V M I .
Upon completkn of these s t e p the euidmœ for Rheumetjc Fever changes
dgnifkanüy as b meewire of peasncs h significant, ôut b masure of abence is slll
high enwgh ta produce an aôamœ assessrnent of aie node. Mitral Stemsis is in a
sirnilar shmtion.

-

Figure 5.10 Case 2 expianation for inactivated Mitral Stenosis.
Having attained the fkst Case Actkn of Iweasing the presence of the correct

diegnosis" the Case Adkn now Wches to aOecreasingabsence of correct diagnosis".
As the knOWtec&p structure hr coned. rernoving knowidge is nOt an option. Focus
must be placeci on decreasing the absence through rnodîfying the œrbinty of one or
more links contributhg evidence of aôeence. As then, are nurnerous eflects ulanetely
contr&iang, the expert rnay need asskitence in detmining where to focus attentbn.
TeMe 5.1 shows how the evidenco contributeci by ltrr knmediate eflects and similady for
Mitral Stenosis. A&
RegurgHet&n contributes somewhat more than Mitral Stenosis

Evîdum fbr Rhmatlc huw

Evidmœ for Mitral Stmmi8

Etllbct

Ethct
RVL
ClosingSnap

0.7

Angina

0.0

Aoiac Regurg.
Mitral SteMwis

For
0.49
0.42

Agaln8t
0.485
0.325

For

A M Fib.

0.5

4P-t
0.5
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0

mWa

0.3

0.0

0.0

ûpening Snap 0.7

Table 5.1 Case 2 node impact conMbutlons
After making adjustments to the links conneding Mitral Stenosis
Fever

- RVL,

Rheumatic

- Mitral Stenosb, Mitral Stenosis - Angina, the evldence against both Mitral

Stenosis and Rheumatic Fever is reducd enough to result in an assessment of

preeence. Notice as wel that the masure of presenœ for both afso deaeased. but not
enough ta remove the presence assessment.

-

Figure 5.1 1 Case 2 final expianation.

Angina is a cornmon symptom of both Aortic Stenosis and Rheumatk Fever and the
expert may wonder what impact the presence of Angina in this case would have on the
potential causes. As indicated in Figure 5-12, the presence of Angina changes the
presence of Aortic Stenods to be doser to being present. Should the piesence of
Angina suggest that Aortic Stemsis be favoured over Rheumatic Fever, the expert can
takes stepe at thb tinte to accomplish that. The expeit k alowed to do this even though
R 1s strictîy outside of the acope of the case symptoms. A general context is stW(
makrtekied within this case, but by chenging the symptom arrangement, another case

is essentially created. Bah the flexbility of aitering the case and asking 'hypothetbi"
questions are not generalîy pemiitted by directive systems.

-

Figure 5.12 Case 2 hypoaidhl symptom aôjustm8nf.

Even though the cornid diagnosis was found an amrate enough expianation did not
exist implying the need to f i l in the misdng details. As it tumed out, VENI's knowledge
base was not completely unaware of ricwm, missing details, it was only un& to
teterence them in the conte& of this case. To reduce the need to pMom redundant
acquisition (as dom, in a directed acquisition system) VENI provides the ability to recall
and embeâ cunent knowleâge. This also shows awateness of existing knowiedge in an
interadhm envkonment even though the knowîedge may not atways be brought to use
in every appropriate situation.
The seiectbn of this case, like the fi& one, was aimed at illustrating the importance of
strategy in expnding the knowledge base. Choosing cases whid, have cornmon
aspeds wlth knOW1edge alreaây in the kiowîecQe base teducas the amount of new
knowîeâge the expert needs to enter for any one case. ln this case the correct
dkgnosis was the seme as the one k,the (kst case, but the presentation was diflerent.

As seen in the didceJ of the prbr two cases and .discussed ki Sadon 34.1, the

seledkn of cases pleys an importand ipb in the nature of the knowledge a c q u i s h
session. Stmtegbs should be besed on maximishg e U n g knowieâge, but not to the
point of needing large numbers of casea. The eMRty to MWî b pieeentetbn of a case
and add biowledge not related to the case temoves the need to umk thiough large
numbers of cases.
After the Dwo prevkus acquisition semions, the kiowledge base mntekrs some
kiowiedge required to deal with the fdbwing diseases: IHD, Rheumatic Fever, plus the

ocaimnce of Aoitic and Mitral Stenosis and Regurgitadkn. The disünguishing factor
betmien cornmon cases is not eo mudi the diagnosb in question, but the aymptoms.
This is because it is the symptoms which are used to idenMy the causes, not the
causes idenüfying the effects because the pioccws of diagnosis is aMucth,e (see
Section 3.3.1 -1) where the initialîy amilable information k, the cese symptoms. lî a case
were presented which is diegnosecl as Rheumatic Fever wWi AV-Bkdc 1st degree, with
the symptoms: P-R Intenial Increased, Impulse site SAnade, and QRS ShapeNormal,
then despite havhg knowledge about the dlegnosis. none of the symptoms is known,
resutüng in no hiiüally activateci Imowledge. Even though the user wuld embed the
structure around Aheumatic Fever, there is likely nothing in the structure (other than the
diagnosis itself) whkh mnild be of any assistance, except of course for assisting in the
ruling out causes.

In this chapter I presented hnio cases whkh illustrate the proceas of interacting with
VENl to acquire, represent, and verHy kiowleâge. WhWe each of the components on b
own provides useful information, varkus situations presented in the case discussions
demnstrated the need for communicatkn among the components to achieve the
overall kndedge acquisitbn g d . In one Ylhiatkn, the knowkdge supplied was
thought to be suffident to achieve the Knowledge Adkn, but aftei întegrabkn il was
shown to have an unexpected effect Because immedhte fwdback was provided, the
spedfk change could be altered without having to deal wioi ît at a hter time. In another

When information Is missing in VENl ilis obvkus that awm,sort of essbtence wwld be
useful to g u b the expert h g a h g the structure eatabllshed. Even the moet CO-

operative expert8 need to have guidance at tknw. A component of this type cou# be
aôâed to provide guidance in the ceses of mhing knowledge structure or to dmp)y
m k e the user awam of the pendhg Catm and îbuwidge Adkns until c#idi hm been
satisfied accordhg to the apprwal of the expert. Recognition of the Cese Situations
Knowiedge
and Case Actkns can be perfomied aubmaticalty. The list of
and KnOW(edgeûase Actbns could k pmvided, but the spec#k choke wwûi have to
ieft to the expert. Upon completkjn of each of these actions the degree of impad on the
higher action dass cauld be detmined.
Even though cases provide the context for each know(8dae acquisition systern, the
expert is not forced to folkw predetermined Iines of questkning. In different situations
the expert was albwed to supply knowledge not necessariiy d i r e reîated to the
current case. In one situation. relevant knowledge already existhg in the knowledge

base was acceSSBd and embedded with the new knowledge. Through this process, the
mode1is able to avoM reacquiiing knowledge.

Chapter VI
A Small-Scale Evaluation of VENl

This chapter describes an evaluatkn of VENl perfomied by a smll group of
independent potential usera The tbst section desalberr the purpose of this evaIuaa0n.
The second section desaibes the wmpodtkn of the evaluatbn. Inckided in th& is: who
was invohmd, what the evakiator's teslQ uwe, how the evaluaüon was conducted, and
how the evaluators would evaluate VENI. The third section contains the resuk
obtained from the evaluation sesskns. The fourth section provides an analysb of the
results obtained from the evaluation. The last section summarises the evaluatbn.

Chapter V demonstrated how the various wmponents and facilities of VENl can be
used to buHd up a kiowiedge base. Throughout this thesis Ihave stated that VENI can
assist an expert in capturing probiem soMng knowledge. One way to assess this
statement is to put VENI into an envkanment where potential users can build a small
knowiedge base.
The overall purpose of this evaluatbn b, to have the effecüveness of the model
assessecl by an independent group of potential usen, to sæ if VENl a n be used for
the tasks defined for ilin this thesis. This b not a rigoumus evaluation as the sample
size was small (six people) and the m u n t of work perfomied by each person k, limtted
(six cases each), but ilwould pfovide valuable insighta into the effecthieness of VENI.
An explici usability evaluation was not undertaken because the various aspects of the

interlace are not as relevant to the feasibility of the ovmll modd. Chapter IV discussed
the deciskns regardhg the design of the user interface for VENI. Although a variety of

optkns are amilaMe, the chdces made mm, m
t p m p o d to be the best, kit good
enough to portray the information and elow suitable interadkm wiai VENFs ki~wledge

base. QueMions sudi as Mieth81 a mc#iapproech b mon, effective then a
bolbar approach'?' does not mdce the oMIsl ftamework of VENl any lem effective. A
direct evaluatbn of the interface was elso not done because of the k n m variabMy in
the evaluator's cornputer slûllsa Some evaluators had no COmPUf81 sldtls whiie some
were much more e>cpecienced.lndudhg th& as pait of the evaluatbn might ovrwwhelm
the students with IWe or no computer-e
and rnake il dMhlt to obtain m l t s
on the more fundamental aspects of VENL nie one aspect of the user interface whrch
k part of the evaluation is the preSBnfBtbn of the infonnatbn. This aspect is somethhg
which is more devant to VENl's model and is neœssary for the partidpants to
contribute to the evaluation.
Should the oppominity to move VENl Mo a pmdudkn environment present Hself, il

would becorne necessary to pewfonn a mon, rigoumus-andextensive evakiation. For
one, the mechanisms for interacting with the kn-e
base wuid have to be
evaluated to detemine which would be most effective for uslng VENI. Such an
evaluation could have VENl pmtotyped with âifferent user interface structures. This
would provide a cornmon basb for evaluating the different methods to see which is
preferred by a user population.
In order to gather this insight for this evaluation a number of questions are asked.

Evaluaüon Questionma
In general. can a laiowledge base, which is capaôle of solving a set of
problems, be built incrementally and In a relatively short perkd of time?

Can VENl's assistanœ in the const~ctionof the knowledge base
decrease the emount of work needed to sohce cases as the knowledge
base becames camplete?

Does VENI provide a way to illustrate the eneds of forming knowkdge
relaüonships in a leaming environment?
The answers to these questions drive the stnicture of the d u a t b n and the content of

the questionaine used to gather the evaluators' opinions.

This section contains a complete desalptkn of the evaluatkm setup and pcacesa
lnduded in thb desciiptkn is: aie mekwp of the evaluatkn; how the set of evaluaüons
would be condmted; and how an individuel evaluation is conducted.

The evaluatkm purpose and structure was created over the course of aôout a month.
After establishing the goals of the evaluatkm (as identîfied in Section 6.1). the p m s s
of conducting the evaluatbn and a preliminary questionnaire were deslgned. Also
dudng this time. the domain aree of asthma and Exercised lnduced Bronchospasmwas
chosen and a set of cases was constructed.

Upon aimpletkn of the evaluatkn design and prkr to wnducting any offidal
evaluations, the evaluation f o m t was fried with three indhriduals over the course of a
few weeks. All three individuals coold offer advke on the evaluation content as each
had signMcant cornputer eqerience and exposure to aie areas relevant to conduding
this evahatkn. Dr. Krielîaam (Schod of Medbl Rehabilbtbn), Dr. Scwe (Department
of Cornputer Science). and Unda Strachan (ûepartment of Cornputer Sdence) al1 of
the University of Manitoba spent time with VENl offering advice on both how the
evaluation should be conducted and what input from the evaluators ahould be
performing a much more extenaive user evaluation, off&
advice on the types of
questions to ask the evaluatora Dr. W k a m offered advice on the wording of the

questions, havkig an understEuidfngof what the non-technical evaluaton, WOU# be ab(e
to understand. After thb, initiai tesüng of the evakietkn, the qudonnaire uma
sûeamlined to its ainent -te and the proceg, of cunduc!hg the evakiaüon sess&ns
was refined.

Once the stnidure of the evaluatkn was finalised, the studenb were organised to
paiodpte. Because of prablems in cmtacthg indMduak and a~rdinaüngachedu&
the evaluawns mre cOmplefed o w e threm month perbd. Subsequent analyds of the
results was awnpîeted ovw a two week peiiod tdlowing the evaluations.

The bask composition of the enmiuation irr to have an independent set of potenth1
users use VENl to devebp a smell acele howîedge base. Students who have
graduated frwn the Sdiod of Medical Rehabilitetion at the University of Menkoba were
asked to participate In this evaluatkn. From mis point on, the students will be refend
to as evaluators. The evaluators nrould all be conskkred domeh spedalists and are
capable of understandingthe inforniath contained in the cases.
Each of the six evaluators workecl independently of the others. R was expected that the
tirne to complete the expianation of the cases would be about one hour. During each
session notes were mintained by myself which describe how the evaluators interacted
with VENI.
It was ûnomi in advance that not al1 evaluators would have computer experîence. In

orâer to be consistent a m al1 evaluators, Ioperated the cornputer for each. I acted
onfy es a Uakn between theii dedskns and VENI1sactions. Advice would be offered
oniy in ternis of showhg them what fadlilies and expianations VENl had. In case the
evaluators mm, unsure of what to do next, Iw I d explain what thek optiis were. This
would mespond to the case and kndedge actions descrbed in Chapter III.
The knowledge base was not hiitially empty. A l of the symptoms Iisted in the six cases
as wdl as the diagnoses w r e pre-loaded in VENFs ûnowledge ôase. There m e no
causal relaoonships Inblly npremted. The waluators wen, presented with the

-

EnglM dedptkm of the cases on pepei wha, also
the symbdk
representatkn of the information âefining each case (Le. the WWC)(s) used to desuibe
the case symptoms and diagnoses) in VENI.
Each of the evaluators was given the crame initial knowledge base and the cases wem
pl;esented in Me same ordei. Upai campktkn of eed, session. the knowbdge base
was saved in case R was needed for later refed.

The evaluatkn was fun on a Power Madntosh 7100 wmplete with a 15" cobur

monitor, extendeci keyboard and mouse. The use of a cobur mnitor is esseda1
because of the use of cobur to wnvey meaning of the knowiedge structure (se8
Chapter IV). The mouse was ahio eclsentlel as il k needed to manipulate the visualy
presented kndedge.
A vkledaudio camera was used to tape each session to pmvide a record for acairscy
of information.
The evaluators were provided with a description of the cases used ki evaluatkn and a

questionaine to f i l in upon cornpletion. The contents of each k, describeci later.
Six ceses were prepared by Dr. Dean Kriellaais of the Schwl of Medical Rehabiliition

at the University of Manitoba in the domain of asthma and Exerdsed lnduced
Bmnchospasrn (€18). The two diagnoses involved in these proMems provide a good
domain because they share a similet symptom set because EIB is a condition which is
encompassed by asthma. Patients can have EIB without be asthmatic. fypically, the
hivo are disaiguished by the presenWabsence of a single symptom (Le. the pulmonary
fundion test at rest).
Not al1of the information containeci in the English description of the osses was used in
the evaluatkn. Infomtion such ao age and s c h d grade were deemed not to play a
significant enough role in the dlagnosk of these cases for the puiposes of Ris
evaluation and was exduded as a result.

Some information In the cases b vey desaiptive- For exampie, the desaipkn 'Has
diffkuiiy kwping up wlth felow deer hunters du-

November huW. Phrases smh as

this œn be generalised and stated mon, simpîy

as 'RmWted bmth on exectkn'. All

desmipüve phrases of mis type have been translateid kit0 si*
statmnts. Al
translatbns mm, confimied by Dr. Kriellaars to prevent any signifkant kecr of meanhg
or mistranslation.
Folkwkig is the English descripkn for mach of the cases; an indication of whether each

component was mpresented; and if repfesented, what the symbolic translation is
(represented in parentheses and Wb):

c8nom
13 yeat oid fernele niho lives in Winnipeg. She & a grade 8 shident who plays

VolleybaII. She cornpleins of cou~hinga m volkyball WM1(OutsI but not duhg
Experiences wheezing aRw crotw-cantry nwining kit not aAer swknming.

c8aa -0
An 8 year oîd male k from a rural farm community. He cornplains of stomach
aches after or w h b piayhg with othei km. Experiences nigM coughlng
ephodes. Wheezes In the fall when helping parents on fam. Pulmonary
functbn tests at rest are normal.

-

Diagnosis EIB

êmeThm
An 18 year old abese maie who fatigues vey Wiy in 'gym' c h ? . He has a
chmic ninny nose. He has an inhaler which he does not use. Has 8 mûkted

airflow on pulmnary fundon tests at rest. HgS had 3 anaMotic preseripaons in
the last year.

A 21 year old sprint cyclist who has competed natknally as a sprint cycling for
the iast 5 years. Steited to train for cyde road d n g in the eady moming, but
stops due to labourecl breathing after 10 minutes on the road. Has a tight chest
feeling in the evening. Pulmonary function tests are nomal at rest.

Exercise Irrdueed B
m
r
21 year CMspikrt cydist

Conpetes naaoriaily as a sprint cyding for the

last five yHas started to train for cyde foad radngin the

early moming, kit stops due to labwred
bmathing alter 10 minutes on the W.
Has a tigM chest feeiing in the eveiiing
Pulmoriaryiunctkntestsareriocmalatrest

CnaW
A 32 year OUfemale who h a been an aerobia, ins$udor for 5 yeen. She has

an bromhoâilator inhakw which mu, used for 5 yeen, prkr to teeching aeroôics.
Recently experiences a VgM chW after a810bics dass. F d s 'out of shape'.

Diagnoais: EIB

Ca80 Six
A 34 year old m l e who is a paint ahop technidan. Pulmnary fundion tests

revealed a 35% teduction in aMbw at test compared to normal. He has dmicully
keeping up with fekw deer hunters duiing Novernber hunt. Runs regularty in
summei and swkns in winter without respiratory problems. No medications*
Diagnosis: Asthma (not certain about EIB)

34 year dd mate

Paint shop technidan
Pulmoirary functicm test revertled 35%
reductim in airflaw at rest compared to normal

Has difficutty keeping up wkh feilow deer
hunters during November hunt

Runs regulaily h thei summer and swims in
winter without respiratory proMems
No medkatkm

Fdkwing is the questionnaire which was g h n to ecrch evaluator upon cornpldon of
ttreevaluation*

For the foHowlng qudom, drde the one number whreh best qmmnb yaw mmsmmt,

-v
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

daau

Haweasy was it to niwkwithcase me?
Howeasywasittowork~casetwo3
How easy was Q to work wfth case three?
How easy wa8 it to mJrk with case four?
Howeasywasittoworkwithcasefhre?
How easy was R to work wiai case six?

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Visual images (cides, lines, and cdours) wwe used to
porbay a cesa How easy is mis to undentand?

1 2 3 4 5

How easy was it to change the make up of the case on the
screen?

1 2 3 4 5

~~

VwyulMuI

How useful do you think this mnild be as a teaching tod?

1 2 3 4 5

How useful do you think this would be for you to consbud
cases for use in teaching?

1 2 3 4 5

The quesüonnako ia dMded into îive categodes of information. The fimt two questions

are intendeci to gather

aamo ~eneralWomiakn on each evaîuatai to heip put each

person's capabüioes hto p m p d w mgadhg the iequiremenâ, of them for the
ewaluatkn of VENI. Evrn though t h q ww# rwt be in dlred contact with the COmPUfer,
ît b süll neœssafy to get an idea if they eie familiar wlai cornmon the cornputer

rspiesentaoons and mcrchanbms useâ by VENI. The second category contains the six

questions regarding the ease of sdvhg eech of the six cases. The puipose of these
questkns is to capîum how the evaluatars saw VENI with resped to acvdsting In
constnicting the solutbns 10 the case$. The mpons8s to second section would sem,

as the ôasis for addreasing Evaluation Question Tm. The third sectbn contains h m
questions regarding the interface and interadon provided by VENI. The purpose of the
thkd section is to capture the evaIuator's Impmdon of the effedhreness of the
graphical display of VENI and the methoâ for chenging the explmation of the case.
This wouûi not be an evaluatkn of the interface for ddng thb because they had no
direct contact with VENI. nie mspmses to Wd r d n wulâ serve as the ôasb for
addressing Evaluaüon Question Three. The fourth sedkn contains the two questions
regardhg VENl's use for leamhg and building cases. The purpose of the fourth section
was to get the evaluator's opinkn on whether VENI cwld be useful for shidents to use
a leaming environment. In thh environment students can test th& undecstanding by
representing what they know and then explore various symptom combinations to see
the effect. The responees to fourth sedkn wouîd seive as aie basis for addreasing
Evaluatkn Question Four. The Irist sedbn exista aoleiy to capture any general
comments or thoughts the evaluatom m y have or to explain responses to the other

questions.

This section descrlbes the process which is used ta conduct each individual evaluation

session. The events described below are In the order in which they were perfomed.
Each evalualkn session oonskts of three parts: an orientation, the actuel building of
the knowfedge base. and compkition of the evaluation questknaine.

The orientation begins with a kief expianation of what VENI prsvided. This exphnation
induded:
what the overall task is about,
a description of causwffect re(aSionshipsused in the repreSBntBt/On,
what the use of cdours and nurneiical infomiation rnean,
which actions can be perfmed to manipulate the know(edge base,
O

whidi expianations regarding the pleseritatbn can be aupplied.

It was important for the evaiuaton, to f w l that that they were not being t8Sfed in any
way. To avoid thh, they were told the fdlowing:
there mm, no goals for them to achieve. Them is no set knowiedge structure whîch
should be obtained at the end of the six cases. It is eKpecteed that the knowledge
structures would be similar, but depending on the number of 'free-lance' additions
there are likely to be differences,
there was no urne limit either on individual cases or overall,
the accomplishments of previous evaluators would not be communicated to any
individual evaluator to prevent any thoughts of having to 'out perfonn' the othen.
The evaluators were toki that they woukl be given one case at a time to present to
VENI. Each tim VENI would displey what il "UnderstW about the case. Using this
display, the evaluators wouM take the $teps they deemed necessary to extendlchange
the display until the case was expiaineci to th& liking. They were tolâ that each of the

cases had to do wîth the diagnosis of asthma and Exercised lnduced Bronchospasms,
but were not shom any cases in advance. TMs was done so that any prkr planning on
th& part mnild rot take place.
Prbr to the tictual case session, the evaluatois were provided with a dmnstration of
VENI using a a m l l knowledge ôase dealing wilh hnnr a pemn can becorne wet
(sampie is shown bekw). The puipose of this d m was to give the evaluators a

woi#ng MuSaStkn of what VON1 wuid do. This sknpk ôomain waa ccmûucted so that
it w l d be something that they could undemtand without ha*

îo visit the kiow(edge

domain used in the evaluatiori.

Figure 6.1 a) DemonstfationKnowkdpe Bese, Case One

Mer

Figure 6.1 b) Dmonsmtion Kmmledge Base, Case Two

Upon completion of the orientation, each student is asked for permission to tape the
remaining part of the session foi ecairecy.

The folbwing sectbns contain the msuh of individual evaiuaîion sessions. The
information shown k taken directly fmm the evaluation f o m compteteci by Mem at the

end of the evaluatkn. The ~ M ~ toMfme
I text questions am taken dkedly fmm the
u~ers're~pon58~.
N o

m hgramnerwereperformed, butintheenmtawwdmis

difficult to read, the &estguess was made b choose the correct niwd given the context

Theaewwcbare#ent#kdwi(han\Insomcrceses~smm,e~ndedto
the m a l wwd(s). The mponsea to the question regardhg ease of working with the

cases are only represented h a grepn müw than the numeiicel ieaponses. tt ums felt
that a graph would be more effecüve in illustratirtg any trends from case one to case
six. ûecause dl responses are Mole numbers, the graph accuratdy reflects the actuaf
user responses. Ail other numeilcal mpmses are g b n in the actuel nunkw choices.
The knowledge base produced by each of the individuel evaluators is shom in
Appendix A. Beceuse there ia no way in VENI to dump the cornpiete contents of a
knowleôge base, the two screen shots for each evaluator show the contents of aie
knowledge ôase which were used to eqWn the kst two cases presented.

Education Levei

Cornputer Eiiperienœ

BachWs degree, Postgtad. cantinued educatbn for teri
years.
None

Images
Manipulation of exphnation
Teeching Tool

Case Consttuction
lntemctron and Use Responses
Definitely mniîâ be easkw to test on someone with respiratory
background.

-

-

-

Images
Manipulation of explanath
Teaching Tool
Case Construction
Interaction and Use Responses

Some adaptation to becorne leamer friendly. Needs sbanger
ieaming cases* to teach methods. There is a leaming ame

so individual may change respons8s with increasing cases*

Cornputer Experlence

Word Proc~ssing,Wndows, M i c m R OHice. etc.

f-mImages

4

Manipulationof explanaMn
Teadiing Tao(
Case Construction

4
4
4

Interaction and Use Responses
Comments

More exampies of everyday things at the beginning would be
good and

make them more cornpiex so that I could relate

better to areas that I di*? know about. Maybe one or two
mon, cases like mgettingwet" and more cornplex. % raaier
than desaiptkns of the relationshipe might be easier to
understand. Drawing the lines that were pnwkusly made
(found in the exphnation. but not the screen). A good
teachhg tooî I think. How does it handle more than two
diagnostic choices?

6.3.4 Emîuam Four Rœub

Educaaon/tevel

M. Sc.

Images
Manipulation of expianation

Intecadkn and Use Reaponses
Would be better test of system il I was more familiai with

differences between asthme end E b (having to guess at too
many rdationships).

Manipulatbn of explanatlon
Teaching 1001

5

Interaction and Use Responses

Inclusion of "absent" syrnptoms of ptevious cases is
somewhat confusing. If ais cou# be made hto a secondaiy
step ( e g show prevkus symptoms). I thînk it may be dearer
on a case by case basis.

Images
Manipulation of explanatbn
Teadiing Tool

Case Construction
Interaction and Use Responses
The eese of working with the cases was relativeiy the same
for a l of them. However, dlfferent aspects changed from case
one to csse six. At the beginning, more effort was iequid to

idenWy dgnifkant factors; towards the end. moie effort was
applied to rwvaluating the weights piaced on the fadors.
This wuid be a veiy useful tml for teaching piOblem sdving
wiai mod< cases, provided then, was an Wear solution

ueateâ by an ekpect for comparative pirposes. The procc#w
of identifying and -Ming
factors might help aie expeit to

The evahiation questions

am

dMded into fhm generaî categories- The finit sedlon

exists to identify the evaluatora The puof the second category b to capture h m
the evaluaton saw VENI with resped to Mdaing in constnictin~the solutions to the
cases. The purpose of the third sedkn is to capture the evaluator's impression of the
effecüveneas of the giaphical diaplay and interface of VENI. The purpose of the fourth
sectkn is to obtain the evaluatofs impressian of the tasks for wNch VENI can be used.
The lest sedion exists solely to capture any general comments or thoughts the
evaluators may have had. Sections two through fout of the evaluafion also serve as the
b i s for anaiysing the resutts.
Orbntatbn avmged about t a minutes. A b the c h d p t b n of VENI and what the
evaluatots rok, in the sesdon b, the eaampk knowledge base was shown. € v a
though the preliminery exampies uaed durfng the aientatbn p V B d useful. some
duators mrnrnentedthat it would have becm casier cm thdt ieamhg curve îo have a
few more examples wMch wem structureci mois dmileily to the asthme and €16 cases.
In parlicuîar, the number of relatbnships s h m in the exsmpks was somuhat kss
than what the evaluatom ended up produdng. It appeam that some had a bit of
diffkulty scaling up fmm few rdatfanshlps found ki the examples to the d o m or so

whkh ended up being produced h the adual problem domsh even thwgh t h m mur

no difference in the structure of the rdationships. This was ldentilbdbath in commeCttS
made in the puesthaine and h verbal comments made. A longer orieritation may
have eased the lemming process.
One partlcular evaluator is working on a joint graduate degree in the field of artifidal
intelliaence and physktherapy (mmluatw six). This studerit is consüered to have the
same domein background as the athers. The only dmerences are the degree of

Each of the evaluators agreed to the vhotaping of the woddng session, but due to
technical dlffiwlaes the video cernera d# not tape property for evaluator sessions one
and six.

This section is concerneci with the analysis of the rewlts from the six questions
regarding the degree of easddifficuity encwntered when woildng with each of the six
cases. The purpose of this sedion of questions is to pcovlde the basis for anwering
Evaluation Question Two. The analysis of this sedkn is done in two paita First, the
results of IndMduals are examined. Second, the results are combined to assess the
group as a whole.
It wer, hoped that the responses wouId increase in s#we from woking with case one to

case six indicating that the evaluatom found il easier to soive the cases es the
knowledge base became more complete. Tabie 1 contains the changes In response for
each evaluator a m the cases. The change k, ôased on the m a l evaluator
responses contained in Sectkn 6.3. The A label indicates the change in response fram
case numbered # to the next case number (0.0. A1 repremnts the change in msponse
from case one to case two). The value listeci indicates the number of response steps by
which a responso changed. A positive number indicates a change to an easier
response and a negethre number indicates an âemase in esse. The trends are
examined seperateiy hom the actual responses to m u n t for potential differenœs kr
interpretation of what is considered easy and what is d M h k This is done in order to

trends cou# be bst when averaged out.
-

-

Evaluator 1
Evaluatw 2
Evaluator 3
Evaiuator 4
Evaluator 5
Evaîuator 6
Table 8.1 Changes in responses to worldng with the cases.
lndhridually, only two evaluators shnmid any general trend of the cases becoming
eader or more difficult. Evaluator one fwnd # generaliy easkw to woik with the lest few
cases than to work with the fksl few cases. This is likely due to the fact that reiabhrely
lmle work was needed to explein the les3 two cases due to them bdng relativefy
complete. The relative ease in understandingthe information was despite the complete
la& of compter experience and the use of vaikus graphical d w y s which may have
been unfamiliac Evaluator hm, found it more diffkult to work with the last =se than with
the finit case. Evaluator tinro producecl vwy strong causal relaUonships thmughout the
eariy cases and did not weaken them very much. Because of the large number of
absent symptoms. the ev#ence result on the diagnosis was a large masure of
evidence against the diagnoses in later cases. Ibelieve that this was disconcerting to
the evaluator and the resub of the evaluation reflect this. The need to address the
representatbn issues raised here Is discussed in S e c t h 6.6.1.
Evaluators three and four showed no particulai trend in responses over the case set.
The changes do not conespond to the diagnosis bdng emmined. W this was the case,
ît could be explained by the fad that they found it eader to wwk with one diagnoski
versus another.

Eduatonfiveandsbc~wYhaconstin(anrrinier~the811fhecaaeset
ln
both cases they mpcmes veiy high and there was ütüe or no rwm to impcow. h the

case of these two evaluatofs, they could have achpteâ d the overel amœpt In VENl
and dbregarded the dmerenœ h the amount of work which was needed to explsln
each cese. It may ebio have kien due being rdatlvely more expeiienced h udng
cornputers. Allhough evaluator Rve b kted as an eperlenced user. it is not kKmn
what the extent of the experienœ is.
The results of al1 evaluators are aggregated in Tabîe 6.2 with the average score for

each case a b provided. If the average$ for the end cases are taken. 3-67 for case one
and 3.33 for case six. then a siigM dommard trend is seen rather than en upward one.
When the resub for the intemiediate cases are a b taken into account, no particuiar
trend is evident. The average osdllates slightly anwind the 3.4 mark (as s h m in
Figure 6.2). In general, there was not an upward trend in the ease in which evaluaton
were able to worû wioi the cases. Despite the iack of an upward trend, the indMdual
averages and overall average (342) hdicate some degree of ease in woddng with the

Avg.

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Teble 6 2 Aggregate of responses to woiMng with the cases.

3.67

3.1 7
3.67
3.1 7
3.5
3.33

Figure 6.2 The average responses to soMng ead,of the six cases.
One possible explanation for the la& of upward trend is the nature of what fomied the
basis of the evaluators' res~onses.While il was hoped that the msponses wouîd be
based entirely on the nature and degree of mil<the evaluatom ww# have to perfom
to explein the cases, based on comments made by the evaluators durkig the evaluation
sessions, ît appears this was not compietefy the case. Despite the fact that the
evaluators had a general understanding of the problem domaki, the evaluators
commented that they were uncertain about some medical aspects of the cases. This
uncertainty of being able to interpret and explain the cases independent of VENI
unfoitunately influenced the responses to these questions. In one partkular case, an
evaluatot rated the last case as the most difficult to woik with despite the fact that littte
work was actually performed(aee evaluator two results).
Another exphnation for the results is the inclusion of additional work required whkh
does not involve the physical manipulation of the howledge base. Evaluator six
offered an interesthg absavation. As the k n m e bMe expanch, while M e may
be lem physbl work required to change/extend the knowîedge base. extra work is
required to analyse the growing amount of causes and effects. It b not kKmn whethw
this can explain the results for the other evaluatom as ilwas not mentioned either in
comrnents or vabally, but the tact that each WOU# have to p M o m the anaiysk in
order to make any adjustments makea thk a possiôility. While the analysis may impact
the degree of ease of working with the cases, it k not really a bad thing. Without the
analysis, a user would be unabîe to make any educatedchanges.

10
ansWei Evaluaaai Queatkn Two. the nm rwponses, the hav#uel avefages end

ovedl average suggest modsnae mse in wotkkrg with the cases. if the banler of
having dmrcUîty in unchtanding the p m b h s b, removed (or lessened). then I wwld
not be unreasonable to think îha! the mponses miuld be somewhat hlgher. When
answering the question direcüy, thm the responses wwld not indicate that woddng
with the cases geb eeski as the knowledge bar#, becomcrs more cornplete. but in
generaf it k not eeen as being a aMailt taak duiing any of the six cases.

mis sedkn is concemecl with the analysis of the resuh, regarding the two questions
about VENl's presentadkn and operation. The purpose of this sedkn of questions is to
provide the b i s for answering Evakiation Question Thræ.
tt was hoped that the reqmnses to these questions mni# be quite high. Fallure ta

attain good results h m would cast doubt on one of the major claims in this thesis, that
being. that a user wuld interact directly with the knowiedge in order to construct a
knowledge base. All of the evaluators found the use of grephkal images and coburs
relativeiy easy to understend and usehil (an average response of 4.33) with no
responses les$ than four (see Table 6.3). This was true even for those evaluators who
had no cornputer experience.
The complexity of the explanatbns constnicted was relatively straight fornard and

usualiy dM not resutt in the evaluators adding multiple levels of causality. The ie~ulting
displays seen by them mwe not very cornplex and could be understood more easily
than one w h M consisteci of many levels of causality or extensive causal links
Em

Mfficutt

Use of images
Manlpulatkmof explandon

4

5

O

3
O

4

2

Avg4.33

O

2

1

3

4.1 7

1

2

O
O

Table 6.3 Response totals regarding VENk facilities.

AAA

The nature of thh problem domeh reeulted in mch of the âbgnosea ha*
a rdathrely
large symptom set where only a few symptom may exist at any thie. 8eceuse of the

syrnptoms of sbong causal reiatkrishm are abmt, sbong evidence to the cause's
absence resuIts. In every cese,the evakrato~sm t e d very sbong causal releitionships
upon initial cieation of the links. Most found in aibsequent cases that thb resulted in
the correct diagnosb being conabsent. This required them to weaken the
relatbnships in oider to mduœ the masure of absence to the point where the
diagnosis mis considered present. Judging by how the evaluators responded to the
use of words for descrMng the stiength of the causal reiatkns, it is dear that the
meanlng behlnd the wwds mis too sbong for what they meant to the evaluators. Once
the evaluators realiaed the wods' reiative meaning, R became easier for them make
better initial dedsbns for the sbength of new causal reletkriships even though it rnay
not have matched thelr interpretatbn. One parüwlat evaluator (number three)
suggested that the use of percentageswould have been more helpful.
The fact that several relationships had to be changed whik, woikkig with leter cases
iesulted in the opportunity to illustrate how VENI can allow the evaluators to make the
changes requested quidby. It is not Iikely that any of the evaluators were familiat with
other knowledge representaüons and what k, invohred in maidng changes in content to
have hem fully appredete the ease with which changes can be made to the
knowledge.
To answer Evaluadkn Question Three, the evaluatom responded very fawurably to the

portrayal of knnnledge and method of interaction used in VENI. This alowed them to
develop a knowledge base with only minimal training.

6.4.3 Vacl r r T«cNng Tod

This section b, collc8med wilh the analysis of the resub regatding the he quesths
about VENI's use as a training tod. The purpose of tMs sedkn of questions is to
pfovide the mis for answering EvaIuaaOn Question Fwr. W h k VENl b primaiily a
tool for building a knowledge base, il also hm applicaMIity for a beming enviionment.
The ability to interad diiedly with a knowîedge base provides an environment where
stuclents can explore their understanding of a subjoct bah thmugh representing their
undenitending and seeing the MBCfS of vaikus symptom wmbinations.

Teaching Tool
Case Constnicaon

1

2

3

4

5

Aw.

O

O

2

2

2

4.0

O

1

O

3

2

4.0

Table 6.4 Reaponse totals regarding VENl as a teaching tool.
VENl's applicability for use as a teaching tod wes generally supported with an average
of 4.0 (see Table 6.4).
Then, was also support with resped to being abie to consbuct teaching cases with an

average of 4.0 (se0 Table 6.4). Most of the evaluaton dM not have direct exposure to
the creation of cases in any fornial manner. The cases given to them were already
awist~cted.In some sessions then, was an oppoctunity to change the makeup of the
case by swing the effect of changing one of the symptoms to be absent instead of
present, effectively cteating another Case.
One partkular evaluator (evaluator one) mentbned that VENl's appmach is very dose
to the methods used by physiotherapy shidents to leam assodatkns betmwm
diagnoses and symptoms for pain management. Folbwing the regular session we were
abie to constnid a simple knowledge base for joint pain management with some
a couple of cases in only a few minutes
aymptoms and praMems and con-

The lmowledge bases praduced are not evaluated h m because the goal of the
evaluatbn was not to see if the same laKmledge ôase can be pioduced. The
knawiedge bases produceci by the studen& ($hm
in Appendbc A) were not identicel.
Five of the six students prodUCBd dmiîar structures where one had a signifiint
dineremce. Evaluator two created a relationship behmm El6 and asthma where the
other fhre chose to keep them as indeperrdent causes.
Wken developing a single pductjon knowkdge base, the use of more than one
expeit always creates the oppoiainity foi differences in definhg prabiem adving
knowiedge. Determining an effective way to recondk knowleôge from muitiple experts
is a difficult ta* ComMning knowledge fmm mulapie sources is a b an area of
research in Al. VENl does provide the aôillty to present the knowledge in an effective
manner to assist in the identification of diMerences in knowledge structure and to
detemine the effects of making changes in an attempt to bring the structures closer
together.

The cases in Mis evaiuatbn were not ordered in any psrticular way. An interesthg
eqmriment mnikl be to determine the effects of using different orderings of these
cases on a final knowkâge base. One way to aceornpiish this muid be to mate
muitiple groups end give each a dîfferent ordering of the cases. The process and
resulting knowledge bases could be examineci to detemine if one orckdng produceci a
knavledge base in femir steps or whether one ordering pcoduced a knowledge base
which is considered more accurate than another.

Mhough theni am four pilnay 8v8hlaüon questions, Evaluatkn Qu-n
One b
perhaps the mosS impoitant because R defina the goai of th& îhedq to be able to
~0nstnidapmblemadukigkiowledgebase~Thbh~aquestknwhich~n~be
anllmmid diiedly by the evaluatos because of theit Isd< of bckground in this W,
they may not d i s e what il means to cona kmwkdge ôase. This section
contains a summavy discussion of the evaIuaa0n sessions and anamm, this fia
evaluation question.
ûvemII. the mponaea were quite favoureble in al1 question areas. The section

pertaining to =se with which cases wete expiaineci did nd p r o d m a vey stmg
indication that a more cornpiete knowiedge base wwld make il miet to wak with
those cases. but R was not negative either. There min, extemal fados which appear to
have influericed therie results, there was faim strOng support for the ability to explain a
case.
Although there was no direct contact with VENI, the method of displaying informatkm

and the interface were felt to be effective. nie evaluaton a b supported the view that
VENI can be used for purposes other than just building a knowiedge base.
To answer Evaluath Question One, the evaluators m y not have realised R, but after
only ten minutes of training and about an hour of woik. they were able to constnict a
smalt knowiedge base which was capable of sdving a mll set of problems. The
existence of aie knowleâge base produced at aie end of eech seadon demonstrat8~
mis fact. While there were issues expressed by the evaluators that some of aie
iepresentational aspects resulted in diNetent interpretations and hence diffeient
degnies of accurate knowieôge bases, a knowledge base was built in the c u m t
definition of VENl's cepabilkks.

The evaluators (with the exceptkn of evekiator six) were not familiar with the varkus
representations used in expert systems. If a rulsbaS8d iepresentation were used

where only e rule editor exMs to krilâ t
h rules, the evahmtors mwild have beoome

famHiar with the repcesentaaorral ismm end iehlkiwhips betwwn the vaikus
rules. TMs sectbn contains a bdef ôesai@b of a possMe set of ruka whlai mnild
repesent the same set of loiowledge and what may have been required to dethem Cornparbons wil not be mede to how other mi-automated techniques rnay be
used to acquim this same kiowledge. A desalptkn of #mw, techniques b wntained Ci
Chapter IIand a definition of differ811~8~
conWned h Chapter III.
moie

The list of rules in Tabb 6 6 represents only one way of expressing the knowledge

needed to expiain the cases. They do not nece5581/ly conespond to any one
8vaIuatofs knowiedge base as eech was somewtiat dlwwent. There are alw rnany
different pmcessea uaed when devekping the ~ l e One
a & to aeate rules through the
same process as used in VENI. that bekig on a case-ôyase bas&. Another woulâ be
on a diagnosis-by- diagnds basis. Creethg a le to sohm each case b not likely to b
an effective method of devekping a vule base because the tules would be moat
effective only when a new problem matches a previous pôlem. Each new case wuld
requin, a new nile.
One possiMe way to get to rules k, to idldenttfy a lia of concepts. Some concepts would
be: the two diagnoses, problems during exertion, pmblems after exerüon. problems at
night, plus other indhridual concepts. This may not be the best way or only way to
iâentify concepts. but is serves the puipose of having a set of rules to accomplish the
task.

IF

p~l-fundion-nom\alAND
CoUgMwproblerrw
THEN EJB (0.6)

IF

puCh-i
AND
888~-wwproblems
THEN Asthma (0.8)

IF

pukh-l
AND
ninny~roriic
THEN Asthma (OP)

Table 6.5 Sample iule base to explain evaluation cases.
The rules M n e d above represent a possble end pmduct of a series of knowledge

acquisition sessions. These rulea are capabk of advlng the same six cases used k, the
evaluation. One asped whkh b not evident h m br that of conflict reeakitkn. Various
rnethods can be used deal with muiüpk ndeg contrbuting to the seme condusion, (ag.
evidence combination, highest, firsülast contrbutbn, exclusion through bgk). The
author of the niles needs to be aware of which method is used in the produdion
problem soMng envimnment because the definition of certeinty factors andlor nile
structure is influenced by the conflld iesolutbn method. ln the event that the highest
contributhg condudon is used, the author must enam, that the œrtainty factors for
each conclusion are high enough on thelr ami to be considered over other cornpeffng

mnduskns. RequMng a MHI-technicai person to uidsntsnd the krbËedeQ of confi#
resolution meaiodr, b, not generelly a good idem codôwhg also that an undrnitenang

if an expmt used a rule editor to construct the above rules the expert may be removed

(iom the some of the rule syntax but, there are m y other aspects where no
assistance ww# be off-rn ûne peitiailor aspaS is the addition of a new niîe or
condiaon does not define and provide the impad to the iwer of doing mmThis
informatkm mwld onty rewl fmm mnning one or m m test cases and obsewing the
resuits. Rie need to be mare of the hped ia heîgMmed when the user is not famiîiar
with a rubbased representaüon (Le. the user b, not f d y wm M a t the impact & of
changing or adding a de). Then, are other dedsions faâng either the expert or
knowledge engincrer when devekping a rule base. One cRich dedskn b how to
structure individual rules (e.0. should each aymptom be its own mle mnduding the
diagnosis or should al1syrnptoms of a âiagnosis be part of the sarne rule).

Throughout each of the sessions there mve some aspects of VENI which wwld need
to be addresseci for a more succeasful venture in the future. This section describes
m e of the additions or improvements which rewlted either from direct cornments by
the evaluators or observations by rnyself.

There were rnany situations where the thresholds defining when a node is considered
absentlpresent dM not reflect the evaIuatoml thoughts. ln the cases presented then,
mm, a large nurnber of absent symptoms. Because of this and the evMence
combination formula, the measure of absence tended to be hîgher than the evahrators
wukl have thought According ta the rnodel, the solution wouM be to reduce the
strength of some number of the absent symptorn links until a suffkiently low masure
of absence is attained for a cause. The threshold values can be adjusted, but not by
the usm. ln some sesskns, the evakiators ignored the threghold assessrnent whWi
cdoum a node to indicate its presence or absence, and chose instead use the relative

The uset of phrases such as Tsometimes causes" for choicea in definhg causal
reiationahips was used to remove the uset f m Speaying numerical values for
strength because people do not find it easy to think in t m d numeilcal values. One
evaluator (evaluator thtee) commenteci thet being able to s p d ï y sped(yntag8s direcüy
muld have been cash. One way to satisfy both points of vlew ia to add the ability to
spedly the stiength value ditedly. As the phrases descljbing causal strength
comspond directly to hed strength amounts, t would a h be ueeful to add the ability
to inaeese or deaeecie the arength behnear the predelined amounts by using
directions such as 'stronger' and 'weaker'.
As the symptom set for a cause increases, so too does the number of nodes whkh
have to be displayed. Evaluator five commented that the constant display of al1 absent

symptoms was 'somewhat confusingl. It is neœssary to maintain the contributions from
these absent symptorns. W h k aien, is a way to hiûe an effect chah, this couid be
extended to a m m operation and h W a l absent symptoms of a node.

In this chapter 1 ciefined a smalkscaie evaluation whkh invoives an independent gmup
of potential users who built a smll krowkdge base and provided feedôack on the use
of VENI. Atthough the numbet of evaluators was srnaIl, the good range of feedback
pmvided for a valM test of VENl's c8pabilîties. The eveluatbn p v e d useful in ternis of
being able to demonstrate that VENI can errsla in devebping a lanowledge ôase. it a h
pmvided valuable feedback regarâing extemsions and changes for those aspects which
were found awkward or limiüng to the evaluatm. In the end, each evaluator was able
to develop a small knawledge h e relaüveîy quiddy with minimai training.

Chapter VI1
Conclusions and Future Research
7.0 O v w

This chapter contains a summry of the worû presented in thb dissertation. ln the (Lst

sedon I p m a t a diacuaskri cm the evaluatkn of this work. The second section
contains a brlef review of the the& in Iwo respeds. Fi* the contents of the plecedbig
chaptem are Mlighted. Second, the goals of îhe theab, are revisited with an emphasis
on the contiautkns rcwultîng f m thme goab. Tho thkd section identifies aJpeds of
both the model and implementation wh&h cou# be imprcrved. The lest sedkn provides
areas of fuither research as a result of the work accomplished.
7.1 Brwh for Evaluaîlon

Al ia often critidsed for not havhg a forniel meaiod (or set of methods) for evaluating

research. The nature and relative infancy of the discipline make I diMwlt to produce
objective results [Chepmen 901. Much of Al research is IabeliecJ as appmach based.
where the research offers an approach which extends or redirects earlier work. The
result of these approaches offem insight into what may evmtually lead to a set of
theorerns which can be proven. Cornman dent& research is based on a hypothesise

Existing knowledge acquisition research has many diîferent directions. Semkutomated
twb. in =me wayl contain a plocess whkh guides an expert in elidang problem
soMng knowledge. In order to pose questions to an eipeit, these s y s t m need
knowledge on which to base aiem. In sama examples, knolwledge of a problem soMng
structure (e.g. Reperatory Grids, buth tables, decidon trees) can guide the ercpeit to fiII
in eKpected vaIues. ahers make use of proMem SdVlng pocessc# (0.g. propose-

This dissertation hgan with the premise that automatd knowledge base devebpment

should consht of integrating the major aspects of lanow(edge acquisition Mo a single
process and perfonn them in mal tirne. Meny existhg approaches f m s exdudvely on
the gedfk and more complex task of knouhdge elidtatbn. The other aapeds of
knowledge acquisition are not integrated into a complete environment. This dissertation
defines a general rodel for integrating a set of processes suffiCient for perfonning the
overall task of knowledge base develapment. The folbwing sections Remise the
contributions of this research fmm both a msearch spedfic and Çhaptet orientecl point
of view.

One of the prLnary contributions of this dissertation is the cornplete and seamless

integratkn of the major knowledge acquisition tasks. Complete integratbn assists a
user (expert or kiowledge engineei) to maintain a continuous and c u m t context in
WnWying and ecwurkig the knowledge Is correcüy represented and applieâ. Requiring
distinct end separately petfomied processes does not neceriseiily prevent a knowledge
bese fmm being devekped coRBctly, but introâuœs unnmssary or reptithre steps.
Complete integraüon transfonns these tasks into a single pocess.
The sewnd wntrbutkn is the 'teaHimewmethod of interacting with the model. Being
able to provide immediate feedback to the user goes hanbln-hand with the above

content, kiowledge suppliecl b imneaddy kitegmeâ anâ comnunicated bad< to the
U m m Thb elso a
b the user to
wWi the kmwkdge base in any mamer
deemed useful or necesmry. Beceuse the m ô d does not e x p d anrimers to
piedeterminecl questions, supplying kiowkdge causes the modd to react and explain
the knowidge cwppl9ed by the USWm This does mt suggeat that the user will explore ail
possible comMnations of interactions. By 'pieyinf with the kmvbdge base Imean the
expert is ftee to try any combination of connections or values of evidence regardless of
whether they are r d or hypoaieticel.
The third contribution is the visual rnethod of interedion. In bonaiukig a phrase from the
discipline of graphical user intwWes, What you see k, whgt you gW. the interface to
the knowledge base in the acquisition procep, b based on visual feedbed< of
knowledge stnnhin, and content. By giaphicelly represerrOng biowledge. the expert
can be effediveiy made aware of a vast amount of information in a relatheiy confineci
area.
The mode1 defined to perfom the above tssl<s provides a general framework upon
which various choicets for each of the moâells components a n be made. The fourth

contribution of this dissertation is the restricted knpiemeritation. The implementatbn
illustrates the fembility of the model's definiaon in that the components can perfomi
aie tasks defind and interact in the intended manner.

Chapter IIbegan with a dimssbn of the general issues sumnding the devekpment
of a knowledge base systm. In this dsatsdon. specific attention was paid to the
itemtke pmcess of knowbdge baee devekpment and how il is neceasarily different
(rom the devebpment of conventbnal software systems. In partiaiiar. the identification
and nature of the major tadm requid and the communication be(ween them duing
deveiapmerit are emphasised. Unddying the composition and communication of the
tasks is what was defined as aie biowledge tumaround Ume and how the evolutbn of
knowledge acquisition research hm adbessed aJs.

Chaptew IIcontains the definiaon of the model for întegrated îmwbdga acquisitkri.

Prkr to defining the adwl model the design aiteda fiom wNd, the model
charadecistics were g~idedaie R W T I M e The mitda r ~ e ninîîuenced
,
by the OIEKM
thesis goeb outHned in Chapter 1. Having the specRicetkns for the modd, the bkieprint

of the model b defined which encornpiuses the ciitecie. The model is defineci in t8mw
of the components requireô, the tasies each perlorms, and how they interact to p e r f m
the knowledge acquisition process.
The behavkur of the modd is directed by spedlic design abjecares. These objectives
are reviMed:
The model

be used by m e r an expert or a kiow(edge mginm.
The user should be in charge of âirecting the acquisition poceas.
The user should be given immediate feedback regardbig the inputüng of
knowîedge and what impact that knowledge has on the existing
knowîeâge base.
Eliminate the levels of abstraction between knowledge aquisition and
representation which require translation by alkwing the expert to interad
d i i m wiai the knowledgebase.
The acquisRion process should be flexible enough to allow for
opportunistic representation of IumdecQe.
The method of interaction shouid be effective and meaningful to the
user.
Knowledge integration and veritication should be an integrated part of
aqulsitkn and perfomied in 7eaHmeP.
The errpectation that the model can be used by an expert Ls more of a Iimltkig factor in
how the mode1 behav-. but il does have an impact on design. Should assisting a

kiowledge engineer be the sole purpoge of the modd, aien leas assistance needa to
be pmvided because of the familiadty wiih repremtatbn and acquidlkn techniques.
An expeit is r8moved from the inner structure of the knowledge base by providing a 1:1
abstraction of the repremntation and how that biowîeô~eis conveyed. Visual images

kiecpeitbrotcompletelyremoV8dfm~eimwww~s~umthepesshn,

nahre requim aie diredkn of the wer, be R an expert or lmwlecbe engineer. This
requim that the expmt be ampemaVe and show initiathre in usirtg the system. To
guidelines is defined which &jenWy how to proceed in conWling the content of a
kmwkdge acquisioon session.
The decision not to automate the eOdtetkn piocessisttuctun b kuied on the fact that

each situation can have several remedies wîth numerws bcations in the kiowledge
base to whkh they can be applied. Systematically askhg these questions goea, against
the opportunistic supplying of knowkdge. lnstead, the user b presented wiîh dedskn
support in the fom of f-ck
and explenatbn regaiong the cunent knowledge
struchire/content.
The method of interaction wia VENl is based on the apprentice-teacher scenario
descrbed in Chapter Iand Chaptei II.Mhough not mstrided to this process, R is Mer
suited to revolve around the presentatbnand solution of a case (sample problem). This
mintains a contexl In VENl through the ldentitication and wmmunication of knowledge
relevant to the case. Despite the fad that pioviding spedfk solutions to knowledge
pmMerns may help direct the expert, the procew of attaddng defdencies in the
knowledge base can be stnictured. The final part of Chapter III contains a structure
klenüiying what problems a n ariee in tefrns of defidendes ln sdving a case or epedfk
node's explanath. A c h o h of M a t situations am available and what impact each has
on the sunounding structure is providd. The dMke from each set must be left to the
User*
To demonstrate the feedWity of the &'s
components dekied in Chapter III,
Chaptr N deaalbes a testricteci irnplernentation. Because the modei is suflkiently
general, it provicies for great vaiiebility în the nature of each component's specHic

mekeup. ln this chap(ei, sped(ic choiœs for the componetnts wem made to Rustrate
that the definitbn of the components can ôe adiieved in a woi#ng systm. Whik a l of
the choices mm, not ncrccwsaiily the best or mocd elaborate, they do fflustiate
reasonable performance of the components. Areas for improving these choices are
deacrbed in sedkn 6.32. As each component of the model h m spedRc tasks deflned,
the abilii to successfully irnplmant the chosen cornpanente is reailised through the
output pmduced as a result of wnning each component.
Once the components are shown to perform propedy, Chaptet V demonstrates that the
components, together, achieve the oveisll p~ocessof knowledge acquisition, Chapter V
contains a description of hnio repmmtative knowledge acquisition scenarks. Through
the presentatbn of different situations, the various cornpanente and features are
exefcised to show Me acquisioon process ddned in Chapter IIIcan be accomplished.
Chapter VI desaibes a smalCScale evaluation of VENI which involveci having a srnall
set of independent potential usem work with VENl to devebp a m a l working
knowledge base. The resub obtained from this evaluatkn support the daim that VENl
can assist someone in the devebpment of a pmblern soMng knowledge. The support is
based on hno types of results. Rrst, after only a short treining period and short working
session, each evaluator was able to conatnicl a small woiking knowledge base by
explainhg the solution to a set of cases. Second, questions asked of the evaluators
regarding use and applicability were well supported

While this iesearch is based on the two specifk goals of integrating the major tasks of
knowledge acquislaon and to perform in real Ume, aie pmcess of achieving these goab
was accomplished through the development of both a rnodel and an implementation of
that model. Despite the fact that the impiementath is basai on the mdd, an
independent set of issues exists and should be evaluated as sudi. The following two
sections examine the limitations of the mode1and impîementatlon separatdy.

A kiowhMge acquisition systm bi nomidly thought of as one which guides the expert

buk of nqmnsibility plaeed on the expwt & to supply the howiedge as
dkeded and the knowledge acquisioon systm structures what kinnledge is required.
One signifkarit eacwmptkn for this model was made ln Chapte? III.that the swrce of
knowledge (the expert) shouid be iespond&lefor stnicturing how biow(edge sliould be
supplied. This implies that the expert h aqwative and assumes the msponsibilities
outlined. Should the expert not be Wng to pwform these tasûs then this modei wwld
be viewed as little more than a knowiedge editor with lmstructure.
Men,the

Despite the focus of this thesis on devekplng an overall frallp8wr)rk f o i the key tasks of

knowledge aquisitkn. the passive appioach of VENl limits Os applicability to a large
number of situations. The abiliîy to guide the elldtetion and structuring of kruwkdge k
the critical part of knowleclge acquisition rc#ieerdi both in manual and mi-automated
processes. The contributions of th& thesis do not indude hsights into inteiviewing
processes or other processes of guiding infrospedbn. The la& of diredon eetaig is
supported by othet aspects of the model. These generaliy appear in the tom of
decision support (e.g. explanations for knuwledge camponent contributions).
Settling conflicts in knowledge discrepancies can be an arbitrary process at best.
Determining a solution which salisfies several requiremmts is lesseneci to some degree
because a single source of knowledge is Nkeiy to be invohmd (i.e. one expert using the
model). Discrepancies are not so much ditferences in opinions, but the resuk of
given the structure
developing a knowIedge base in Rerative pieces. ûne case is SOM
of knowledge at the time and as the knowIedge base evolves, new howledge may
change the inteipretation of previousiy acquired knowledge.
One way in which the process of settling different requirements of a single piece (or
duster) of knoiwledge could be to devekp a set of aigorithrns which break the common
structures into components which cou# be responsiôie for the dMremrt in outcornes.
Another set of aigoriîhrns couid be devebped to determine changes to the existing
cornpositkn. Similar techniques exist in learning algorithm for neural networks
[Rumelhart 861 where the structure remains constant, but the nature of the connections

b adjusted to satisîy a set of inpuüoutput Gharaderistics. Beceuse the task h m b to
d u t h to a disaepancy b to diange the sbudure. ûetdkn and awredbn of these

lmpIem8nfEItion of the model d d not a m as an exmise in devekping a production
ioiowkdgeacquisitknsystm.ChdcesfarcomponenEsmm,notmedetoyieldthekwt
rewb in temis efffdency or robustness. Should the goel be to devebp a pfodudkn
quality system then more etaborate chdoea for modd components wou# have knwi
made. The goal of the impiemeniatioii was to demonstrate the model's appIicabiIity and
that it a n perfon the tesks for which the modd was originalîy designed. With this in
mind, it mnild be masonable to expect that defidencies would exist in the
implementatbn. Given that the implementation has almady b e n shown to demonstrate
the model, is an examinatbn of these defidendes necessary? The purpose of hilighting
the limitations serves as a guklelkie for details which wuid guide the choice of an
enhancd implementatbn or pcodudlon quality components.
The decision to represent causal knowledge as a secies of Ihb and nodes allows for a
very powerful type of kndedge to be captured and represented. Many have argued
that success in representing knowiedge in cornplex domains, such as medicine,
requires aie ability to represent deep causal rdationships [ F e m QI]. The simplidty of
the representation used In this thesis prevents comptex and realistk types of
knowledge fm being effecüvdy represented and mnild need to become more
eleborate to handle a M e r range of compiex ûnowiedge. One extension in pailiailar
woukl be the ability to repremt quantitative causality as found in ABEL [Patil 811.
Another extension would be to handle the representaüon of temporal causality. One
particuiar aaped of temporal causality is the abilily to represent the time required for
the effect to become tnie after the cause becornes tme. ûther limitations include the
l a d of conceptual dustering, where relateci noch can be explkitly designated as
bekmging to a paiticular concept and treated as a whoîe. For example, mitral and aortic
stenosis are classifiecl as valvular disease. Another limitation is the implkit attribute-

value fepemWaaOn of feda Thb pmmîa î b expîldt abülly to answer questions Iloe,
What is the diape of the P-wave?", or What is the âuraüon of the QAS riitemai?".
Although the d u a t m weie abb to wwk with the kiawledge repcwiente(kn, aspects
of evldence mmMnadkn created sane unexpeded irwuk, vrhen lkst defMng causal
relationships.
Visual organisation of information or kiowledge can always be ciitidsed. This is so
because of the aesoietk nature of the issue. As the nuof knowJBdaebase entWes
grows the cause1 repnwentetkn can quiddy covew and e x d an entire diep(ey am.
Neither the representaüon nor the displey controis albws the eXpa to
reâucslaggregatethe causal knowledge to morganise the presentatbn (beyond simple
emphasis of paits). Better ways are nemhd of isolating parts of the network wMle
mainteinhg the sûucture and conti&aon of the reminhg kiowledge.
Alaiough the user was consdousiy remowxi fmm having to enter numetbal evidence
for causal links and nodes, thb was shown to be too oonstraining in some cases when
trying to achieve a spedfied result. The ability to indicate the evidence weight dired)y
should be included.
One area which could becMe more of an incunvenicmce rather than a defidency is the
reai-time integratkn of newîy supplieâ or modified knowîedge. As the depth and
a m n t of knowledge grows, the time whldi is required to acairately and completety
integrate knowledge may become unacceptaôle. Many factors influence this potentially
time consuming piocess. M,
unacceptability must be defined. What one penwn
considers acceptable rnay not be so for othem. Even if the t h e became unacceptably
long, one must compare it with the time othemise required to perfom the entin set of
tada separately. Second, the choices of impiementaüon components play8 a ide in
how long howledge lntegration takes. Different representations, and hence dMerent
processes for Integtatkm, have varied complex~sassddated with them.

It is rare that research is positioned at the end of the evolution of a discipline or

research thread. partkularly for a relatively immature a m ar, Al. Reseaich should offer

opportunities to m
w
n future woik WhRe behg a cukninatbn of pcaikus apploaches,
the modd for knowMge ecqubWon deffned in thia thesis pvides nat a final soidon,
but a framework upon wMch the ainent capabiIMea can be expandedo
The msdous dedsbn to devebp a modd with paww inltieanw e-l
the sbuaure
of a amplete acquisition environment to be established. Having mm devekped the
frameworlc, the passhie p m m m serve as the pihiery difor future wwk. Most
of the future work spawned from this dissertation is based on removing some of the
responsibilloes piaced on the expert (asiûedfid in Chepter III).
Settling the differencecl of Iwo or more opinions regarding the correctness of aome
issue is a complicated matter. Meny exphnations for diiferenœs exist which can be
considerd n o m l in the course of âevebping an accurate ûnow(8dse base (ag.
incorrect knowledge odginally entereâ). When wnfmnted wllh the situation of
confiidhg kndedge, VENl handles this by presenting two vlsual structures and
pmviding feedbacû regarding the impact on both situatkns. This alkws conflid to be
resohred by pfacing the responsiôility for mking dedskns on the user. These decisbns
indude: which tasla am required to resohre the conflict and to detect when the canflict
has been resohred. Analysis anild be perfomied to visually Mentify the structural
differences between several different explanatbns whkh wouiâ provide a basis for the
expert to rnake dedskns regaiang how to reaohre the difference. This is complicated
by the fact that the physical structures wuM be very different resulting in diffkuity
detmining points of similarity.
ln keeping with VENl's passive nature, ildoes not offer suggestions to the user on how
to achieve any goals (e-g. case, knowledge). As a bt of knowîeôge acquisition reseaich
is based on exhacting knowledge from an expett, the expert should be responsible foi
deteminhg how knowledge content will be aîtained. The p m s s of actual knowledge
identification should be left to the expert'. Automation of identifying knowledge oubide
the knowiedge base should be left as a leamhg process.

' Asauming a non self-leaming system.

This chapter began with a brief disaission on the nature of evaluating a theds in Al.
The goals of this dkmtation were revisited to mbblish the position of thk w o k
Through a review of the chaptem the key pdnts were reemphasised with a foais on

aie aspects of tMs dissertatbn that addrwsed the goals of the rodel. I then
summarised same of the defidendes of this work whîch were already idenWied
throughout the Chaptem 111to V. This chapter concludeci with some directbns for future
work to extend the mode1definition.
The primary motivation for this thesis was spuned by my desire, like oaien. to
understand how we acquire and imtegrate problem 8oMng knowiedge. My belief that

oneon-one interaction through mentofship is an effective means of extending one's
prob(em soMng capabilitiea in mal life is a pemnal interest and ho& signMcant value.
Ihave tried to cany this thmugh in my research and this dissertation.

Appendix A
Evaluation Session Knowledge Base Contents

Iniüal Presentation of Cases One and Three

Evaluatw One Solutions to Cases Fhre and Six

Evaluator Two Solution to Case Five
The~~t)iek#uvkdgs~~oompklkrid~mEbeiss(cissM)bysvduaartvuio.

Evaluator Two Sdutbn to Case Six
~h.ca~.*ormkia**dg.bu~cnipYladh.Urrnicu(-waqhm.

ETEvaluator Five Solutions to Cases Five and Six

F
A
-

Evaluator Six Solutions to Cases Five and Six
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